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SPICES is the acronym for Social Promotion of Intercultural Communication 

Expertise and Skills. 

The increasingly multicultural society of Europe needs different communication 

tools. These can be based on the knowledge that members of different cultures 

behave differently in certain situations and also on foreign language knowledge 

(grammar and lexicon). It has become important to understand that what might be 

natural and acceptable to people in one particular cultural context, may be totally 

unexpected or inappropriate in another.

There is an obvious lack of adequate communication tools. The ones we currently 

possess are not necessarily suitable. A traditional solution to this problem is: more 

foreign language courses. Is it really feasible to introduce courses covering the 

multitude of languages that we may encounter? Many people living in a foreign 

context do not have enough time or money to spend, or do not have the necessary 

patience to attend a traditional language course. In some cases they may not be 

aware of the existence of such courses or it might be difficult for them to gain 

access to them. Another (somewhat still traditional) solution is: language courses 

for the local population. Even in this case there are a number of practical and 

organisational constraints. A less traditional approach is: (inter)cultural mediators 

to facilitate communication between local and foreign population. Although this 

approach is certainly most necessary and worthwhile, it still may not be enough.

 

SPICES intends to provide an answer to these issues through the present �uideli-

nes. Our aim is to develop specific scientific instruments and make them available 

to non-specialists. The toolkit is designed to help communicate more effectively. 

At present, most of these tools are utilised in rather specific academic contexts 

and their use is often restricted to scientific researchers and university teaching 

staff. SPICES �uidelines represent the basis for a training course that has been 

developed within the framework of lifelong learning, i.e. a �rundtvig 1.1. training 

course. The project involves seven partners who come from Bulgaria, �ermany, 

Italy, Malta, Slovenia, and Spain.

The objective is to illustrate a method that may be adopted. Intercultural com-

munication trainers, language educators, communication facilitators, intercultural 

mediators may use the method to create training/learning packs for their trainees to 

acquire intercultural communication skills and/or a second language as language 

Presentation of the SPICES Guidelines
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of the context. The trainees are either adults-in-mobility or adults-professionally-in 

contact-with-mobility.

�et us introduce some special terminology that has been developed for the purpose 

of SPICES.

Adult-in-mobility (AM): any individual, eighteen years of age or older, that for eco-

nomic, social, professional or cultural reasons emigrates from his/her own country 

of origin and moves for a short or long period of time to a different geographical, 

cultural and linguistic context. This different context very often implies, though not 

necessarily, a state different from the one of origin.

 
Adult-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility (or simply adult-in-contact-with-

mobility; ACM): any individual who for reasons of work or profession comes into 

contact with adults-in-mobility (for example: educators, trainers, teachers, intercul-

tural mediators, front-line desk officers or counter personnel, doctors...)

Mobility: intra- and extra-European-mobility, e.g. movement for economic, profes-

sional, social and cultural reasons from one country/state/context to another within 

the European Union as well as from third countries to EU member states.

Context: a dynamic, changing and multifaceted concept, traditionally a country or a 

state, which may also be a geographical region, an institutional environment or the 

place of work. In the present �uidelines we refer specifically to the bureaucratic-

institutional contexts, e.g. authorities (health, schooling, training, work/employment, 

housing etc.)

The audience we intend to reach belongs to two different spheres, which are often 

strictly interrelated and interdependent: 

 
1) InterCultural Communication (ICC) facilitators: professionals able to employ 

and transfer a style of communication while taking diversity into account; who are 

sensitive to verbal, paraverbal, nonverbal and visual differences. He/she must 

be able to modify his/her own communication style for conversation partners of 

different cultures, and to mediate, in given institutional situations, between people 

who identify with different cultural patterns and values. He/she knows different 

bureaucratic-institutional contexts and their respective linguistic-communicative 

practices.

Adult-in-mobility 

Adult-professionally-
in-contact-with-

mobility

Mobility

Context 

Intercultural 
Communication 

facilitators
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2) Second Language (L2) educators: people who, rather than limiting themselves 

to the transmission of purely formal linguistic information and �2 grammar, assume 

the function of managing and facilitating communication of �2 in all its aspects: 

linguistic, cultural, social, pragmatic, contextual. Educators should be able to 

create courses and tools that meet the needs of the learner rather than employ 

prefabricated methods and concepts in a rigidly structured manner. In this sense, 

an �2 educator is not necessarily a standard professional language teacher.

In our view the term intercultural has to be distinguished from the term multicul-

tural. By multiculturalism we mean a status quo based on “tolerance and, at best, 

on respect”, whereas the concept of interculturalism implies a situation “founded on 

willingness (i.e. to study and to know) and on the appropriation of cultural models 

that belong to others but are considered more valid than one’s own” or in any case 

useful for interaction with the context. “‘Multiculturalism’ is an ethno-social fact whe-

reas ‘interculturalism’ is a political and cultural choice. In a ‘multicultural’ society the 

‘host’ group is never engaged in discussion and the ‘guests’ resort to it only in order 

to avoid expulsion: in an ‘intercultural’ society everybody is involved in discussion 

and willing to be subject to mutual influence. The ‘multicultural’ society produces 

only economic enrichment (....). In the ‘intercultural’ society the enrichment is philo-

sophical: one discovers other points of view, other ways of conceptualizing reality, 

other styles of life” (Balboni 2002: 210-211) and other styles of communication, i.e. 

inter-cultural communication (ICC).

  

InterCultural communication (ICC) is a way or a style of communicating between 

people who refer to different cultural backgrounds (this concept is elaborated in 

greater detail further on).

The second language (L2) has to be distinguished from a ‘foreign language’, or 

the language an individual learns in his/her original geographical/cultural/linguistic 

context. L2 refers to a language that an adult-in-mobility needs to acquire (or to 

improve), spontaneously or otherwise, in order to be able to function in a new 

context. The concept of �2 – in our opinion – transcends the context, whereas a 

language of the context (Lc) is a specific �2, i.e. the language (or a language 

variety) which is typical of a given geo-socio-linguistic and cultural context. Thus, 

Lc is a language (relatively) new to the adult-in-mobility who needs linguistic 

competence for adequate communicative integration within any relevant context: 

institutional, occupational, academic, family etc. In our work we deal especially 

with the language structures and communication styles of bureaucratic-institutional 

contexts (such as local councils, hospitals, schools, legal institutions, universities, 

healthcare centres, immigration centres etc.). 

 

Second Language 
educators

intercultural 
multicultural

InterCultural 
communication (ICC)

Second language (L2) 
Language of the 
context (Lc)
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The Guidelines’ underlying goals

The aim of these �uidelines is to provide a methodology to deal with the institu-

tional and bureaucratic world. This approach is not only meant for people seen as 

‘other’, such as those who have been socially marginalised (foreigners, elderly, 

non specialists), but also for those who are not typically perceived as such. The 

field of intercultural communication was chosen because it is part of everyday life, 

and because, if not mastered it may represent an obstacle to becoming active 

citizens.

Therefore, a guide for intercultural communication (ICC) and second language/

language of context (�2/�c) educators and facilitators is being proposed to accom-

pany adults-in-mobility as well as adults-in-contact-with-mobility on their road to 

socio-cultural and linguistic learning.

A productive and motivating course that leads to the use of a second language 

as context language should be oriented towards real communicative needs of the 

learners. Therefore, the themes tackled during the course should be modelled 

on those that adults-in-mobility face outside the classroom. The relationship and 

interaction between participants and trainers in tackling authentic texts create the 

necessary conditions to study and understand real life communication. In contrast, 

textbooks often use an artificially constructed ‘theoretical’ language. People find 

themselves in difficulty when having to ask for help or delegating simple activities 

to others. It is particularly frustrating to have others do what one would prefer to 

do on one’s own. Far from being prescriptive, these �uidelines provide a positive 

input in response to the need of autonomy on the part of an adult-in-mobility. As 

regards ICC training for adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility the objective 

is to offer tools with which they can effectively identify and deal with the needs of 

the adult-in-mobility and linguistic-communicative problems.

The next consideration underlying these �uidelines is to stimulate the learning/

acquisition of communicative strategies through creative activities. 

It should be emphasised that such a course cannot be rigidly predetermined. In 

fact it is the linguistic materials available and the learners’ needs that suggest the 

activity format.
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Thus the novelty and originality of these Guidelines consist in:
• providing tools by which one can analyse social, legislative policies 

and available course materials in the linguistic-communicative field
• providing tools to define the main linguistic-communicative needs of 

adults-in-mobility and adults-in-contact-with-mobility in bureaucratic-
institutional contexts

• using materials taken from written texts (forms to be filled in; instruc-
tions for filling in the forms, etc.) and spoken texts (audio/video re-
cordings of semi-simulated conversations and applied transcription 
methods (see below)

• creating flexible training packs with spoken and written texts based 
on identified learner needs

• the use of interactive classroom methods (simulations, role play, Let 
Me Learn�, cooperative learning, autobiographical approach)

• combining competence in verbal communication with competence in 
visual, nonverbal, and paraverbal communication

• taking into account socio-cultural competence.

So the written and spoken materials constitute the starting point for the SPICES 

�2/�c courses aimed at developing the intercultural competence of adults-in-mobi-

lity. The spoken texts are taken from actual contexts in everyday life and from 

interactional exchanges in the bureaucratic-institutional sphere. Such materials 

target training intercultural communication also for adults-in-contact-with-mobility. 

Classroom team training is envisaged as part of the course. Interactive exchanges 

are instrumental in structuring such a training course. Interaction has a primarily 

pragmatic end which is ultimately successful communication. 

�enerally, one must keep in mind that each communicative process is highly 

susceptible to interference. Any interruption in the understanding of linguistic, social 

and cultural meaning may cause a misunderstanding in interpersonal relationships. 

Disturbances of this kind are frequent in the intercultural context of communication 

(see next chapter).

The overall structure of the present Guidelines consists of the following 
parts:

Starting points, goals and fundamental precepts
SPICES training method 
SECTION �: Method Outline: ACTION-by-ACTION
SECTION 2: sources & references
SECTION 3: Tools for ICC trainers & facilitators
SECTION 4: PROTOTYPE training ACTIVITIES with TRAINEES

        Spices Team

 

 

� Cf. the Grundtvig training course 
coordinated by L-Universita’ ta’ Mal-
ta, Faculty of Education, scientific 
coordinator: Colin Calleja.

 





STARTInG POInTS, 
GOAlS 

And FundAMEnTAl 
PRECEPTS  

Koffi M. dossou & Gabriella B. Klein 
English Translation by Jodi Sandford
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Background

European citizens are not yet adequately prepared for the intra- and extra-European 

mobility encouraged by EU-policy. This process has created an ever-increasing 

multicultural dimension. Recent inquiry clearly indicates communication problems 

in everyday institutional life on both sides: adults-in-mobility (mostly foreigners) and 

adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility (mostly non-foreigners). Communi-

cation problems are due to prejudice and/or stereotypes and, certainly, to a lack 

of a specific training policy (see Outputs 1.1.a., 1.1.b. and 1.1.c. on the SPICES 

website www.trainingspices.net). 

Project idea

The current project stems from two initial observations: 
• Foreigners have frequent communication problems during interac-

tions within bureaucratic-institutional situations
• Textbooks do not really take into account the linguistic or communica-

tive difficulties causing these problems.

 

Thus, SPICES’ main goal is to formulate guidelines describing a methodology for 

the development of Intercultural Communication �� �anguage of context /Second 

�anguage training modules.1

The underlying rationale of the SPICES project can be summarized as follows:

The project aims at a flexible training methodology that is easily transferable to 

already existing course concepts, such as intercultural training, language educa-

tion, foreign language teaching, communication training etc. Therefore, it should 

be something like ‘spices’ flavouring a dish; something different from traditional 

teaching and learning ‘recipes’; something novel and creative. Hence, the acronym 

SPICES (Social Promotion of Intercultural Communication Expertise and Skills) 

conveys precisely the project’s main idea and ultimate aim. 

Why ‘expertise’ and  ‘skills’ and not simply ‘compe-
tence’?

Theoretical knowledge is no longer sufficient in many fields for an individual to 

be successful on the job market. Priority should be given to practical skills and 

the ability to apply theoretical knowledge. However, the latter has to be acquired 

through conscious effort and training. Detailed knowledge of an academic field 

does not guarantee this ability. On the other hand, it is not sufficient to have good 

pragmatic skills without an adequate theoretical background. For this would mean, 

that certain behavioural patterns could be applied as a ‘recipe’ without a critical 

awareness of what really goes on in a specific situation.

1 The concept of intercultural com-
munication is abbreviated from now 
on as ICC; second language as L2; 
language of the context as Lc. Since in 
our conception, second language (L2) 
is strictly related to a specific context, 
i.e. the bureaucratic-institutional 
context, its specific language use is 
defined as language of the context 
(Lc). Thus the Lc for adults-in-mobility 
is an L2: L2/Lc adults-in-mobility have 
to learn the language not as an L1 but 
as an L2, which makes a difference. In 
an ICC perspective it is also important 
for adults-in-contact-with-mobility to 
understand the implications of using 
this Lc as L2, i.e. to understand the 
communicative problems adults-in-
mobility may encounter in using the 
bureaucratic-institutional language (Lc) 
as a second language (L2).
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This is especially evident in the field of communication. In order to become a good 

communicator, one needs to know more than just communication theories. It is even 

more complicated when communication goes on between individuals of different 

cultural backgrounds, values, beliefs, and behaviour patterns. To acquire genuine 

competence in intercultural communication it is extremely important to focus on 

both aspects - expertise and skills.  These are two sides of the same coin in a 

training course like the one we are developing with SPICES. Whereas expertise 

- as theoretical competence - is easier to acquire, the intercultural communication 

skills - as practical competence - have to be acquired through personal experience 

and/or training. Thus the overall training objectives of SPICES are to transfer: 

knowing, “knowing to do” and “knowing to be”, which leads to the following point.

Why ‘social promotion’?

Intercultural communication training, more often labelled as ‘international commu-

nication training’, is not new. This type of training, especially for managers and 

staff of multinational companies, has existed for several decades. SPICES training 

courses focus on ‘social promotion’ of ‘intercultural communication expertise and 

skills’. Their promotion has a predominantly social, rather than economic, purpose. 

In other words, its overall aim is to spread and diffuse this competence in a con-

crete and practical way through training of intercultural communication facilitators, 

mediators, educators and �2 language educators. These categories are the direct 

targets of SPICES. They will, in turn, become responsible for further training of 

other adult beneficiaries, the indirect targets of SPICES, who need to develop 

intercultural communication competence and skills. This action is supposed to 

generate a change in behaviour and attitude that adults-in-contact-with-mobility 

have towards adults-in-mobility and vice-versa.

Targets of the SPICES Guidelines

The SPICES targets can be divided in two groups: direct targets - communication 

facilitators, mediators, educators, �2 language teachers - and indirect targets - 

social workers, public officers, civil servants, and any other professional category of 

adults-in-contact-with-mobility. The indirect target groups may be adults-in-mobility 

and adults-in-contact-with-mobility. 

Adults in mobility comprise labour migrants, Erasmus students and professors, 

business people, operators in international humanitarian institutions, soldiers and 

others. The �uidelines are applied differently to groups of highly and non-highly 

educated people. ‘Highly educated’ people typically implies professors, business 

people and such; ‘non-highly educated’ are those who have a minimum or no formal 
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instruction. Obviously, this is a rather controversial categorisation that should only 

give a superficial indication of two extremes.

Adults-in-contact-with-mobility are frontline operators, civil servants, teachers, 

medical doctors or any professional category that deals with adults-in-mobility. 
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Training objectives & outcomes

The direct SPICES trainees will acquire and learn
• how to apply the basic principles of verbal (words), paraverbal (e.g. 

tone, pitch, volume), nonverbal (body) and visual (pictures, colours, 
forms) communication in an interpersonal as well as intercultural di-
mension, developing a deeper understanding of how communication 
works 

• how to operate in his/her professional context
• to be able to define the causes for intercultural miscommunication/

misunderstanding with respect to the different means of communica-
tion

• practical skills to identify the linguistic/communicative needs of his/
her future  indirect targets through different tools, while simultaneou-
sly developing an understanding of the essential difference between 
written and spoken textual forms

• to identify, collect and analyse learner-centred, real-life written and 
spoken materials used for communicative purposes, especially in 
bureaucratic and institutional fields

• to distinguish between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ communication practices, i.e. 
successful and unsuccessful ways of interpersonal communication, 
during intercultural encounters between adults-in-mobility and adul-
ts-in-contact-with-mobility in bureaucratic and institutional settings

• how to differentiate main goals and training objectives for the diffe-
rent indirect targets 

• how to use the collected learner-centred materials and transform 
them for didactic purposes in order to build up intercultural commu-
nication modules for adults-in-mobility and adults-in-contact-with-
mobility, enabling them to communicate more successfully

• how to plan and organise training courses for either adults-in-mobi-
lity, adults-in-contact-with-mobility or, in certain instances, for both

• how training should be carried out, e.g. to equip adults-in-mobility 
with socio-cultural knowledge, inform them about their rights and 
duties, focusing on aspects of bureaucratic discourse (technical ter-
ms, abbreviations, complex syntax etc.)

• how empathy can evolve, e.g. by raising awareness of cross-cultural 
differences and the responsibilities of a public servant, by fostering 
skills for self-monitoring and providing information. 

At this point, it is of fundamental importance to present our concept of commu-

nication, specifically interpersonal communication, that has shaped our vision of 

intercultural communication.1

Interpersonal communication and intercultural com-
munication

Our perspective on communication is a complex concept that implies a com-

prehensive socio-linguistic and pragmalinguistic competence. Knowing how to 

communicate does not only mean knowing how to use linguistic tools (vocabu-

1 The following part is extracted from 
Gabriella B. Klein / Koffi M. Dossou 
2006: Basic Tools for Intercultural 
Communication. Perugia: Key & Key 
Communications: 3-17 (Engl. translation 
by Jodi Sandford).
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lary, syntax, morphology, phonetics, specialised terminology, etc) in one’s own or 

another’s community; but also being able to use the linguistic tools in a way that is 

suitable to social and situational contexts, and therefore, in relation to the interlocu-

tor, the places, the aims, the intentions that one wants to convey. Furthermore, the 

concept of communication is rather wide and comprises varied fields: from verbal 

communication (words and, generally, linguistic heritage) to visual communication 

(images, forms, colours), from oral verbal communication to written verbal com-

munication, from paraverbal (voice) communication to nonverbal communication 

(body language). Communication is therefore the basis and medium of every social 

event: social processes are not possible without communication. Communication is 

a multilateral process and, consequently, it is extremely sensitive to interferences; 

the result of which is the fruit of everybody’s participation. It is, therefore, an interac-

tive practice whose repercussions are of fundamental importance in professional 

and institutional life.2 

In this chapter we focus especially on oral communication because it is central 

in any encounter between adults-in-mobility and adults-professionally-in-contact-

with-mobility; furthermore, it is the way of communication adults-in-mobility mainly 

practice. However, in the next SECTIONS we will take into account that misunder-

standing can also appear in written communication, and since the adults-in-mobility 

have to rely on their own assumptions what the written text is about, this kind of 

communication can be even more problematic, so that the whole interaction can 

break down.

Interpersonal communication

Communication in its totality is extremely vast and complex, and the fields of appli-

cation are numerous; so much so that a manual such as the one we are presenting 

here, most certainly cannot cover the whole topic. This is not our objective. We 

intend to initiate a critical discourse on the one hand, and on the other, to sensitise 

people to those aspects of communication that may have immediate impact on 

relationships, ourselves and our everyday physical work environment. This is the 

indispensable basis for a critical comprehension of how interpersonal and intercul-

tural communication works.

In our view, communication is an instrument which, if used carefully and consciou-

sly, may bring personal, relational, and organisational benefits. This does not mean, 

however, that communication automatically resolves all personal, interpersonal, or 

organisational problems. But it can undoubtedly help come to a resolution. In this 

sense, training in communication represents personal, professional and intercultu-

ral enrichment.

2 We base our concept of verbal 
communication on works of the Bateson 
group, Erving Goffman, ethnographers 
like Jenny Cook-Gumperz and John J. 
Gumperz, Charles Goodwin, Frederick 
Erickson, Geoffrey Shulz, ethnometho-
dologists like Harvey Sacks, Emanuel A. 
Schegloff, Gail Jefferson.
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Communication is:
• the reciprocal exchange of messages between two (or more) indivi-

duals with respect to all the above mentioned means: words, voice, 
body, images

• the basis and the medium of every social event: without communica-
tion, social processes would not be possible

• a multilateral, and consequently, weak process because it is subject 
to barriers (misunderstandings, individual perspectives, stereotypes, 
socially and culturally bound ways of behaviour)

• powerful, because if managed properly, it can supersede its own weak-
ness and find common solutions to problems

• a system that has extremely important repercussions at all levels of 
interpersonal, intercultural, private and professional relations. 

What does communication signify?

	we want to maintain, defend, and reinforce our self-esteem.

Therefore, we need contact with others, which triggers off communication. an attack on an 

individual’s self-esteem is reflected in the communication process.

Communicating in the best of ways implies:
respecting our interlocutors’ self-esteem.

	what is true is not what I say but what my interlocutor understands. There is no guarantee that 

our interlocutor understands what we mean to say. 

 
The usual reaction that threatens our self-esteem is defensiveness. It is not necessary that the 
other be attacked, but that the other feels attacked.

Communicating in the best of ways signifies:
not reacting with a defensive manoeuvre

to our interlocutor’s defensive manoeuvre.

Means of communication

Each act of interpersonal communication can employ four types of communicative 

resources:
verbal communication (linguistic patrimony)
paraverbal communication (voice)
nonverbal communication (body language)
visual communication (colours, forms, images).

•
•
•
•
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The four planes of communication

The message, and therefore also the communication, is situated on four planes�:
Objective content is what the sender intends to communicate to the recei-
ver.
Self-revelation is the information that the sender reveals about him/herself.
Intentions are the objectives the sender wants to obtain from the receiver.
Relationship, the information about the relation between the sender and the 
receiver.

Each of these planes is present in every message, though the weight of the single 

components may vary. Single planes may be emphasised by the sender, or recei-

ved by the receiver in an emphatic way. There is a link between the four planes of 

the message; each plane conditions the other three. Each of the four planes may 

represent a barrier that changes the efficiency of the message. We must, therefore, 

keep track of these four planes in every interpersonal communicative situation.

Good communication is oriented toward:
the situation

the interlocutor
the objective.

•

•
•
•

3By “planes of communication” we 
are referring to Watzlawick/Beavin/
Jackson 1967.
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Barriers in communication 

Barriers in communication occur when:
the plane of the objective content is not clear
interlocutors are not speaking about the same thing
the written message is not (fully) understood
communication partners do not have the same level of information
misunderstandings happen on the plane of the relationship 
the two planes, that of the content and that of the relationship, are inverted
the messages on the plane of the content are in contradiction with the mes-
sages on the plane of the relationship
interlocutors’ prejudices determine the dialogue
only the information that confirms the prejudice is perceived
interlocutors’ values are challenged and feelings hurt
communication partners’ experiences and cultural backgrounds are noti-
ceably different.

as speaker/writer, one must constantly make sure that his/her words are comprehended 
in the way they are intended, and at the same time, that partners in communication fully 
understand each other. One should ask her/himself what effects his/her behaviour is having 
on the interlocutor.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Verbal, paraverbal, nonverbal, visual communication

All our individual perceptions constitute messages that we elaborate at a conscious 

or unconscious level. In our encounters with others, the individual essentially per-

ceives and transmits four types of messages.

verbal messages
These are messages expressed in words. The words, the sentences and 
the construction of the whole discourse are relevant. Discourse may be 
spoken and also written.

paraverbal messages
These refer to how words, sentences, and discourse are perceived through 
the interplay of pauses, volume, pitch registers, intonation contours, speed, 
stress, and rhythm.

nonverbal messages
These involve visible behaviour, which transmits (un)intentional messages 
without words: the use of body language, facial expression, gesture, move-
ment, posture, eye contact, and proximity.

visual messages
These comprise colours, forms, and the symbols that our interlocutor wears 
or brings.

Any type of message, be it verbal, paraverbal, nonverbal, or visual, is perceived 

and interpreted by the other. Barriers in the communication process occur on the 

basis of the cultural and personal differences of the two interlocutors in:
1. perceiving and interpreting
2. verbal, paraverbal, nonverbal, or visual behaviour.

Interpersonal communication may simultaneously involve the four aspects of the 

message:
verbal
paraverbal
nonverbal
visual.

The message content and some mechanisms to ensure its understanding are 

transmitted through the spoken word and supported by all the other means of 

communication.

The subjective experience of interaction, feelings and behaviour, are signalled con-

sciously or unconsciously through our voices, our bodies, through colours, forms, 

and symbols. The elements of paraverbal language are based on ourselves, in part 

on innate models, and in part on learned behaviour. The deepest meaning of any 

message depends on the following personal factors:

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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social position
communicative and social networking
norms, beliefs, orientation, and the values of the socio-cultural world 
in which the subject acts each time
subjective experience
concrete situation.

Paraverbal, nonverbal, and visual signals may have different meanings. The mea-

ning of the signals may be unequivocal or ambiguous.

The following list includes possible expressive elements of voice, body, and image.

Ways of speaking Body behaviour
pauses facial expressions
volume gestures
pitch registers the direction of our eyes
intonation contours mouth and lip movement
speed posture
stress proximity
rhythm the way of moving the body

Audible symbols
laughing weeping
clearing one’s throat coughing
sighing yawning

Exterior appearance
clothing: form and colour hair style   
jewellery status symbols

Communicative components have different ways of affecting the message, in the 

following order of emotional impact:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Their effects can integrate,
reinforce, tone down or contradict each other.
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Perception of the message

The receiver reacts to every message. This reaction (feedback) depends on diffe-

rent conditioning factors which are not always foreseen by the sender. The greater 

the cultural difference is, the less foreseeable the reaction.

   Three processes determine the receiver’s reaction:
• immediate perception of the facts
• interpretation
• feelings.

The receiver’s feedback to the sender’s message is a product of these three 

processes. While you are speaking with an individual, different factors come into 

play on both sides. Not only do you perceive what your interlocutor is saying 

(verbal), but also through the way in which it is voiced (paraverbal) and the body 

language (nonverbal), along with the perception of forms and colours (visual) used.  
Unconsciously the perceptions are confused, forming a certain impression. It often 

happens that we do not listen carefully to what the other is saying, but we observe 

the way in which it is being said. We attribute specific meaning to our perceptions. 

This interpretation may coincide with the communicative intentions of the sender. 

Perception and interpretation provoke feeling in the receiver.

Simultaneously participants in the communication are influenced by dif-

ferent factors:
• background knowledge
• socio-cultural context
• situational context
• conversational context.

Our knowledge about the communication itself, the outside world and its interplay 

between both, enables us to understand and explain the complex mechanisms 

of interpersonal and intercultural communication. Background awareness of the 

interacting agents is an essential part of the message, referring to extra-linguistic, 

situational, socio-cultural and sociolinguistic factors. Such knowledge acts as a 

resource from which the participants draw the necessary and relevant assumptions. 

Theoretically these assumptions constitute presuppositions that in turn guarantee 

the adequate interpretation of entire communicative discourse. The higher the 

degree of shared presuppositions on the part of those involved in the interaction, 

the more probable it is that communication succeeds; in other words, that the inter-

locutors understand each other. On the basis of the speaker’s assumed presup-

positions of what is necessary and sufficient, more or less conscious implications 

are activated. In effect not everything is verbalized explicitly. Moreover, what the 

receiver is to interpret - and therefore comprehend - is not always verbalized on the 
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grounds of their shared presuppositions. The greater the cultural differences are, 

the less shared the presuppositions. This process, however, does not often happen 

in a conscious way. Furthermore, we cannot suppose that the receiver’s interpreta-

tion always corresponds exactly with the implications actuated by the sender. This 

is precisely because the presuppositions are not always completely shared. One 

speaker may not realise how much is or is not being shared by other participants. 

The perception of a communicative event triggers feelings in the receiver, which in 

turn influences the process of interpretation.

Contexts and contextualisation

 the socio-cultural context

The socio-cultural context is the broader context in which the interaction takes 

place; i.e. the national, international, European, the work and institutional contex-

ts, the contexts of one’s private life etc. Context acts as a frame of reference for 

assumptions and implications, on one side, and the interpretation of the message 

on the other.

 the situational context

The situational context is the more narrow context established by the physical and 

social situation, by socially defined times and places, and related to participan-

ts’ roles. A communicative situation has the aim to resolve recurring matters of 

social life. Social situations are pre-constructed in a larger socio-cultural context 

with regard to what types of situations really exist in a society and how they are 

initiated and performed. During the process of socialisation and inculturalisation, a 

member of a society learns the rules and habits which are necessary to perform the 

different situations of everyday life and in institutions. Further acculturalisation may 

enrich the understanding of new situations. Apart from socio-cultural and situatio-

nal presuppositions there are always culturally defined expectations, beliefs, and 

individual assumptions, interests and motivations which all play an important part 

in a shared interpretation of an ongoing social event.

 the conversational context

In an even narrower sense, every speech act is situated in a conversational con-

text. To take part in a conversation means therefore, to know who has the floor and 

which participants are the listeners. Knowledge of how turns of floor are routinely 

performed is necessary. Furthermore, every utterance is formulated on an implicit 

coherence to what is spoken before (by the same speaker or by an interlocutor) 

and has consequences which establish obligations on the side of the listener on 

how to continue the conversation coherently. The conversational context is neither 

static nor predefined. It is dynamically developed by the participants throughout the 
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interaction. Signalling the different participation roles (speaker, listener, bystander) 

is culturally defined. So, a member of a culture entering a conversation within the 

frame of another culture may routinely apply his or her ways of signalling different 

participation roles and conversational activities as turn taking, changing the topic 

or entering into the final phase of an interaction.

Furthermore, there are culturally defined sequences of conversational activities. 

For instance, cultures differ in respect of how long one should extend small talk 

before coming to the main topic of an interaction. 

Some situations are rigidly pre-established, but some are not. In the latter cases, 

participants have the possibility to redefine the situation. For example, if the static 

socio-cultural context is ‘medicine’, then the predefined situational context is ‘the 

doctor’s office’. This context may be modified through a process of negotiation 

between the participants in the situation. The roles could even be inverted.

 contextualisation cues

To give the listener hints to what we mean by what we are saying, we use 

“contextualisation cues”. The means may be paraverbal and nonverbal signals, 

code-switching or laughing, or other. We can mean what we say in quite different 

ways: emphatically or ironically, jokingly or earnestly. In all these cases, we let the 

receiver know, by contextualisation cues, how the content of our utterances is to 

be interpreted. Also, contextualisation cues are different in different societies and 

cultures1.

1In this respect we rely on the work 
of John Gumperz and Jenny Cook-
Gumperz (cf. Gumperz 1982b).
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Intercultural communication 

Intercultural communication is obviously based on the concept of interpersonal 

communication. It exists not only in the present society, but has always existed. 

It is a phenomenon linked to commerce, wars, migrations, and conquests (cf. 

Hinnenkamp 1995:1). In other terms, each time interlocutors from different cultures 

meet with their different mindsets and their different ways of communication, they 

are unavoidably involved in intercultural communication. Each interlocutor brings 

his/her own cultural background and experience and adapts them to the interactio-

nal dynamics.

Each communicative event is conditioned by the socio-cultural and experiential 

backgrounds of those involved. By culture we mean those “specific mindsets 

that are socially predetermined and through which individuals personally come in 

contact with in a historically determined context” (translation from Italian, Seppil-

li/�uaitini Abbozzo 1974:�0). If such a background and the respective mindsets 

are not shared, misunderstandings can easily occur and negotiation of meaning 

is required to reach a common interpretation. Negotiation of meaning (�umperz 

1982a, 1982b) refers to the formulation of an expression or the symbolic mea-

ning of an action. Thus, meaning is ultimately negotiated by all participants in a 

communicative event. The sharing and negotiation efforts represent a fundamental 

strategy in intercultural communication.

 

Even if communicatively different ways of behaviour do not necessarily cause 

immediate failure of communication, it can instil stereotypical perceptions. Deve-

loping intercultural communicative abilities does not only imply perceiving cultural 

differences in various communicative forms, but being able to communicate 

with people with culturally (and socially) different communicative habits. In brief, 

knowing how to sustain constructive and productive intercultural communication 

means being able to adequately communicate and interpret signs referring to an 

individual or a context.

In order to understand such an issue, contributions from the ethnography of 

speech/communication (Hymes, 1974) are particularly important. This approach 

offers a systematic methodology, which highlights the interdependence of langua-

ge, speech, communication and culture (cf. Hinnenkamp 1995: 2). Interpretative 

sociolinguistics (�umperz 1982) and its concept of contextualisation, analyse inter-

cultural communication in holistic terms. Scientific research is currently considering 

the description of interactional dimensions and interpersonal dynamics along with 

possible failures in communication.
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Introduction

SPICES sought to give these guidelines a strong pedagogical grounding so as to 

ensure that the tools and ideas presented in this handbook will take into considera-

tion the diversity of learners that will be using these guidelines. 

These guidelines have two main influences. The first is the pedagogical model for 

ensuring a conducive learning environment (Calleja 2005, Tomlinson 1999) and 

the second is the Let Me Learn Process™ (Johnston 1996, 1998, 2000, 2003), 

a process which helps give precise and accurate information about the learning 

needs of individuals to help the SPICES trainer shape and improve the trainee’s  

competence by short-circuiting the randomness and inefficiency of trial and error 

learning (Sadler 1989). 

The Pedagogical model

The true success of these guidelines will be achieved when all those participating 

in the training will be surrounded by a conducive environment which respects the 

learning preferences of individual trainees.  This is possible when trainers consider 

the different elements that need to be altered or differentiated in order to meet the 

trainees’ individual learning needs.  The figure below displays the main elements 

that need to be considered when trying to create an environment that is open to the 

diverse learning needs of all involved in this training experience.  

A trainer needs to consider three main elements when preparing for such training:
The first element is the EXPERIENCE that the trainee already possesses 
in view of the curriculum that is being covered. Acquaintance with the prior 
knowledge that each trainee comes with is crucial in the planning process 
of any training programme. 

The second element is knowledge of the INTERESTS that each trainee 
brings to the learning environment. These interests could serve as ancho-
ring thought processes on which to build new understanding and new lear-
ning (Csikszentmihalyi 1997).

The third important element to consider, and which should help us accu-
rately personalize our training is precise knowledge of the PROCESSIN� 
PATTERNS of every trainee (Johnston 1996, 1998; Sternberg/Torff/Grigo-
renko 1998). Simply using strategies indiscreetly, without really knowing the 
processing patterns that each individual trainee brings to the learning envi-
ronment would do little good. Each learner, as we will be discussing later, 
brings to the learning environment a personalized combination of learning 
patterns that would impinge on the classroom climate and the relationship 
of the people within it. 

•

•

•
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Once the above three elements have been considered the trainer would have 

the required information to modify the content and/or the process through which 

the trainee will access the learning outcomes. This information will also make it 

possible for the trainer to suggest different products or responses that the trainee 

is expected to yield by the end of an activity. Yet another aspect that can be altered 

to better fit the experience, the interests and the learning profile of the trainee is the 

learning environment. Through varying the learning environments the trainer can 

facilitate the work of the learner to better fit his/her learning needs.

Through these accommodations and considerations the trainer will be facilitating 

learning thus creating a non-threatening, conducive learning environment.

Figure adapted from Calleja, C. 
(2005) - A model for differentiation

The Let Me Learn Process™

The SPICES project has specifically joined forces with another �rundtvig Project 

which developed and trained adult trainers in the use of a process which grants 

individuals the tools to precisely learn about their learning processes and then 

provides them with a shared language to enable learners and trainees to articulate 

their own learning stances in real-time as well as to begin to listen to others’ pers-

pectives, helping trainees to communicate openly and listen with greater empathy.

This process enables the learners to use their awareness of their patterns to help 

them decode what the learning tasks requires of them on the basis of the use of 

patterns required to respond to academic demands with intention, because they 

begin to pay attention to the components of the assigned activity and analyse 

what operations are primarily tapped.  This is done through a negotiated personal 

strategy based on applied effort, not happenstance (Calleja/Montebello 2007).
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Through the knowledge of the trainees learning processes, trainers can facilitate 

the task analysis process, helping them to identify the use of patterns required 

and whether individuals need to forge, intensify, or tether particular patterns to be 

successful. This metacognitive enquiry involves trainers in the learning process 

as learners and collaborators and not merely in the tradition role of trainer that 

has all the answers. This process will hopefully lead to an awareness of each 

learner’s unique needs, not just on the trainer’s delivery of information, or on the 

assignments themselves, devoid of the learner’s stance towards them. 

Theoretical framework

The �et Me �earn Process is built on brain research (Bruer 1997) which attempts 

to explain the interplay between the brain-mind connection as 

 “…they work within each of us to create a system of learning based upon 

stimulus processing, the use of memory, and the pattern-driven ingenuity 

of our human capacity to respond” (The �rundtvig �et Me �earn Training 

Module, 2005) 

The act of translating the stimulus into these symbols of language, numeracy, 

etc involves the interactive mesh of our mental processes – our patterns. Thus 

understanding the composition of these patterns is vital for understanding how 

each individual learns (Johnston 2004a, 2004b, 2004c; Calleja 2005). 

The operational patterns (of SEQUENCE, PRECISION, TECHNICA� REASO-

NIN� and CONF�UENCE) which form from the dynamic relationship of the 

three mental processes of CO�NITION, CONATION and AFFECTATION inte-

ract to form personalized combinations which eventually help the learner make 

sense of the world around him/her.  The strength of the �et Me �earn Process 

is that it captures our personalized learning processes in a way that allows us to 

understand and use them with intention’ (The �rundtvig �et Me �earn Training 

Module, 2005)

The table below shows how these mental patterns manifest themselves on the 

three levels of mental functioning, namely on the level of cognitive functioning, 

the conative and the affective domains.
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Levels of application 

Once the individual’s unique learning patterns have been established, through the 

self-scoring inventory, the �earning Connections Inventory (Johnston/Dainton 1997), 

learners and trainers can make use of a series of metacognitive strategies for utilizing 

the information gained about the individual’s learning patterns with intention.

The model below depicts the shift in the way we understand knowledge acquisition and 

the learning process - from a trainer focus in which the trainee is perceived as a passive 

recipient of content and passive performer of pre-packaged skills/strategies to an inten-

tional performer, an active learner who is involved in meta-analysis of the compatibility 

between the task and his/her own (the learner’s) approach to learning. Here, learning is 

highlighted and moved to the frontal consciousness level so as to affectively and inten-

tionally be dealt with.

The model also illustrate how the trainer’s perceptions and assumptions about learning, 

and specifically about how a specific learning episode can be taught, are brought to the 

awareness level and analysed in the light of the learner’s profile. 

The Trainer
(The Intentional Planner and Facilitator)

Learning Objective/s
What do I want my trainees to learn?
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On another plane, the learner/trainee can be equipped with these same metacogniti-

ve tools to be able to decode the task at hand, and intentionally modify, forge or/and 

intensify his/her specific patterns which are required to accomplish the task. The 

model below depicts the metacognitive journey to accomplish the task/activity. 

The Learner
(The Intentional Performer)

Learning Objective/s
What am I expected to learn/do from this task?

What follows are two tables with some suggestions/ideas how one can Forge a 

pattern i.e. increase the occurrence, frequency or intensity of a learning attribute 

which is required by a task at hand. Some tasks might need you to Intensify the 

use of a pattern, i.e. intentionally strengthening, applying a process or tool more 

consistently. On the other hand you might need to Tether some pattern/s i.e. 

restricting a particular pattern that might otherwise hamper the proper execution 

of the task at hand.
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Table 2: Sample strategies for forging patterns
© Let Me Learn, 2005
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Table 3: Sample strategies for tethering patterns
© Let Me Learn, 2005
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Conclusion

Senge (1990: 160) asserted that “structures of which we are unaware hold us 

prisoners”. Both as trainers and trainees, the above process provides us with an 

opportunity to understand our learning experience and understand what might be 

in our way of making of these experiences a truly successful learning experience. 

This process helps us plan with intention and avoid inefficient, random, trial and 

error methods, thus opening learning opportunities to all.
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Introduction

The present work is presented as �uidelines for ICC trainers �� facilitators. It 

offers methods with techniques and procedures (SECTION 1), biblio/sitographical 

references and sources (SECTION 2), tools1 (SECTION �) consisting of hints, 

materials, model analysis, lesson plans, insights regarding problematic communi-

cation in bureaucratic-institutional settings, suggestions for overcoming such com-

munication problems, etc. All these tools, we believe, are useful for the creation of 

training modules for adults-in-mobility, as well as adults-professionally-in-contact-

with-mobility, to support them in their socio-cultural and linguistic-communicative 

course of learning, providing them with indispensable means to function effectively 

in everyday bureaucratic-institutional life (SECTION 4).

Thus,

SECTIon 1 outlines the SPICES method and how to proceed action-by-action

SECTIon 2 lists the useful sources we refer to

SECTIon 3 is the tools to be used by ICC trainers �� facilitators for the construc-

tion of training (modules)

SECTIon � - on the basis of these tools - offers prototype training activities to 

be used with the trainees; some of the training activities are specifically oriented 

toward individual languages/cultures.

Sections � and 4 are not conceived as closed, definite training manuals, but rather 

as examples that should be adapted, modified and integrated according to the 

trainees’ needs on the basis of the present training methodology.

1 Likewise the Actions, the Tools 
are numbered; but the number of the 
Action does not correspond to the 
number of a Tool.
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SECTIon 1 develops an action-by-action methodology through which intercul-

tural communication trainers, language teachers, communication facilitators and 

intercultural mediators (in the following simply “ICC trainers �� facilitators”) will be 

enabled to build up training modules for adults-in-mobility and adults-professio-

nally-in-contact-with-mobility, in a learner-oriented way, starting with an analysis 

of the learners’ linguistic-communicative (training) needs with special reference 

to the bureaucratic and institutional contexts. It is necessary to stress that ‘action-

by-action’ does not mean ‘step-by-step’, where each step has to be followed in a 

precise subsequent way. Some actions, of course, need to be preceded by some 

others, but there is a certain flexibility in combining various actions. This flexibility 

has to be guaranteed in order to encounter the learner’s needs. So sometimes 

an ICC trainer �� facilitator may not really need the basic knowledge proposed at 

point 1.1.; or, a learner’s need is concentrated only on written communication and 

another’s need only on spoken communication. Therefore it has to be decided by 

the trainer �� facilitator which actions he/she needs to apply in order to construct a 

learner-centred training pack.

This section is structured as follows1:

�.�. Basic knowledge for ICC trainers & facilitators

�.�.a.  Training offered in one’s own country in respect of intercultural 

communication, as well as the second language as language of the 

context with special reference to public institutions

�.�.b.  The social and legislative policy for training programmes in the ICC 

and the L2/Lc field, with special reference to the public institutions

�.2. The learners’ communication needs 

�.3. Collection and analysis of real-life bureaucratic-institutional written 

and spoken texts

1.�.1. Written materials and their textual forms: collection and analysis 

1.�.2. Spoken materials and their textual forms: collection and analysis

�.4. Construction of training packs

Training packs for adults-in-mobility

Training packs for adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility

Training packs for integrated training

•

•

•

1The numbering of the paragraphs in 
this section follows that of the SPI-
CES project’s workplan and corre-
sponds thus to the numbering of the 
Outputs published on the project’s 
website www.trainingspices.net.
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1.1. Basic knowledge for ICC trainers & facilitators

It is important that ICC trainers �� facilitators have or acquire a basic knowledge and 

awareness of the central problems which the SPICES method intends to address. 

Therefore they have to know about:

the training possibilities offered in one’s own country in respect of ICC as 

well as �2/�c

the social and legislative policy for training programmes in the ICC and �2/

�c field with special reference to public institutions.

�.�.a. Training offered in one’s own country in respect of intercultural 
communication, as well as the second language as language of the 
context with special reference to the public institutions

Intercultural communication trainers �� facilitators, who intend to find a solution to 

the problems mentioned in the PRESENTATION OF THE SPICES �UIDE�INES, 

need to be aware of what training/learning packages are offered in their local and 

national context. In order to acquire this knowledge one has to identify and analyse 

typical examples of training offered in intercultural communication (ICC), as well 

as formal, non-formal and informal learning1 opportunities offered in the field of 

linguistic-communicative competence (�2/�c). As to the linguistic-communicative 

needs targeted in the SPICES project, at present only very sporadic training 

materials could be found in the countries involved (Italy, �ermany, Spain, Malta, 

Slovenia, Bulgaria; cf. the analyses carried out and published on the project’s 

website www.trainingspices.net under Outputs). Furthermore, starting from an 

analysis of textbooks and materials �2 (especially Textbooks for Italian �2 and 

�erman �2)2, we have discovered that many texts, in written or spoken dimension, 

do not correspond to real-life situations and that the actual training offer for a formal 

linguistic-communicative acquisition of the language of context (�c), in which the 

individual is living, is not taken adequately into consideration.

Action � Identification of available textbooks for ICC and �2/�c education

So the first action is to see if the ICC and �2/�c books existing on the market 

deal with bureaucratic-institutional contexts. Apart from scientific bibliographies, a 

specialised bookshop might be a very useful help.

Action 2 Identification of alternative didactic material for ICC and L2/Lc training  

Tools �, 2

The second action is to search for alternative didactic material, dealing with bureau-

cratic-institutional contexts, offered e.g. through websites. 

For a more detailed and specialist analysis of the training materials it might be 

•

•

1For the definition of “formal”, “non-for-
mal” and “informal learning” see http://
www.transfine.net/ and http://www.
transfine.net/Results/Brno/AfterBrno/
Conf-EUCEN-Brno.ppt#263,9,4 A new 
definition of learning programmes.

2Cf. the analyses carried out by 
Elisabetta Siliotti 2006a and 2006b, 
for Italian textbooks, and those carried 
out by Katrin Hee 2006, for German 
textbooks.

Action 2 
 Tools 1, 2

Action 1 
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useful to refer to categories such as those offered by the ‘Model of Discourse 

Constellation’� and other analytical categories provided by ‘Conversation Analysis’4 

(see details in SECTION �), in order to verify if the proposed learning material 

is adequate for real-life situations and bureaucratic-institutional contexts. For this 

purpose it is advisable to operate a clear distinction between textbook materials 

presented in a spoken dimension and others presented in a written dimension:

the spoken dimension involves texts which simulate or reproduce a textua-

lity belonging to oral speech production, such as dialogues

the written dimension involves texts which simulate or reproduce a textuali-

ty belonging to written text production, such as newspaper articles.

The knowledge of these analytical categories will give a better understanding of 

what spoken language means in contrast to written textual forms, what their specific 

characteristics and differences are and how spoken language is used in the dyna-

mics of interaction. All this knowledge will also be fundamental for the collection 

and analysis of (spoken and written) real-life materials, eventually giving a better 

insight into how and why intercultural communication problems may occur and how 

to overcome them. Thus, the knowledge of these categories and their functioning is 

essential also for the construction of learner-centred training modules.

Action 3 Identification of training courses offered for ICC and �2/�c

The third action is to see if there are special national or local training courses, 

dealing with bureaucratic-institutional contexts, offered for adults-in-mobility and 

adults-in-contact-with-mobility. At present we could not find specific training cour-

ses addressing the linguistic-communicative needs targeted in the SPICES project, 

neither for adults-in-mobility nor for adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility 

(cf. www.trainingspices.net/outputs.htm)5.

�.�.b. The social and legislative policy for training programmes 
in the ICC and the L2/Lc field, with special reference to the public 
institutions

Social and legislative policy for training programmes for adults-in-mobility and 

adults-in-contact-with-mobility exists in the linguistic-communicative (�2/�c) and 

the intercultural communication (ICC) field. However, there is a very little amount of 

established policy in respect to ICC trainers �� facilitators and �2/�c educators for 

the bureaucratic-institutional context (cf. www.trainingspices.net/outputs.htm)6.

	
 
 
 

•

•

3Cf. Steger/Deutrich/Schank/Schütz 
1974: 39-97.
4Conversation Analysis offers 
analytical categories for the under-
standing of how talk-in-interaction 
works. Its ethnomethodological 
approach (Harvey Sacks, Emanuel 
Schegloff, Gail Jefferson) has been 
founded in the 60s-70s on the basis 
of which, especially since the 80s, 
has been developed an ethno-
graphical approach of Conversation 
Analysis initiated by its major repre-
sentative, the American sociolinguist 
John J. Gumperz.

5Caruana 2006a, Lasagabaster 
2006a, Mateva/Djakova 2006a, 
Pirih 2006.

6Caruana 2006b, Fanelli 2006, 
Ferbežar 2006, Lasagabaster 
2006b, Mateva/Djakova 2006b.
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Action 4 Social and legislative policy for �2/�c training programmes

The purpose of analysing this policy is to find out what law(s) in one’s own country 

addresses questions regarding the right to maintain one’s own language (and 

culture), as well as the opportunity/obligation to acquire the language of context as 

�2 (and also the acquisition of the cultural system of the new context). 

Action 5 Social and legislative policy for ICC training programmes

Another field of analysis consists in identifying all those laws that have intercultural 

implications. This permits one to find out whether, and if so how, interculture is 

considered, whether national legislation considers multi-ethnicity to be managed 

by assimilation, adaptation, or (unilateral or reciprocal) integration.

Action 6 Actual local training programmes and materials

A further purpose of analysis consists in identifying the translation of general 

legislation into one’s local social policy. In other words: does national legislation 

promote formal opportunities such as specialised schools, training programmes, 

publications, or informal opportunities such as training-on-the-job, to acquire 

adequate competencies in ICC and in �2/�c for adults-in-mobility as well as adults-

in-contact-with-mobility as learners?

For further reading

Balboni, Paolo E. 1999: Parole comuni culture diverse. �uida alla comunicazione 
interculturale. Venezia: Marsilio.

Balboni, Paolo E. 2002: Le sfide di Babele. Insegnare le lingue nelle società comp-
lesse. Torino: Utet.

Belpiede, Anna (ed.) 2002: Mediazione culturale. Esperienze e percorsi formativi. 
Torino: UTET.

Caritas / Migrantes 2005: Dossier Statistico Immigrazione. Roma: Nuova anter-
em.

Centro di documentazione – Educazione degli adulti del �azio 2004: Italiano per 
migranti. Apprendimento della lingua 2 e inserimento nel mondo del lavoro. Mi-
lano: FrancoAngeli.

Favaro, �raziella / Fumagalli, Manuela 2004: Capirsi diversi. Idee e pratiche di 
mediazione interculturale. Roma: Carocci.
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1.2. The learners’ communication needs

The learners’ main communication needs7 may be investigated by the ICC trainers 

�� facilitators and �2/�c educators through different possible methods such as

a) semi-structured ethnographic interview as semi-guided conversation

b) questionnaires

c) direct observation in the different contexts

d) scientific and other literature.

Action 7 Identification of representative informants for adults-in-mobility and adul-

ts-in-contact-with-mobility  Tools 3, 4

First of all it is necessary or at least useful to select representative informants 

for adults-in-mobility and for adults-in-contact-with-mobility. Obviously the selec-

tion of informants depends also on their availability and willingness to cooperate. 

However certain factors for the selection of adequate informants may be taken into 

consideration8: they should be able to give the necessary information about their 

main linguistic-communicative needs, related to the interaction between adults-

in-mobility and adults-in-contact-with-mobility, in bureaucratic-institutional settings. 

Here it has to be pointed out, that the goal is not to conduct a quantitative inquiry 

but a qualitative analysis, and that the results of this analysis, obtained through 

interviews and questionnaires, are to be considered only as a starting point. 

Secondly, it is necessary to define ways for the identification of linguistic-com-

municative needs both for adults-in-mobility and adults-in-contact-with-mobility. In 

order to reach this goal, different methods (observation, interviews/conversations, 

questionnaires, scientific literature etc.) might be used. In this respect, also the life-

story-telling method might be useful, not only in the preparing phase of a training 

course, but also during the training itself. It is important to stress that both the inter-

views/conversations as well as the questionnaires would be useful, either before 

or at the beginning of a course, in order to plan the training. The conversations 

may be conducted during the classes as well as ‘privately,’ according to the single 

individuals in the class.

Action 8-a) Semi-structured ethnographic interviews as semi-guided conversa-

tions  Tools 5, 6

Deeper analysis is possible through interviews with individuals involved in the 

problems addressed here. The interviews do not have to be well structured and 

conducted in a rigid way in order to be effective. On the contrary, they have to be 

conducted in a flexible way, pursuing only some main topics. The ‘interviewer’ has 

to be so flexible as to conduct more of a conversation in which the ‘interviewee’s’ 

topics and remarks are embedded in their own speech. Therefore it is preferable 

	  
	

7For examples of such analyses see 
on the SPICES website www.trai-
ningspices.net/outputs.htm: Caruana 
2006c, Djakova 2006, Herzberger 
2006, Lasagabaster 2006c, Pirih 
Svetina 2006b, Wiederin 2006a 
and 2006b.

8This has been experimented by 
Gabriella B. Klein personally and 
through master thesis at the 
university of Perugia (cf. Cipiciani 
2004, Valloni 2004, Bassetti 2005, 
Manni 2005).

Action 7 
 Tools 3, 4

Action �-a 
 Tools 5, 6
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to call this kind of interaction a “semi-guided conversation”, in which, indeed, both 

‘interviewee’ and ‘interviewer’ are to be considered and ought to behave like inter-

locutors while pursuing a goal through their conversation, do not force themselves 

into a rigid, pre-established turn-taking through a question and answer structure. 

In SECTION � we propose a possible interview format. This however needs to be 

adapted according to the specific context and goal.

Action 8-b) Questionnaires  Tools 7, 8, 9, �0,��,�2

The questionnaires should be formulated on the basis of the results emerging from 

the above defined ‘semi-structured ethnographic interview’ as semi-guided conver-

sation. The English version of a model questionnaire to be found in SECTION �, is 

to be used only as a starting point. It is to be adapted to the specific target situation. 

Within the SPICES project in fact, Bulgaria and Slovenia have slightly changed it 

(see the respective versions).

Again, this kind of data collection is not aimed at a quantitative oriented analysis. 

For our purposes a qualitative analysis is much more adequate, since it deals 

with dynamics in communication and interaction, which cannot be easily identified 

through quantitative survey tools. So content analysis and conversation analysis 

offer better tools to understand such complex phenomena. Nevertheless, a que-

stionnaire – typically a quantitative survey tool, since it is easy to distribute to more 

individuals - gives a broader insight into the dimension of the phenomena emerging 

from the semi-guided conversations.

Action 8-c) Direct observation in the different contexts

Furthermore, one may empirically observe, in one’s own institutional contexts, 

what communication difficulties adults-in-mobility may encounter in interactions/

conversations with representatives of the institutions and their bureaucratic texts. 

An empirical observation in an institutional context may lead to a simulation of 

e.g. staying in line together with other people to observe what happens, which 

difficulties may be identified through communication failures, whether these com-

munication failures are due more to the lack of knowledge of the context language, 

such as the bureaucratic registers, or to the lack of cultural specific conversation 

techniques and practices both generally and in the specific institutional context. It 

is recommendable to take note of everything one may observe, focusing both on 

good and bad practices. The results of such observations will co-determine the 

preparation and the implementation of the training (modules).

Action �-b
 Tools 7, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12

Action �-c
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Action 8-d) Scientific and other literature

It is also useful to sort out publications (in on-line or paper form) giving information 

about the issues considered here. Since it is quite a new field of interest, not many 

scientific surveys are available at present. Sometimes one may get more informa-

tion through masters and doctoral theses and autobiographies or other publications 

written by adults-in-mobility (for Italy see e.g. Dramane Wagué from Mali: 1996, 

1998, 2001 and Jivis Tegno from Cameroon: 2002).

For further reading

Michele, Francesco 2005: �’agire linguistico tra etnie diverse. Analisi della comu-
nicazione interculturale nelle strutture pubbliche. Perugia: Facoltà di �ingue e 
Cultura Italiana, Università per Stranieri di Perugia, AA 2005 (tesi di laurea non 
pubblicata).

Tegno, Jivis 2002: Ma come sono gli italiani? Un viaggio alla scoperta della men-
talità degli italiani. Perugia: JEM (www.jiviseditore.com).

Wagué, Dramane 1996: La non diversità del diverso. Il “neocivilizzato” e la cultura 
dell’ospitalità. Perugia: Edizioni Il Camaleonte (www.keyandkey.it).

Wagué, Dramane 1998: Uno sguardo sugli indigeni. �li Umbri visti e raccontati da 
un nuovo abitante. Arrone (Tr): Edizioni Thyrus.

Wagué, Dramane 2001: �o specchio indiscreto. A stretto contatto con una potente 
casta degli indigeni. Perugia: Edizioni Il Camaleonte (www.keyandkey.it).

Action �-b
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1.3. Collection and analysis of real-life bureaucratic-in-
stitutional written and spoken texts

Once linguistic-communicative needs have been identified on the basis of the lack 

of adequate training material available and on the basis of the emerging commu-

nication problems, it becomes clear what materials – written and/or spoken – pose 

problems and need to be taken into account. It is of fundamental importance to 

consider the significant differences between written and spoken communicative 

forms. These differences, as we have seen through the textbook analyses, are not 

sufficiently considered in most language books:

 1.�.1. Written materials and their textual forms: collection and analysis 

 1.�.2. Spoken materials and their textual forms: collection and analysis

�.3.�. Written materials and their textual forms: collection and 
analysis
In the following we propose some useful procedures for the collection, classification 

and analysis from various perspectives of written material.

Action 9 Collecting written texts

There is a variety of  written textual forms that foreign or non foreign citizens 

have to deal with in their everyday life. At this point such linguistic-communicative 

materials have to be collected, classified and analysed from the institutions and 

through internet, in order to use them for training. It is very easy to collect written 

texts from the institutions or from the internet. It is important that the written texts 

be up-to-date. An ICC trainer �� facilitator may also take this as an opportunity to 

present his/her training project and check the availability of the institutions and 

its adults-in-contact-with-mobility to cooperate at a later stage, through integrated 

training.

Action �0 Classifying written texts  Tool �

The texts may be classified simply on the basis of one’s everyday knowledge or 

through more scientific categories by the model of discourse constellation reported 

in SECTION � or other similar text-analysis models available (to specialists) in the 

scientific literature. This way of proceeding makes an ICC trainer �� facilitator more 

aware of the specific linguistic and visual characteristics of a text and consequently 

of where the communication problems may be. Being aware of the linguistic, tex-

tual and visual characteristics of a text typology, also makes it easier to transfer its 

communication format.

Examples for written text formats are:

forms to fill in

instructions on how to fill in a certain form




Action  10
 Tool 1

Action �
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information of general interest for the citizens

official mail from public institutions

bills

invoices / receipts

tickets

and many other typologies.

Action �� Analysing written material  Tools �3, �4, �5, �6, 22, 23

Some of these textual characteristics constitute understanding difficulties both for 

their verbal/linguistic, visual and cultural particularities. 

On the verbal/linguistic side the difficulty consists in specialist bureaucratic terms, 

formulation and sentence construction which are not used in everyday life. And 

as we have seen through our textbook analyses, these textualities are not even, 

usually, proposed in second language teaching courses. Neither can these expres-

sions and variations be easily acquired through informal education, i.e. through 

social experience or self learning (through reading, internet, etc.).

Moreover, forms to fill in, bills and invoices pose problems especially on the visual 

side, since they do not follow a single format. Visual elements could help, e.g. the 

information required on simple forms to fill in is not always structured in the same 

way and therefore not in the same place. So, sometimes the surname blank is first 

and the name second, or the other way round, and this may cause tremendous 

problems. 

As to cultural peculiarities, the distinction between name and surname and gene-

rally how to deal with names, may be very different from country to country. Also 

not all individuals know their exact date or place of birth.

However, this is a trainer-oriented analysis that should be carried out together 

with a learner-oriented analysis, when the learners will establish which linguistic 

expressions, formulations or constructions they know, which they know but do not 

understand in the specific context and which they do not know at all. Finally, the 

trainers �� facilitators, together with the learners, will find out the culturally specific 

linguistic and interactional forms, through specific training strategies that make the 

differences emerge. In this way both learners, as adults-in-mobility and ICC trainers 

�� facilitators - by definition adults-in-contact-with-mobility - will have the opportunity 

to learn from each other.

The following general criteria for orienting an analysis of written bureaucratic-insti-

tutional texts can represent an example of possible integrated training and may be 








Action  11
 Tools 13, 14, 15, 
16, 22, 23
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defined as:

To be directed at the right target audience

To be functionally appropriate

To use appropriate style

To be accessible in �1 and �2

To present the right amount of information and terminology load

To use appropriate layout that takes into account the general rules of visual 

communication

To use linguistic structures which are simple and easily comprehended by 

�1 and �2 speakers alike

To present cohesive texts.

These criteria can be used by the ICC trainers �� facilitators themselves both for 

evaluation as well as together with their learners. In fact, the learners’ perception 

can be very useful for a more objective evaluation on whether the style is ‘appro-

priate’, whether the amount of information and terminology load is ‘right’ or not, and 

so on.
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�.3.2. Spoken materials and their textual forms: collection and 
analysis 

In the following we propose some useful procedures for the collection and analysis 

of spoken material:

hints for audio-recording

hints for video-recording 

finalising the recordings

how to transcribe recorded verbal interactions

how to classify and analyse them from various perspectives.

In order to be able to analyse and use spoken material for analytical and didactic 

purposes, interactions have to be recorded either in an audio or an audio-visual 

form. In the following we give some practical hints on how to do this.

Action �2 Collecting spoken texts: Hints for audio-recording

It is important to make live recordings properly, so that the material will be usable. 

�ood recordings may be made by using digital devices that have built in micropho-

nes; recorders of this sort are available on the market. These devices will usually 

take standing or clip-on microphones. A directional microphone is the most adapted 

to record voices and dialogues rendering the best quality, since the other types of 

panoramic mikes will pick up all kinds of background sounds and noises.

It is important to make a good choice in positioning the recorder. It should not be 

too near nor too far from the source that you need to record. The recorder has 

to be put in a stable position to avoid vibrations that might disrupt the recording. 

Furthermore, is it preferable to test record a few minutes to verify the sound quality 

before making your final recording.

Action �3 Collecting spoken texts: Hints for video-recording 

Thanks to modern technology today video-recording is quite easy. Even with non-

professional video-cameras, which are more sophisticated and lighter than ever, it 

has become possible to make good quality videos. Before initiating the video-recor-

ding it is necessary to establish where you will be shooting from, the movements 

you want to have the camera make, and the duration of the recording. Be sure 

to check the light and adjust the camera accordingly. One frame should not last 

too long. It is better to move the camera from time to time, avoiding exaggerated 

zooming, which often produces a ‘sea-sick’ effect. The best videos are those made 

with a stable camera. In this case, you should check the framing constantly to 

make sure that the subject remains visible. It is better not to use the zoom, if you 

are not able to maintain a certain stability. If one wants to zoom, it is advisable to 

use a tripod. It is necessary to concentrate on the subject being video-recorded to 
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capture movements and gestures, recording the part of the body which may be of 

interest to an observer from time to time: e.g. hands, face, movements of the arms 

and the upper body. For those who are more professional, a second camera might 

be of great advantage. Montage of both pictures can be done quite reasonably with 

the software available on the market today. 

It is advisable to do an audio-recording simultaneously for a better voice quality (see description 

above).

Action �4 Finalising the recordings

Digitalising the videos by means of a computer makes editing the recorded scenes 

more convenient. Convert them in one of the various digital formats (mpeg, wma, 

avi etc.). This will allow you to create video-CDs or DVDs that can be used on any 

computer or CD/DVD reader.

Action �5 Transcribing recorded conversational interactions  Tools �7, �8

Recorded verbal interactions have to be transcribed in order to make them 

available for analysis and training use. The transcription of verbal interaction – or 

simply conversational transcription – is not just the jotting down of words heard on 

a registered audio or video tape. It is a job that involves our ability to perceive and 

to observe the voice and the body, as well as the extralinguistic situation, that are 

being used together to give sense to the pronounced words, i.e. to ‘contextualise’ 

them. Voice and body are being used together to give sense to the pronounced 

words in the given setting.

The transcription of a conversation requires attention that it is not an end in itself, 

but is conditioned by the objectives to be reached. It therefore follows that there 

are different systems for transcription. Whichever way is chosen, on the one hand 

it has to:

respect the interaction faithfully without affecting any change

select carefully the aspects that have to be transcribed in a way that the 

transcription does not influence the final interpretation

and on the other hand it needs to:

take into account the individuals who will presumably peruse the transcri-

bed data and therefore to make this transcription readable

decide which software should be used for records purposes, for dissemina-

tion and for the publication of such data.

All this has various implications. For instance, it is not possible to transcribe the 

communicative data gathered all at once; on the contrary there has to be more than 

one transcription version. It would be preferable if done by different transcribers.
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Action �6 Classifying spoken texts  Tool �

In the same way as for written texts, the spoken texts may be classified simply on 

the basis of one’s everyday knowledge or through more scientific categories by the 

model of discourse constellation reported in SECTION �. As already stressed, this 

way of proceeding makes an ICC trainer �� facilitator more aware of the specific 

linguistic and visual characteristics of a text and consequently of where the com-

munication problems may be.

We distinguish different forms of spoken texts:

front-office interactions

service encounters

police encounters 

doctor/patient interactions

help-desk interactions

and many others.

All these text types have specific textual characteristics, through which they are 

classifiable on the basis of the proposed ‘Model of Discourse Constellation’.

Action �7 Analysing spoken materials  Tool �9

The spoken materials may also be analysed in the same way as the written mate-

rials, identifying according to linguistic features such as sentence and discourse 

structures, as well as general lexical use and special terminology. (See a simple 

example in SECTION �). Again, this is a trainer oriented analysis, which is neces-

sary to integrate with the learners’ perspectives.

Actions �8 - 2� Analysing interactions 

As dynamic interactions, they should be analysed according to verbal (discourse 

strategies; Action 18), paraverbal (use of voice while speaking; Action 19), nonver-

bal (use of body; Action 20), and visual (colours, forms, symbols, images; Action 

21) characteristics, also together with the learners. On the basis of these analyses, 

trainers �� facilitators may classify the interactions and thus concretely build up their 

own training material adequately for the learners’ needs. The interactions may also 

be analysed together with the learners. For the verbal and paraverbal characteri-

stics one may use the features already identified through the transcription. (See a 

simple example in SECTION �).

Action �8 Analysing verbal elements  Tools 20, 2� 

As interactions the spoken materials may be analysed from the point of view of 

verbal characteristics as typical ways of producing speech-in-interaction to identify 

whether:
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the words are pronounced completely or not

the sentences are complete or interrupted

there are reformulations

and any other characteristics related to verbal communication.

Action �9 Analysing paraverbal elements  Tools 20, 2�

The interactions may also be analysed according to what speakers are doing 

through their voice while speaking, i.e. they 

make pauses

change loudness (volume)

change speed

make particular emphasis (stress)

make particular intonations (raising, falling).

Action 20 Analysing nonverbal elements  Tools 20, 2�, 22, 24

As to the nonverbal characteristics some of the fundamental elements to consider 

are:

face expression

eye contact

direction of the eyes

gestures

hand movement

foot movement 

posture when standing

posture when sitting

distance management between interactants

physical contact.

All these elements and any visual characteristics have to be seen in the context 

and situation they occur.

Action 2� Analysing visual elements  Tools 22, 24

Some fundamental personal and environmental elements, their form and colour, to consider are:

clothing

hair style

accessories

status symbols

walls

floors

furniture

objects on the table

objects on the walls.
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All these nonverbal and visual elements have a strong impact on one’s perception 

and may create feelings that influence one’s interpretation, not only of the visual 

and nonverbal messages but also of the verbal and paraverbal messages. In other 

words, if the first impact is negative, causes anxiety or other negative feelings, this 

inevitably disturbs the interpersonal communication. It can happen that the words 

will be understood in a way that the content is not easily accepted.

Action 22 Ethnomethodological Conversation Analysis  Tools 20, 2�

Eventually, to understand more about the dynamics of the verbal interactions and 

their typical characteristics, it is helpful to use some simple categories from the 

ethnomethodological ‘Conversation Analysis’. These categories are:

turn-taking

turn distribution: who speaks longer, more often

adjacency pairs �� complementary sequences (greetings, question-answer, 

apologising-acceptance, invitation-acceptance, compliment-acceptance...)

interruption

overlapping speech

repairs

opening / ending.

Action 23 Ethnographic Conversation Analysis  Tools 20, 2�

The next action in applying the SPICES method consists in analysing commu-

nication behaviour to find out good and bad communicative practices in the 

audio/video-recorded and transcribed verbal interactions, pointing specifically to 

communication difficulties and risks of miscommunication. For this purpose the 

ethnographic approach of conversation analysis is particularly appropriate (see 

examples in SECTION �).

Action 24 Proposal of how to overcome communication problems  Tool 25

Once these problems have been recognised, communication and conversation 

techniques to prevent or overcome them will be proposed. The results emerging 

from the analyses of ‘bad’ communication are not supposed to be generalised and 

neither are the resulting recommendations supposed to constitute a ‘recipe book’ 

for ‘good communication’. Instead we will report the emerging results, we will show 

how such results are achievable, and through which analytical tools this is possible. 

It has to be emphasised that the emerging results may be different from country to 

country, from specific context to specific context (see examples in SECTION � and 

SECTION 4).
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1.�. Construction of training packs

First of all, for the construction of training packs, it must be taken into account that 

there are two different typologies of target groups

adults-in-mobility (for work, study, tourism; for military, human, religious rea-

sons; etc.)

adults-in-contact-with-mobility (such as public servants giving information, 

ICC facilitators �� mediators providing a service, �2 educators)

with fundamentally different backgrounds, that lead to different training needs and 

contents.

Mere linguistic competence in the language of context as a second language 

(�c/�2), for adults-in-mobility, is not of primary importance, as long as one is in a 

position to communicate successfully. Practising within real-life situations, adults-

in-mobility acquire spontaneously a linguistic competence which approximates 

one of the local standard �c varieties. Consequently, the learning process may 

vary; tolerance towards errors is indispensable during the course of intercultural 

communication in �2.

It is furthermore recommendable to have integrated training instances which give 

the opportunity for both to meet the other’s point of view. Also the results of the 

analyses carried out have to be taken into account for the construction of training 

packs.

Action 25 Setting training objectives  Tools 26, 27, 28

Therefore it is important to set the training objectives for the target groups, starting 

from a need-based analysis related to real-life situations.

For adults-in-mobility fundamental training objectives will be: 

to raise awareness of one being a client asking for service 

to raise awareness and give information of rights and duties

to inform that administrative procedures are normally carried out in natio-

nal/official language

to ‘equip’ with socio-cultural and linguistic knowledge with specific reference 

to bureaucratic-institutional written texts and spoken interactions.

As to the last point, it has to be established which of the identified (morphological, 

lexical, syntactical, pragmatic) features the learners need to acquire. This may be 

identified through individual and group work in the training class. Once the ICC 

trainer �� facilitator establishes which features are still unknown by the learners, he 

or she designs training units in order to help the learners acquire these features. 

These are to be learnt firstly at a level of receptive competence, which implies 
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that the written and spoken texts collected are to be understood even though the 

learner may not yet be in a position to produce similar texts.

After the acquisition of a receptive competence, the related productive competence 

may be taken into consideration. By ‘related productive competence’ we do not 

understand that the receptive competence of written or spoken texts has to be tran-

sformed into a productive competence, in order to make the individual competent 

to write such texts him/herself (even if this can be done as an exercise, facilitating 

the oral competence). Making an example, it means: the receptive competence of 

a written text consists e.g. in understanding a form; the related productive compe-

tence consists in filling in the same form.

Thus not only a clear distinction has to be done between written and spoken 

textualities, but also between receptive and productive competence related to the 

different kinds of textualities.
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For adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility training objectives will be:

to raise awareness that one is providing a service to an adult-in-mobility (as 

public servant: service/information; as �2 educator: teaching a language, as 

mediator: a service e.g. in negotiation, etc.)

to raise awareness of what kind of information/service/language use is nee-

ded by an adult-in-mobility

to reinforce sensibility and empathy toward the ‘other’

to raise awareness of one’s own communication practices

to enable to change one’s point of view assuming also the other’s point of 

view

to enable to observe the other’s communication behaviour

to acquire skills in what, when, whom and how to ask, how to explain, repeat, 

reformulate, repair, etc. thus improving one’s communication practices

to learn how to use existing materials in textbooks and when and how to 

prepare additional materials. 

Action 26 Planning of the training (modules)  Tools 26, 27, 28

Contents, methods, duration of the training (modules) have to be planned in relation 

to participants, needs, objectives to be reached, time available.

For adults-in-mobility selected contents and non traditional training methods may 

be included in traditional language courses or a special course can be organised 

on specific bureaucratic-institutional texts and interactions.

For adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility course contents may be specia-

lised according to the category of participants (language teachers, mediators, civil 

servants, etc.) or more general if the training group is mixed.

For both adults-in-mobility �� adults-in-contact-with-mobility contents will be of 

common interest, and one has to plan when this integrated training will take place 

in the course in order to support and integrate each other constructively.

Action 27 Preparing materials for the training modules  Tools 26, 27, 28

As already mentioned, the trainer should use material from real-life situations and 

put it in relevant situations for the learners (see below), distinguishing between

written texts

spoken texts.

ICC trainers �� facilitators must also take into account that there are two different 

typologies of target groups, with fundamentally different backgrounds, and the-

refore different training needs. But the same collected texts will be relevant both 
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for adults-in-mobility and for adults-in-contact-with-mobility, only, putting different 

emphasis on cultural and linguistic issues. These different emphases and points of 

view can then be envisaged in an integrated training where adults-in-mobility and 

adults-in-contact-with-mobility meet together in the training room.

Action 28 Performing the training (modules)  Tools 26, 27, 28, 29, 30

The performing of the training is obviously connected to the planning phase as well 

as to the participants:

adults-in-mobility

adults-in-contact-with-mobility

integrated group of both learner categories.

As in any training for adults, trainers �� facilitators have to make a choice of different 

training methods9:

frontal lessons (when the objective is to inform e.g. about infrastructure 

available, language and migration policy, education, health, insurance, ri-

ghts and duties etc.)

interactive training through

Moderation Method

Brainstorming

�ife Story Approach 

Cooperative �earning

Task-Based �earning

Problem Solving

Role-Playing where in the integrated training each individual plays 

its own real-life role, but also adults-in-mobility and adults-in-con-

tact-with-mobility simulate the respective other role

Self- and Other-Observation of the communicative behaviour, espe-

cially through video-recordings of role-play, in simulated situations 

during the training itself or outside of the training e.g. on the job.

and different ways of working:

work in the plenary group (the whole training group)

individual work (participants work alone in the training room or be-

fore and after the training course itself) 

pair work (2 participants)

group work (�-4 participants).

Obviously, here it cannot be our aim to go into the different training methods. 

However let us briefly outline the different training methods in order to give an 

overview; the reader who wants to get more information, may refer to the biblio-

graphy reported here.
























7Russo, Cat (ed.) 2001: Train the 
Trainer Guide. Vol.1 : Foundations & 
Delivery. The Basics to Becoming a Suc-
cessful Trainer. Alexandria, VA: ASTD ; 
see also Birkenbihl, Michael 1971: Train 
the trainer. Arbeitshandbuch für Au-
sbilder und Dozenten. Landsberg/Lech: 
verlag moderne industrie.
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The Moderation Method10 (“Moderationsmethode”) is especially useful in group 

sessions. It has its roots in Germany in the late 60s, with the first publications in 

the 80s. It is a mixture of techniques of planning and visualisation, group dynamics 

changing from plenary sessions to small groups, and conduction of meetings and 

conversations. Today it is more known as “metaplan method” (cf. Mauri/Tinti 2002: 

42-45)11. “Moderation” is defined as a “kind of group discussion, in order to involve,“Moderation” is defined as a “kind of group discussion, in order to involve, 

possibly, all the participants in an active and focussed way” („Art und Weise der 

Diskussion in �ruppen, bei der es darum geht, alle Teilnehmer möglichst aktiv und 

zielorientiert zu beteiligen“, Klebert/Schrader/Straub 1985: 160).

Brainstorming is a technique to stimulate the creativity in order to gather ideas. The 

condition is that a problem is clearly defined and that each participant can express 

his/her ideas freely. The ideas must in no way be evaluated during their collection; 

a clearly limited time should be allotted for collecting the ideas. The ideas should 

only be classified and evaluated afterwards. 

 

The �ife Story Approach12 is, within the framework of adult education and lifelong 

learning, a method that represents a pedagogical paradigm for emancipation and 

promotion of intelligence and narration skills, to find appropriate ways for docu-

menting to oneself and to the others, not only facts and happenings but also their 

sense and meaning.

The life story approach is founded on the concept that any experience may become 

a narration – a life story told in first person – that has to be understood from the point 

of view of the individual who lives it, making out of it a motivation and opportunity 

of self-recognition.

So this approach moves between two complementary poles:

the memory that involves mental activities such as intro- and retrospection, 

i.e. individual reflection and personal research of meaning

the life story telling as fundamental form of human communication sharing 

one’s experience with the others. 

A training through the life story approach is therefore a way to:

develop unusual modes of thinking

offer keys for self-reflection, provoking balances of the past and the pre-

sent

educate to share one’s narratives, thus acquiring methods of self-repre-

sentation with and among others, overcoming fears and shyness to relate 

life-stories about oneself.

	
	
	 	











10Klebert, Karin / Schrader Einhard / 
Straub, Walter G. 1985: KurzMode-
ration. Hamburg: Windmühle.

11Mauri, Alessandra / Tinti, Carla 
2002: Formare alla comunicazione. 
Gardolo (Trento): Erickson.

12Cambi, Franco 2002: L’auto-
biografia come metodo formativo. 
Roma-Bari: Laterza.
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It can also be used as a method for the above mentioned interviews1�, as life story 

interview.

The Cooperative �earning14 is a training method based on the cooperation between 

individuals participating in a training activity. It is used especially in small learning 

groups where the objective can only be reached through cooperation. The groups 

to form may be:

casual for socialisation (especially at the beginning of a training) and 

working on social competencies and skills; repeating and verifying learning 

contents

homogeneous for groups of interest or thematic groups

heterogeneous where diversity is required in order to stimulate and enrich 

discussion.

The cooperative method stimulates and motivates the learning process; while 

working together with the other participants, the individuals’ characteristics, as well 

as their experience and interests emerge, thus reaching personal and collective 

results.

The Task-Based �earning is especially relevant in language courses where specific 

linguistic tasks are usually used to stimulate the language acquisition.

The Problem Solving is especially relevant in communication courses where a 

task can be given to small groups or pairs and they have to resolve it through 

communication techniques. Each group will elaborate a solution and then present 

it in the plenary. The different solutions may then be evaluated in the whole group.

The Role-Playing is an activity of simulation or drama that ranges from guided con-

versations, with participants putting themselves in specified situations, to simulated 

scenarios, with adopted roles as part of a complex task, where in the integrated 

training each individual plays its own real-life role, but also adults-in-mobility and 

adults-in-contact-with-mobility simulate the respective other role. Role-play can be 

relatively simple and short. These activities promote communicative group work/pair 

work, providing learners with a broad range of linguistic and social experiences. 

The role-play can be video-recorded and the videos can then be viewed by the 

participants, thus stimulating an activity of self- and other-observation.

The Self- and Other-Observation is in our case referring to the communicative 

behaviour, especially through video-recordings of role-play in simulated situations 

during the training itself, or outside of the training e.g. on the job. Observation 

can be guided by the trainer, concentrating on single communication behaviours, 

	
	  






14 Kagan, Spencer 2000: L’apprendi-
mento cooperativo: l’approccio struttu-
rale. Roma: Edizioni Lavoro [It. trans.]. 
Comoglio, Mario / Cardoso, Miguel 
Angel 1996: Insegnare e apprendere in 
gruppo. Il Cooperative Learning. Roma: 
ed. Las.

1�Atkinson, Robert 2002: L’intervista 
narrativa. Raccontare la storia di sé 
nella ricerca formativa, organizzativa e 
sociale. Milano: Raffaello Cortina.
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such as verbal particularities, paraverbal particularities, nonverbal particularities, 

and visual particularities, during a plenary session in which each participant gives 

a personal contribution, or as individual work through observation grids (for some 

example see Tool 30).

The group work / pair work is an integral part of communicative methodology. It is 

often based on an information/opinion gap (activities which simulate real commu-

nication by involving the exchange of information or opinion between participants). 

The group work/pair work provides a great opportunity for the negotiation of 

meaning and language acquisition during interaction between learners. It is also 

used, generally, in communication trainings to activate and implement better each 

trainee’s communicative competence.

In SECTIon � each partner country, applying these tools, proposes, where appli-

cable, some prototypical training activities related to the partner’s language(s) and 

culture(s), to be used with the trainees:

Training packs for adults-in-mobility

Training packs for adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility

Training packs for integrated training.

For further reading

Dossou, Koffi M. / Klein, Gabriella B. 2005: La comunicazione d’aula: strumenti 
sociolinguistici e di comunicazione. Con Esercitazioni, �lossario, CD-ROM. Pe-
rugia: Key �� Key Communications, (quaderni key �� key - strumenti e metodi).

Johnson, Keith / Johnson, Helen (eds.) 1998: Encyclopedic Dictionary of Applied 
�inguistics: a Handbook for �anguage Teaching, Oxford, Blackwell Publishers 
�td.
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In SECTIon 2 we reproduce all the quoted texts and websites and the texts 

suggested for further reading; furthermore, we report some more general sources 

on methodological issues as well as analyses and reports on the issues tackled in 

the SPICES �uidelines. The section is divided into two parts: a bibliography and 

a sitography.
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In SECTIon 3 concrete tools are proposed which consist of analytical models, 

hints, examples of concrete materials, analyses, lessons plans, typical intercultural 

communication problems, good communication practices etc. ICC trainers �� faci-

litators may use these tools for the preparation and construction of their training 

(modules). Certain tools have been experienced and tested; others have emerged 

during the SPICES project. However we do not expect that the tools proposed 

are the only possible ones, but we are sure that they will be a useful support and 

stimulate further development and implementation. For easier reference each tool 

is numbered. It will be indicated in which action(s) of the SPICES method each tool 

is to be used or to which one it refers. Obviously the number of an action does not 

correspond to the number of a tool.
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Model of Discourse Constellation 

For the present purposes the model has been slightly modified, using it also for  

the analysis of written communicative material, not conceived within the original 

model. The ‘Model of Discourse Constellation’ (Redekonstellationsmodell) has been 

worked out in the 70s-80s under the scientific direction of the �erman sociolinguist 

Hugo Steger and his staff (Helge Deutrich, �erd Schank, Eva Schütz, �isela 

Schoenthal, Johannes Schwitalla) in �ermany at the University of Freiburg and 

the Research Section for Spoken �anguage of the Institut für deutsche Sprache 

(Mannheim – Forschungsstelle �esprochene Sprache, Freiburg). Cf. Steger/Deu-Cf. Steger/Deu-

trich/Schank/Schütz 1974: �9-97.

Cf. Actions 2, �0, �6

First of all we will present and explain the categories of the Model:

1. Number of 
interlocutors

in the oral, spoken dimension, one distinguishes between 
monologue (one interlocutor), dialogue and conversation 
(two and more interlocutors);
in the written dimension we distinguish between one writer 
and two and more writers 

2. Temporal 
references

texts may show no reference to time, or refer to past or 
future time, or be simultaneous 

�. Text/social 
situation/image 
interrelation

there may be no interrelation between the text and the 
situation in which the text is produced; however, if an 
interrelation exists it may be either weak or 
strong; in written dimension, the situation of the spoken 
dimension may be represented by a design, a photo, a 
graphic etc.

4. Range/
hierarchy

the relationship between the interlocutors may be equal 
(friends, relatives), or characterised by submission – 
privilege (elder - younger person, student – teacher)

5. Degree of 
preparation

it may be distinguished between especially prepared 
(conference, lecture, newspaper article); routines 
(moderation of a radio discussion); non prepared (small 
talk, letter to a friend).

6. Exchanges 
between the 
interlocutors 

there may be non exchange (monologue), comparatively 
few exchanges (interview), comparatively many exchanges 
(conversation with friends)

7. Establishing 
the topic

the topic may be established before (e.g. conference, 
academic lecture, newspaper article); not established 
before (small talk, diary page).

8. Modality 
of thematic 
treatment

Distinguishes between. descriptive/narrative (e.g. telling 
a story, newspaper article); argumentative (discussion, 
written scientific paper); associative (small talk).

9. Degree of 
publicity

Distinguishes between: public (conference advertising 
poster); semi-public (with a limited audience, academic 
lecture, oral exam, newspaper article); non public (written 
exam, job interview); private (conversation within the family, 
diary page, letter to a friend).

 Actions 2, 10, 16

 Tool 1
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The model of discourse constellation itself has the following aspect:

1. Number of 
interlocutors / writers 

1 interlocutor 1 writer

2 interlocutors 2 writers

more interlocutors

2. Time reference without time reference

past or future

simultaneous

�. Interrelation text/ 
social situation
/imagine 

none

weak

strong

4. Range/hierarchy equal

submission or privilege

5. Degree of preparation specially prepared

routine

not prepared / improvised

6. Exchanges between 
interlocutors

none

comparatively few

comparatively many

7. Establishing the topic established before

not established before

8. Modality of thematic 
treatment 

descriptive

argumentative

associative

9. Degree of publicity public

semi-public

non public

private
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The spoken and the written dimensions in training 
books and materials

(by Koffi M. Dossou, Gabriella B. Klein, Elisabetta Siliotti)

Cf. Action 2
With regards to the texts belonging to the spoken dimension, we may also observe 

in training books and materials whether:

• there is a caption/heading which gives the context of the interaction

• speakers are clearly defined in their role relation

• speakers’ origin is made explicit (adult-in-mobility vs adult-non-in-mobility)

• the situation is detailed

• graphics are used to support the above mentioned information

• typical features of spoken language are reproduced, such as

o adjacency pairs and insertion sequences

o repairs

o reformulations and restarting of sentences

o negotiations of meaning.

As to the texts belonging to the written dimension, we may also observe whether:

• there is a caption/heading which gives information on the boarder context

• graphics are used to support the information about the boarder context

• the layout is authentic.

Thus, when we analyse actual textbooks, we may observe how the texts belonging 

to the spoken and written dimensions are presented and if they correspond to 

real-life. Such a critical analysis will enable us to construct better need-centred and 

learner-oriented training modules.

In the following we give a short description for all of the above reported categories 

belonging to important information an adult-in-mobility learner would need; these 

descriptions are a result of actual textbook analyses carried out for the present 

purpose.

SPOKEN TEXTUA�ITY

Caption/heading

Texts presented as dialogues or conversations may have or may not have a title or 

a caption, an introductory comment.

Speakers

The interlocutors may be or may not be introduced specifying explicitly who they 

are, in what reciprocal relationship they are (friends, relatives, strangers...); if the role relation is not 

explicit, it might sometimes be inferable from the situational and/or graphical context.
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Origin

For a foreign learner it is important to understand from the text from what geo-

graphical and cultural background the interlocutor(s) are; if they are from the local 

context or not.

Situation

Through linguistic elements (title, caption/heading, conversational sequence...) or 

graphical features (design, cartoon, photo...) one may know something about the 

physical situation of communication.

�raphics

Any visual elements accompanying the linguistic elements, such as graphics, desi-

gns and cartoons (or other) may support the linguistic part clarifying and explaining 

it.

Characteristic features of spoken language1 used in interaction:

o	 adjacency pair and insertion-sequence

 So-called ‘adjacency pairs’ are sequential structures like question/answer, 

salutations/salutations, offer/acceptation, excuse/minimisation. Adjacen-

cy pairs are defined as:

	 often adjacent

	 produced by two different speakers

	 organised in a first part and a second, complementary part (or comple-

ment)

	 typically organised so that a first part demands a certain complement (e.g. 

a salutation demands another salutation; a question demands an answer; 

etc.).

However, we know that in real verbal exchanges the two turns constituting the pair 

are not always adjacent (cf. �evinson 199�: �07-�11) and that we may often find 

so-called ‘insertion-sequences’ (Schegloff 1972a). Thus, we may find the following 

question-answer sequence:

             Q1    Q2  a2              a1

o	 Repairs
Repairs represent a fundamental importance in any conversation: through 

them one may correct a misunderstanding due to a lack of linguistic code 

sharing, or a miscommunication due to a social or cultural difference. There 

are different types of repairs (cf. �evinson 199�/1985: ��9): spontaneous 

	  

1For typical linguistic features of 
spoken Italian refer to the Italian 
sociolinguists Carla Bazzanella 
(2001/1994) and Gaetano Berruto 
(1998/1987); for spoken German, 
to the German sociolinguist Johan-
nes Schwitalla  (2005).
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repairs (self-repair) and induced repairs (other-repair); a repair may be 

initiated by one speaker and completed in collaboration by another speaker. 

Therefore, we distinguish between:

	self-initiated/self-completed repair

 self-initiated/other-completed repair

	other-initiated/self-completed repair

	other-initiated/other-completed repair.

o	 Reformulations and restarting of sentences are typical for spoken language 

as opposed to written language. Reformulations are often used for repairs 

and for the negotiation of meaning.

o	 Negotiations of meaning are constantly used by interlocutors, as 

unconsciously they know that their messages are not always understood 

the way they want them to be. Negotiations of meaning do not refer only to 

linguistic meaning, but often to social meaning regarding the interpretation 

of the interlocutors’ role, the social situation, the general context, the 

expectations, etc. Therefore, negotiations are a fundamental part of any 

dialogue/conversation.

wRITTEN TExTUaLITY

Caption/heading

A title, a comment, a caption that explains and/or introduces a text.

�raphics

Images, designs, photos supporting the text: they have to be pertinent, and useful 

for the interpretation of the text itself, as well as coherent with the reality they are 

supposed to represent. 

�ayout

Regarding the graphic layout of the texts represented as written, one may observe 

whether they are authentic/original, or at least realistic. In textbooks the original 

layouts are often adapted, partial, approximate or stylised.
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Possible selection criteria for informants as adults-in-
mobility

(by �abriella B. Klein)

Cf. Action 7

With regards to the category of adults-in-mobility, a foreigner (possibly of different 

cultural background) who lives in the country for reasons of work or university study 

will be selected; or, for humanitarian reasons, religious beliefs , tourism, medical 

care, i.e. any adult person in mobility needing to get in touch with the country’s 

institutions and bureaucracy.

The selected persons with whom the interview is conducted have to be able to indicate 

the main and primary linguistic-communicative problems in the first impact with the 

receiving society, especially at the level of institutional interactions. Consequently, 

they have to show an awareness of the problems on the basis of a consistent 

experience. Furthermore, they have to show the following characteristics:

○ A�E: the selected informant has to be an adult / of full age

○ ETHNICA� BACK�ROUND: the informant may be of any ethnical background

○ �ENDER: the informant may be male or female; if possible, there should be a 

balanced distribution between males and females

○ EXPERIENCE: the informant must have personally gone through an experience 

with local/national (public and private) institutions and bureaucratic 

procedures

○ LANGUAGE COMPETENCE: the informant must have a sufficient knowledge of 

the �anguage of the context (�c) in order to be able to deal with interviews 

and understand questionnaires
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Possible selection criteria for informants as adults-
professionally-in-contact-with-mobility

(by �abriella B. Klein)

Cf. Action 7

In the case of the category of adults-in-contact-with-mobility, an autochthonous 

or allochthonous individual employed in front-line work will be selected. He/she 

could be someone who often has to deal professionally with adults-in-mobility; 

these individuals could be allochthonous cultural mediators. Such individuals may 

be working in or with:

○ PUBLIC AUTHORITIES: service encounters, municipality offices for tourism, 

information offices for citizens, Public Relation Offices of the municipalities 

and other (local, regional and national) authorities, hospitals, health centres, 

police stations, schools....

○ HE�P CENTRES: social institutions for immigrants, Caritas, religious 

institutions...

○ UNIVERSITY: Erasmus offices, secretary for foreign students...

○ HUMANITARIAN INSTITUTIONS: Red Cross, Emergency ...

○ RE�I�IOUS INSTITUTIONS

○ .....

Action 7
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Semi-structured ethnographic interviews with the in-
formant as adult-in-mobility

(by �abriella B. Klein)

Cf. Action 8-a)

A semi-structured ethnographic interview is an interview the sequence of questions 

of which is not so structured, as its objective is to achieve information about a 

complex problem. The reaction of the interviewees is not easy to predict, therefore 

the interviewer lets the interviewee talk as much as possible without rigid con-

straints. Such an interview has the characteristic of a semi-guided and structured 

conversation: the questions are neither pre-fixed nor do they follow a rigid order. 

Apart from questions to be asked, there may be remarks of interest which stimulate 

the informant to tell stories of his/her or someone else’s experience. The outcome 

of the interview may make it necessary to go more in depth, and therefore to meet 

the informant once more. At the same time, the outcome of one interview may 

orientate further interviews with other informants.

In this perspective, the following questions - based on interview experiences in 

the field of the present issues – only represent a possible way and formulations to 

conduct the interviews in order to get information about the issues in question.

The interview is constructed in three phases: opening phase, central phase, closing 

phase.

Each phase has its own characteristic: the opening and the closing phases are 

concerned with the construction and the maintenance of a good relationship with 

the interviewee, while the central phase deals with the purpose of the interview 

itself. In this sense, possible typical formulations may be:

Opening phase:

First of all I would like to thank you for agreeing to the recording of this con-

versation. As I already explained, your anonymity will be guaranteed on the 

basis of the law regarding data protection.

I would like you to tell me something about yourself:

How long have you been living in Italy?

Where do you come from?

Why did you choose Italy?

[Taboo questions: How old are you? (May be estimated by the interviewer) 

and other personal questions like those about one's family, credo, profes-

sional qualifications, work experience, etc.]
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Central phase:

I would like to understand how your first months in Italy were like.

Once the conversation has started, the further questions should be inserted into 

the interview smoothly following the natural ongoing of the conversation and taking 

into account the interviewee's previous answers/remarks

What about the language: Did you have problems with the Italian langua-

ge?

Was it easy for you to make yourself understood even if you hardly 

spoke(knew) Italian?

Were your interlocutors patient with you? Did they interrupt you often? Did 

they correct you when you made a mistake?

How did you learn Italian: spontaneously or did you attend to a language course in your 

country / in Italy?

Can you tell me about an Italian custom or behaviour which would seem strange in your 

country or which would create problems in understanding or in the relationship between the 

individuals ?

To which offices / institutions did you have to go when you had just arrived in Italy?

How did you get along with the rules, permits, bills (e.g. gas bill) to pay, forms to fill in, and

all the documents you needed to ask for in Italy?

Did you get help from someone? from whom? (Italian / foreigner)

Did you get help from the public officials?

How would you describe, from your personal point of you, the situation in the offices? (e.g. 

police headquarters, municipality, hospital, etc.)

In your opinion, was the office staff well informed/ well-prepared? patient? professional?

always from your personal point of you, do you think that the office staff could do better /

be more helpful, polite / do a better service?

Other persons you know had / have similar problems with the language, with the communi-

cation or with the behaviour in general?

Closing phase:

We may stop here: I thank you very much for the helpful contribution you made to 

our work.

Would it be possible to have another conversation with you in the future in order 

to get more

information about all the problems a foreigner in your situation has to face in the 

very beginning, when he/she comes to this country?
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Semi-structured ethnographic interview with the in-
formant as adult-in-contact-with-mobility

(by �abriella B. Klein)

Cf. Action 8-a)Action 8-a)

Opening phase:

First of all I would like to thank you for agreeing to the recording of this con-

versation. As I already explained, your anonymity will be guaranteed on the 

basis of the law regarding data protection.

Central phase:

I would like to understand the problems you may have with foreign indivi-

duals you are in contact with for your work.

Once the conversation has started, the further questions should be inserted into 

the interview smoothly, following the natural ongoing of the conversation and taking 

into account the interviewee's previous answers/remarks.

Do you get particular problems with foreign persons because of the langua-

ge / their communication style / their behaviour?

Is it the same with all the ethnical groups of foreigners? or are there diffe-

rences? Which differences?

Closing phase:

We may stop here: I thank you very much for the helpful contribution you made to 

our work.

Would it be possible to have another conversation with you in the future in order to 

get more information about all the problems you encounter with foreigners in your 

work.
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Questionnaire for the informant as adult-in-mobility
(by �abriella B. Klein)

 Cf. Action 8-b)

1. For how many years have you been living in Italy?
□ less than 5 years
□ more than 5 years
□ more than 10 years

2. How did you experience the first period / first times in Italy?
□ I managed to adapt myself
□ well, even given the fact that I hardly understood the language
□ well, because I did not have any problem
□ bad, because I hardly understood the language
□ bad, because I was not able to get used to the new situation / reality
□ other…………………….

�. Where / how did you improve your Italian?
□ I knew the language before I came to Italy
□ I followed a language course in Italy
□ my fellow countrymen /-women helped me
□ in the everyday life
other…………………….

4. The first times / in the first period when you were speaking Italian, people
□ did listen to me even if I could not explain myself very well
□ corrected my pronunciation
□ corrected the words I used
□ did not show much patience when I was speaking
□ mocked my mistakes
□ never listened to me
□ other…………………….

5. Did you look for help / assistance when you arrived in Italy? If so, who helped 
you?

□ my fellow countrymen /-women who live in Italy
□ a public institution (police, church, Caritas)
□ Italians (acquaintance, colleagues, friends, neighbours, Italian 

relatives, etc.)
□ I already got information in my country of origin and therefore knew 

what to do
□ I did not know where to go
□ other …………………….

6. When you had to fill in a document
□ I was accompanied by fellow countrymen /-women
□ I was accompanied by an Italian (acquaintance, colleague, friend, 

neighbour, Italian
□ relative, etc.)
□ the employees of the office where I had to do the documents helped 

me
□ I went on my own because I knew what to do
□ I did not know what to do and no one helped me
□ other…………………….
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7. The office employees
□ were helpful and patient with me
□ were helpful and patient with me but not with other foreigners
□ they just did their job
□ were sometimes helpful
□ were sometimes rude
□ helped everyone
□ were rude with everyone
□ other…………………….

8. How did the office employees communicate with you?
□ they spoke my language
□ they spoke slowly in Italian
□ they wrote on a sheet of paper the words I did not understand
□ they spoke louder when I failed to understand
□ they did not care if I did understood or not
□ other…………………….

9. To get a document (permit of stay, sanitary card, identity card, tax-code etc.)
□ I got my documents in the range of time which is foreseen by law
□ I got my documents, but late
□ it was difficult to enquire for and to get the documents
□ other…………………….

10. When you go to the same offices today, how do you find the situation?
□ better, because I know the language better
□ better, because I know the bureaucracy better
□ better, because the employees are more helpful
□ better, because the employees are better informed
□ I do not find any difference from before
□ worse, because the situation is more chaotic
□ worse, because the employees are not very professional
□ worse, because the employees are not very helpful
□ worse, because the employees do not always know the new laws
□ other…………………….

11. What do you suggest to improve the communication between foreign citizens 
and public officials / civil servants?

□ the employees have to follow a course to improve their 
communication with foreigners

□ I have to follow a course to improve my communication with Italians
□ I have to follow a course to understand better the Italian bureaucracy
□ other…………………….
□ other…………………….
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Questionnaire for the informant as adult-profession-
ally-in-contact-with-mobility

(by �abriella B. Klein)

Cf. Action 8-b)

1. How many foreigners do you meet for work purposes?
□ someone each month
□ someone each week
□ more than one each day
□ each day the amount of foreigners and Italians are rather the same
□ each day there are more foreigners than Italians
□ there are only foreigners

2. What geographic area do the most of the foreigners you are in contact with 
come from?

□ European Union: specify .............................................................................
□ Central Europe: specify.................................................................................
□ North Europe: specify....................................................................................
□ Eastern Europe: specify................................................................................
□ North Africa: specify......................................................................................
□ sub-Saharan Africa: specify..........................................................................
□ South America: specify ................................................................................
□ Central America: specify .............................................................................
□ North America: specify:.................................................................................
□ Middle East: specify ....................................................................................
□ Central Asia: specify ...................................................................................
□ Eastern Asia: specify ...................................................................................
□ Australia/Oceanic: specify ...........................................................................

�. �enerally, do you have problems with the foreign persons? if yes, why:
□ generally, because of their way to behave
□ because they do not know our customs/traditions/rules
□ because they do not accept our customs/traditions/rules
□ because they do not know the bureaucracy
□ because of their way to communicate
□ because they do not know the language
□ because they do not know the language very well 
□ other ...........................................................................................................

4. How do the foreigners, you are in touch with for your work, normally know the 
Italian language?

□ very well
□ well
□ sufficiently well
□ rather badly
□ not at all
□ other remarks…………………….
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5. Concerning language / communication problems
□ normally the foreign persons understand me
□ I have to speak differently to normal
□ I have to speak louder
□ I have to speak slower
□ other …………………….

6. Who normally fills in the forms?
□ the citizen him/herself
□ he/she is accompanied by a countryman / -woman
□ he/she is accompanied by an Italian
□ you do it for the foreigner
□ another employee of the office does it
□ other …………………….

7. In comparison to years ago, today, do you have more or less communication 
problems with foreigners?

□ more
□ less
□ neither more nor less
□ other …………………….

8. What would you suggest to improve the communication with foreigners?
□ the employees must follow a course to improve their communication 

with foreign people
□ foreign people should be obliged to follow an Italian language course
□ there is nothing you can do
□ foreign people should be accompanied by a cultural mediator
□ our offices / our institution / our organisation should employ cultural 

mediators
□ other…………………….
□ other…………………….
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Questionnaire for the informant as adult-in-mobility 
(Bulgarian version)
(by Ivanka Djakova and Galya Mateva)

Cf. Action 8-b)

ВЪПРОСНИК / За чуждИте гРаждаНИ, КОИтО учат ИлИ РабОтят В 
бЪлгаРИя

1. От колко време живеете в българия?

□  По-малко от 5 го�и�и 5 го�и�иго�и�и
□ Повече от 5 го�и�и 5 го�и�иго�и�и 
□ Повече от 10 го�и�и 10 го�и�иго�и�и

2. Какви са ви споме�ите за �ачал�ия перио� / първото ви и�ва�е в българия? / първото ви и�ва�е в българия?първото ви и�ва�е в българия??

□  успях �а се а�аптирам
□ положител�иl, въпреки че е�ва раз�ирах �ългарскиl, въпреки че е�ва раз�ирах �ългарски, въпреки че е�ва раз�ирах �ългарскивъпреки че е�ва раз�ирах �ългарски
□ положител�и, за�ото �ямах �икакви про�леми, за�ото �ямах �икакви про�лемиза�ото �ямах �икакви про�леми
□ лоши, за�ото �е раз�ирах �ългарски, за�ото �е раз�ирах �ългарскиза�ото �е раз�ирах �ългарски
□  лоши, за�ото �е можех �а свик�а с �овата сит�а�ия / �е�ствител�ост, за�ото �е можех �а свик�а с �овата сит�а�ия / �е�ствител�остза�ото �е можех �а свик�а с �овата сит�а�ия / �е�ствител�ост / �е�ствител�ост�е�ствител�ост
□ �р�го��������.��������.

3. Къ�е / как �а�чихте �ългарски? / как �а�чихте �ългарски?как �а�чихте �ългарски??

□  З�аех �ългарски пре�и �а �о��а в българия
□  Изкарах к�рс по �ългарски език т�к в българия
□  Съ�аро��и�ите ми  помог�аха
□  В еже��ев�ия живот
□  �р�го��������.

4. Когато за първи път заговорих �а �ългарски език, хората

□ Ме изсл�шваха, �ори когато �е се изразявах м�ого �о�ре
□ Поправяха произ�оше�ието ми
□ Поправяха ��мите, които �потре�явах
□ Не ме сл�шаха м�ого търпеливо, когато аз говорех
□ Присмиваха се �а грешките ми
□ Изо��о �е ме сл�шаха
□ �р�го��������.

5. Потърсихте ли помо�, когато пристиг�ахте в българия ? Ко� Ви помог�а ?

□ Съ�аро��и�ите ми, които живеят в българия
□ О��естве�а и�стит��ия (поли�ията, �ърквата, Каритас)
□ �ългари (поз�ати, колеги, прятели, съсе�и, ро��и�и в българия, �р.)
□ пол�чих и�форма�ия пре�и �а �о��а и затова з�аех какво �а правя 
□ �е з�аех къ�е �а оти�а
□ �р�ги ��������.  

6. Когато тря�ваше �а попълвате �ок�ме�т

□  При�р�жаваше ме съ�аро��ик/съ�аро��ичка
□ При�р�жаваше ме �ългари� (поз�ат, колега, прятел, съсе�, �ългарски 

ро��и�а, �р.)
□  Сл�жителите от ка��еларията, къ�ето попълвах �ок�ме�тите, ми 
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помог�аха
□  Оти�ох сам/сама, за�ото з�аех какво тря�ва �а правя
□  Не з�аех какво тря�ва �а �аправя и �ико� �е ми помог�а
□  �р�го��������.

7. Сл�жителите/сл�жителките

□ бяха �чтиви, търпеливи и ми помагаха
□ Помог�аха ми и �яха търпеливи с ме�, �о �е с �р�гите чж�е��и
□ те просто си вършеха ра�отата
□ По�якога �яха лю�ез�и
□ По�якога �яха гр��и
□ Помагаха �а всички
□ бяха гр��и с всички
□ �р�го��������.

8. Как се раз�ирахте със сл�жителите?

 □ те говореха моя език 
 □ те говореха �ав�о �а �ългарски
 □ Записваха �а хартия ��мите, които �е раз�ирах
 □ Започваха �а говорят по-високо, когато �е раз�ирах
 □ Не ги �еше грижа �али раз�ирам или �е
 □ �р�го��������.

9. За �а пол�ча �ок�ме�т (разрешител�о за пре�ивава�е, виза, ме�и�и�ско, лич�а 
карта, �а�ъче� �омер и �р.)

□ пол�чих �ок�ме�тите си в пре�ви�е�ия в зако�а срок
□ пол�чих �ок�ме�тите, �о със закъс�е�ие
□ �еше ми тр���о �а пол�ча �ок�ме�тите
□ �р�го��������.

10. Когато отивате в съ�ата ка��елария ��ес, смятате ли, че �е�ата са?

□ По-�о�ре, за�ото з�ам �ългарски по-�о�ре
□  По-�о�ре, за�ото поз�авам �юрократич�ата система
□ По-�о�ре, за�ото сл�жителите са по-лю�ез�и
□ По-�о�ре, за�ото сл�жителите са по-�о�ре и�формира�и
□ Не �амирам разлика
□ По-лошо, за�ото о�ста�овката е по-хаотич�а
□ По-лошо, за�ото сл�жителите �е са м�ого професио�ал�и
□ По-лошо, за�ото сл�жителите �е са м�ого лю�ез�и
□ По-лошо, за�ото сл�жителите �е ви�аги з�аят �овите зако�и
□ �р�го��������.

11. Как пре�лагате �а се по�о�ри ком��ика�ията меж�� ч�ж�ите граж�а�и и 
�ържав�ата а�ми�истра�ия?

 □ Сл�жителите тря�ва �а посе�ават к�рс, за �а се по�о�ри ком��ика�ията 
с ч�ж�е��ите

 □ аз тря�ва �а посе�авам к�рс, за �а по�о�ря ком��ика�ията си с 
�ългарите

 □ тря�ва �а посе�авам к�рс, за �а раз�ирам по-�о�ре �ългарската 
�юрократич�а система

 □ �р�го��������.
 □ �р�го��������.
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Questionnaire for the informant as adult-profession-
ally-in-contact-with-mobility (Bulgarian version)
(by Ivanka Djakova and Galya Mateva)

Cf. Action 8-b)

ВЪПРОСНИК / За ПРО�еСИОНалИСтИте, РабОте�И С чуждИте гРаждаНИ / За ПРО�еСИОНалИСтИте, РабОте�И С чуждИте гРаждаНИЗа ПРО�еСИОНалИСтИте, РабОте�И С чуждИте гРаждаНИ

1. Колко често ко�такт�вате с ч�ж�е��и в ра�отата си?

□ По е�и� �а месе�
□ По е�и� всяка се�ми�а
□ Повече от е�и� всяка се�ми�а
□ Всеки �е� с е��акъв �ро� ч�ж�е��и и �ългари 
□ С повече ч�ж�е��и �а �е�, отколкото с �ългари
□ Само с ч�ж�е��и

2. Откъ�е са повечето ч�ж�е��и, с които ко�такт�вате професио�ал�о?

□ европе�ския съюз: �точ�ете: ........................................................................
□ Це�трал�а европа: по-точ�о..........................................................................
□ Север�а европа: по-точ�о...............................................................................
□ Източ�а европа: по-точ�о...............................................................................
□ Север�а африка: по-точ�о..............................................................................: по-точ�о.............................................................................. по-точ�о..............................................................................
□ С��сахарска африка: по-точ�о.......................................................................: по-точ�о....................................................................... по-точ�о.......................................................................
□ Юж�а америка по-точ�о ................................................................................
□ Це�трал�а америка: по-точ�о .......................................................................
□ Север�а  америка по-точ�о:..........................................................................
□ Сре��ият  Изток: по-точ�о .............................................................................: по-точ�о ............................................................................. по-точ�о .............................................................................
□  Це�трал�а азия по.точ�о................................................................................
□ Източ�а азия: по-точ�о ..................................................................................
□ австралия/Океа�ия: по-точ�о ........................................................................

3. Сре�ате ли тр���ости с ч�ж�ите граж�а�и?ако �а, за�о:?ако �а, за�о:ако �а, за�о:, за�о:за�о::

□ пора�и �ачи�а им �а пове�е�ие 
□ за�ото те �е поз�ават �ашите о�ичаи/тра�и�ии/правила
□ за�ото те �е приемат �ашите о�ичаи/тра�и�ии/правила
□ за�ото те �е поз�ават а�ми�истратив�ата стр�кт�ра
□ пора�и �ачи�а им �а о���ва�е
□ за�ото те �е з�аят езика
□ за�ото те �е з�аят м�ого �о�ре езика
□ �р�го ................................................................................................................

4. Как ч�ж�е��ите, с които се сре�ате в ра�отата си, са �а�чили �ългарски език?, са �а�чили �ългарски език?са �а�чили �ългарски език?

□  М�ого �о�ре
□  до�ре
□  достатъч�о �о�ре
□  доста лошо
□  Изо��о �е з�аят
□  др�ги за�ележки��������.��������.

Action 8-b)

 Tool 10
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5. По от�оше�ие �а езиковите / ком��икатив�и про�леми / ком��икатив�и про�лемиком��икатив�и про�леми 

□  О�ик�ове�о ч�ж�е��ите ме раз�ират
□  тря�ва �а говоря по-различ�о, за �а ме раз�ерат
□  тря�ва за говоря по-високо
□  тря�ва �а говоря по-�ав�о
□  �р�го��������.��������.

6. Ко� о�ик�ове�о попълва форм�лярите??

□  Самият ч�ж�е�е�/ка 
□  С �его има съ�аро��ик/съ�аро��ичка
□  С �его има �ългари�
□  Вие ги попълвате вместо �его
□  др�г сл�жител ги попълва
□  �р�го��������.��������.

7. В срав�е�ие с пре�и �яколко го�и�и, сре�ате ли ��ес повече или по-малко, сре�ате ли ��ес повече или по-малкосре�ате ли ��ес повече или по-малко 
про�леми при ком��ика�ията с ч�ж�е��и.??

□  повече
□  по-малко
□  �ито повече �ито по-малко
□  �р�го ��������. ��������.

8. Какво �ихте пре�ложили, за �а се по�о�ри ком��ика�ията с ч�ж�е��ите? 

□  Сл�жителите тря�ва �а изкарат к�рс, за �а по�о�рят ком��ика�ията си стря�ва �а изкарат к�рс, за �а по�о�рят ком��ика�ията си с 
ч�ж�е��ите

□  ч�ж�е��ите за�ължител�о тря�ва �а изкарат к�рс по �ългарски език
□  Ни�о �е може �а се �аправи
□  ч�ж�е��ите тря�ва �а се при�р�жават от к�лт�рале� ме�иатор
□  Нашите сл�ж�и/�ашата орга�иза�ия / �и тря�вало �а �аз�ачат к�лт�рал�и / �и тря�вало �а �аз�ачат к�лт�рал�и�и тря�вало �а �аз�ачат к�лт�рал�и 

ме�иатори
□  �р�го��������.��������.
□  �р�го��������.��������.
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Questionnaire for the informant as adult-in-mobility 
(Slovene version)
(by Nataša Pirih Svetina and Ina Ferbežar)

Cf. Action 8-b)

vPrAŠAlNIK I

Sodelavci Centra za slovenščino sodelujemo v mednarodni raziskavi s področja integracije 
tujcev v različne evropske države. Prosimo vas, da nam pomagate pri zbiranju potrebnih 
podatkov tako, da odgovorite na spodnja vprašanja. Pri vseh vprašanjih lahko označite 
več odgovorov. Zagotavljamo vam popolno anonimnost, podatki bodo uporabljeni samo v 
raziskovalne namene.  Hvala.

Starost: _______________________ Spol: M /  Ž   Prvi jezik: ________________

Izobrazba: ________________________________

Motiv za bivanje v Sloveniji:
a) družina
b) delo
c) študij
č) drugo (prosimo, napišite!) ______________________________________________

1. Koliko časa že živite v Sloveniji? _______________let, _______________ mesecev. 

2. Kako ste se počutili ob svojem prihodu v Slovenijo?
□ Uspel/a sem se prilagoditi.
□  Dobro, čeprav skoraj nisem razumel/a jezika. 
□  Dobro, nisem imel/a nobenega problema.
□  Slabo, ker skoraj nisem razumel/a jezika.
□  Slabo, ker se nisem mogel/la navaditi na novo situacijo. 
□  Drugo (prosimo, napišite!)  ��������.

3. Ali ste znali slovensko pred prihodom v Slovenijo? 
Da.    Ne.

4. Kako ste se učili/izboljšali svoje znanje slovenščine? 

□  Šel/Šla sem na jezikovni tečaj v Sloveniji. 
□ Moj rojak/rojakinja, ki zna slovensko, mi je pomagal/a. 
□ Iz okolja.
□ Drugo (prosimo, napišite!) ��������.

5. Na začetku, ko sem govoril/a slovensko, …

□ so mi prisluhnili, čeprav se nisem znal/a dobro izražati. 
□  so popravljali moje napake. 
□  niso imeli veliko potrpljenja, ko sem govoril/a. 
□  so se posmehovali mojim napakam 
□  me niso poslušali.
□  drugo (prosimo, napišite!)  ��������.

Action 8-b)

 Tool 11
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6. Ali ste iskali pomoč, ko ste prišli v Slovenijo? 
Da.    Ne.

7. Če ste jo, čigavo pomoč ste iskali? 

□  Pomoč svojih rojakov in rojakinj, ki živijo v Sloveniji. 
□  Pomoč javnih institucij (policije, cerkve, Karitas �) 
□  Pomoč Slovencev (znancev, kolegov, prijateljev, sosedov, slovenskih □ 

sorodnikov, drugih).
□  Potrebne informacije sem dobil v svoji državi in sem vedel/a, kaj in kako.
□  Nisem vedel/a, kam naj grem in na koga naj se obrnem. 
□  Drugo (prosimo, napišite!) ��������.

8. Ko sem moral/a izpolnjevati obrazce … 

□  me je spremljal moj rojak/inja.
□  me je spremljal Slovenec/Slovenka (znanec, kolega, prijatelj, sosed, slovenski 

sorodnik). 
□ mi je pri tem pomagal na uradu zaposleni uslužbenec. 
□  sem to naredil/a sam/a, ker sem vedel/a kako. 
□  nisem vedel/a, kako naj to naredim in nihče mi tudi ni pomagal. 
□  drugo (prosimo, napišite!)  ��������..

9. Uslužbenci na uradih …

□  so mi pomagali. 
□  o opravljali samo svoje delo. 
□  o bili samo včasih pripravljeni pomagati. 
□  so bili včasih nevljudni ali žaljivi. 
□  drugo (prosimo, napišite!) ��������.

10. Kako so uslužbenci na uradih komunicirali z vami?

□  Govorili so slovensko.
□  Govorili so počasi slovensko. 
□  Kadar jih nisem razumel/a, so začeli govoriti počasneje. 
□  Vseeno jim je bilo, če sem razumel/a ali ne. 
□  Uslužbenci niso govorili slovensko, ampak ____________________ (napišite, 

kateri jezik). 
□  Drugo (prosimo, napišite!) ��������.

11. Kako bi, po vašem mnenju, lahko izboljšali komunikacijo med tujimi državljani in 
javnimi uslužbenci? 

□ Uslužbenci bi morali obiskovati posebni tečaj za komunikacijo s tujci. 
□ Jaz bi moral/a obiskovati tečaj slovenščine. 
□  Jaz bi moral/a obiskovati poseben tečaj, da bi se seznanil/a z administrativnimi 

postopki v Sloveniji. 
□ Obstajati bi morala oseba, ki bi tujcem pomagala po uradni dolžnosti.
□ Drugo (prosimo, napišite!) ��������.

12. Kaj ste pogrešali pri komunikaciji na uradih? Kaj bi spremenili? Napišite v nekaj 
stavkih.
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Questionnaire for the informant as adult-profession-
ally-in-contact-with-mobility (Slovene version)
(by Nataša Pirih Svetina and Ina Ferbežar)

Cf. Action 8-b)

vPrAŠAlNIK II

Sodelavci Centra za slovenščino sodelujemo v mednarodni raziskavi s področja integracije 
tujcev v različne evropske države. Prosimo vas, da nam pomagate pri zbiranju potrebnih 
podatkov tako, da odgovorite na spodnja vprašanja. Zagotavljamo vam popolno anonimnost, 
podatki bodo uporabljeni samo v raziskovalne namene.  Hvala.

Inštitucija, na kateri ste zaposleni ________________________________
Spol  M  /   Ž
Izobrazba (stopnja in smer) _____________________________________
delo, ki ga opravljate __________________________________________

1. Koliko stikov imate pri svojem delu s tujci?

□  Nekaj na mesec. 
□  Nekaj na teden. 
□  Več kot enega na dan. 
□  Vsak dan je količina Slovencev in tujcev približno enaka. 
□  Vsak dan je več tujcev kot Slovencev. 
□  Delam samo s tujci. 

2. Od kod prihaja večina tujcev, s katerimi prihajate v stik? Iz/S/Z …

□  Evropske Unije: natančneje ..............................................................................
□  Držav na ozemlju nekdanje Jugoslavije: natančneje ........................................
□  Vzhodne Evrope, držav na ozemlju nekdanje SZ: natančneje..........................
□  Drugo: natančneje (prosimo, napišite!) .............................................................

3. Ali imate pri komuniciranju s tujci kakšne težave?
Da.    Ne.

Action 8-b)

 Tool 12
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4. Če da, zakaj? 

□  Zaradi njihovega vedenja.  
□  Ker ne poznajo naših navad, tradicije, pravil. 
□  Ker ne poznajo administrativnih postopkov. 
□  Ker ne znajo slovensko. 
□  Ker ne znajo dobro slovensko. 
□   Drugo (prosimo, napišite!) ...............................................................................

5. Kako dobro komunicirate s tujci?

□  Govorim slovensko.
□  Govorim počasi slovensko.
□  Kadar me ne razumejo, govorim počasneje slovensko. 
□   Z njimi govorim v tujem jeziku. Napišite, prosim v katerem/ih: ____________

6. Kako dobro se sporazumete s tujci, če govorite z njimi slovensko? 

□  Zelo dobro.
□  Dobro.
□  Zadovoljivo. 
□  Precej slabo. 
□  Se sploh ne. 
□  Drugo (prosimo, napišite!)  ��������.

7. Kdo ponavadi izpolnjuje obrazce? 

□  Tuji državljan sam.
□  Oseba, ki ga/jo spremlja.
□  Jaz naredim to za tujega državljana. 
□  Drugi uslužbenci izpolnjujejo obrazce. 
□  Drugo (prosimo, napišite!) ��������.

8. Če lahko primerjate, ste imeli v preteklosti več ali manj težav pri komunikaciji s 
tujci? 

□ Več.
□  Manj. 
□  Ne več ne manj. 
□  Drugo (prosimo, napišite!) ��������.
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9. Kaj bi izboljšali pri komunikaciji s tujimi državljani? 

□  Uslužbenci bi morali obiskovati poseben tečaj za komunikacijo s tujci.
□  Tujci bi morali obiskovati tečaj slovenščine. 
□  Tujci bi morali obiskovati poseben tečaj, da bi se seznanili z administrativnimi 

postopki v Sloveniji.
□  Obstajati bi morala oseba, ki bi tujcem pomagala po uradni dolžnosti.
□ Pri tem se ne da nič pomagati. 
□ Drugo (prosimo, napišite!).��������.

10. Kaj bi pri svojem delu s tujci potrebovali, kakšna znanja? Kaj pogrešate pri svojem 
delu? Napišite, prosim, v nekaj stavkih.
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A simplified linguistic analysis of a written Italian 
form
(by Elisabetta Siliotti)

Cf. Action 11

In the written text reproduced below “RICHIESTa RISPONDENZa aLLOGGIO” (Request 
for the certification of adequate housing) we may recognise the following simple linguistic 
characteristics:
29 sentences:

3 simple sentences
7 main sentences
1  instance of coordination
18 instances of subordination, 4 of them explicit ones and 14 implicit ones

15 verbs in active form
14 verbs in passive form.

Comment:
The high number of passive verbal forms and instances of subordination, although typical 
for written language, makes the text less readable.

an ICC trainer & facilitator does not need to have scientific competences in the field of 
linguistics to do this kind of analysis which is actually simplified. To be aware of these 
characteristics makes it easier to understand where communication problems may occur. 

Below, a similar analysis has been made for spoken language.

 Action 11

 Tool 13
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RICHIESTa RISPONDENZa aLLOGGIO

N. ________
aL SINDaCO

DEL COMUNE DI PERUGIa

OGGETTO: Richiesta di attestato per la rispondenza dell’alloggio ai parametri previsti dalla L.R. 23.12.1996 n. 
33 e L.R. 28/11/2003 n. 23, per alloggi di edilizia residenziale pubblica per i seguenti motivi:

 □   ricongiungimento o coesione familiare immigrati
 □   richiesta permesso di ingresso o carta di soggiorno
 □   altro ____________________________

Il/la sottoscritto/a ������������������........��.nato/a il ���..........���������

a����������������.............��e residente a ��������...................................���

in via����������������...............���loc.�............................�������������

chiede l’attestato di cui all’oggetto relativamente all’appartamento

ubicato in loc. ����������.....................................................................................���������

via/strada ���������.�.....................................................................���������������

piano���della superficie di circa mq��� di proprietà del Sig./ra ���.....��������������

Dichiara a tal fine che:

- l’alloggio di cui trattasi è attualmente abitato da n. ����� persone;

- di ricongiungere n. ������ persone.

allega i seguenti documenti:

1) se abitazione costruita dopo il 1960

- fotocopia planimetria catastale in scala 1:100 o 1:200

- fotocopia certificato di abitabilità oppure estremi per la ricerca abitabilità:

anno costruzione___________ impresa costruttrice ____________________________________________

- altro: __________________________________________________________________________________

- fotocopia documento d’identità valido

2) se abitazione costruita prima del 1960

- dichiarazione proprietario attestante anno costruzione

- fotocopia planimetria catastale storica

- fotocopia documento d’identità valido

Recapito telefonico_________________

Perugia, ___________________ 
       Firma
      
      _______________________
           (per esteso e leggibile)
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DOCUMENTaZIONE Da aLLEGaRE

NEL CaSO DI aBITaZIONE COSTRUITa DOPO IL 1960

1- PLaNIMETRIa CaTaSTaLE in fotocopia, rilasciata dall’Ufficio Tecnico Erariale
(Catasto Via Canali, 12 – agenzia delle Entrate) in scala 1:100 o 1:200;

2- CERTIFICaTO DI aBITaBILITa’ in fotocopia, oppure
aNNO DI COSTRUZIONE e NOMINaTIVO DELL’IMPRESa COSTRUTTRICE.

NEL CaSO DI aBITaZIONE COSTRUITa PRIMa DEL 1960

1- PLaNIMETRIa CaTaSTaLE STORICa in fotocopia, rilasciata dall’Ufficio Tecnico Erariale
(Catasto Via Canali, 12 – agenzia delle Entrate) in scala 1:100 o 1:200;

2- DICHIaRaZIONE DEL PROPRIETaRIO RELaTIVa aLL’aNNO DI COSTRUZIONE:

Io/la sottoscritto/a ________________________________________ con la presente dichiaro che l’immobile di

mia proprietà ubicato in via ___________________________________________________________ Perugia,

Località _____________________________________________ risulta costruito in data precedente al 1960 e

precisa mente nell’anno _________

Perugia, _____________ 

    
     Firma_____________________
                (per esteso e leggibile)

INFORMaZIONI E CHIaRIMENTI:
Numero unico 075075075
Orari: dal lunedì al venerdì dalle 7,30 alle 19,30

il sabato dalle 7,30 alle 13,30

INFORMaTIVa
In applicazione dell’art. 48 del D.P.R. 28/12/2000 N. 445 si informa che, ai sensi dell’art. 13 del Decreto Legislativo 
30/06/2003 n. 196, i dati raccolti saranno utilizzati per lo svolgi mento dell’istruttoria relativa al procedimento. Il
conferimento dei dati è obbligatorio ed un eventuale rifiuto sarà causa di mancata istruttoria dell’istanza.
I dati saranno utilizzati esclusivamente dal personale in servizio presso la U.O. attività edilizie e Sportello Unico 
per l’Edilizia. Sono fatti salvi per l’interessato i diritti previsti dagli artt. 7, 8, 9, e 10 del suddetto Decreto
Legislativo. Titolare del trattamento dei dati è il Comune di Perugia nella persona del suo legale 
rappresentante.
Responsabile del trattamento dei dati è il dirigente della la U.O. attività edilizie e Sportello Unico per l’Edilizia
arch. Carmen Leombruni
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Analysis of written communication: results emerging 
from a training activity with adults-in-mobility in Italy
(by Gabriella B. Klein)

Cf. Action 11

as stated in SECTION 1, an analysis can be made by the ICC trainer & facilitator or may 
emerge from training activities i.e. in contact with adults-in-mobility.

Here we report some of these emerging results for Italy, where we could notice the following 
communication problems concerning forms to fill in, that actually are the most recurrent 
written textualities an individual has to deal with as active citizen:

• the use of technical terminology and formulations
• a simple translation in e.g. a third language (but what language?) would not 

resolve the problems, because they are more complex and due to the bureaucratic 
procedures and concepts which are different from country to country (ex.: the 
Italian codice fiscale, which is a number any adult citizen has to have, is typical for 
Italy; numero civico, which means house number, does not exist in all countries of 
the world; or luogo di nascita, place of birth, may be ambiguous for certain people, 
wondering whether it refers to “town” or “nation”)

• the occurrence of ambiguous formulations (cf. form “RICHIESTa DI 
PROLUNGaMENTO SOCRaTES – ERaSMUS” reported below), such as Docente 
Coordinatore dello scambio presso l’Università di... where the ambiguity lies in the 
preposition presso which can refer to docente (university teacher) or to scambi 
(exchange)

• also it is often not clear enough to what the title of a form refers to, such as in 
Richiesta di prolungamento Socrates – Erasmus (litt.: request of extension Socrates 
– Erasmus): what is extended? actually the grant, but this is not made clear.

Here we report the whole form; the highlighted formulations/terms have been indicated as 
difficult to understand by foreign students, from different origins, who have been living in 
Italy for several months and even years.

 Action 11

 Tool 1�
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U N I V E R S I T À  D E G L I  S T U D I  D I  P E R U G I A

rIChIESTA dI ProluNgAMENTo SoCrATES – ErASMuS

Cognome __________________________ Nome ______________________________
docente Coordinatore dello scambio presso l’università di Perugia________________________
università ospitante:  ____________________________________________________
Numero dei mesi inizialmente assegnati: ____________________
dal: _____   /_____ /______ (gg/mm/aa) al: _____ / _____/_____ (gg/mm/aa)
Numero dei mesi di prolungamento: ________________________
dal: ______/______/______ (gg/mm/aa) al: ______/______/______ (gg/mm/aa)

Per ottenere il prolungamento occorre presentare all’Ufficio Studenti Stranieri, oltre alla 
presente richiesta:

1. la dichiarazione di accettazione da parte dell’Università ospitante (allegare);

2. la dichiarazione di accettazione firmata dal Docente Coordinatore dello scambio presso 
l’Università di
Perugia (allegare).

Il sottoscritto è consapevole che il prolungamento dello “Status Erasmus” non garantisce il 
finanziamento delle mensilità aggiuntive.
Gli studenti devono avere lo “Status Erasmus” nel periodo in cui si sostengono gli esami 
all’estero.

data ____________________   firma _________________________

Consegnare, spedire o inviare via fax a:

UNIVERSITa’ DEGLI STUDI DI PERUGIa
UFFICIO Mobilità ERASMUS

Piazza università, 1 - 06123 Perugia
tel. +39.075.5852351 – fax. +39.075.5852260

E-mail: studenti.erasmus@unipg.it
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Analysis of written communication: results emerging 
from a training activity with adults-in-mobility in Mal-
ta
(by Sandro Caruana)

Cf. Action 11

Here we report some of the emerging results for Malta where we could notice the following 
communication problems concerning forms to fill in, that actually are the most recurrent 
written textualities an individual has to deal with as active citizen:

a. In the form (in English) foreign university students have to fill in, specialist terms that 
make the understanding difficult are the following:

• nationality / immigration office
• police headquarters
• VISa application
• transcript
• undergraduate
• registrar
• referees/references
• proficiency test test
• tuition fees..

b. The form immigrants arriving in Malta have to fill in are very complex from a syntactical 
point of view as one may notice:

	

Action 11 

 Tool 1�
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Text and context: analysis of visual communication 
impact in an official form
(by Koffi M. Dossou)

Cf. Action 11

Forms to fill in are very much used in bureaucratic-institutional contexts, and knowing how 
to fill them in is one of the most delicate and sometimes complex actions and is therefore 
one of the key skills any active citizen should have. However many citizens – and obviously 
adults-in-mobility – have problems with it and need help. Visual features could be extremely 
helpful for a better understanding of forms and written material in general; unfortunately 
public administrations often do not know how to apply efficaciously such  visual support.

Analysis of the graphical layout – visual communication in written forms
when we look at the construction of a page, we feel its volume, we taste the relationship 
between chiaroscuro, light and shade, the balance and harmony, translating the volumes 
instinctively into lines and planes. a printed page is the sum of horizontal and vertical lines 
which support themselves (visually), forming a balance and harmonising reciprocally.

The graphical architecture of a page means good layout, construction and invention of the 
typographical compositions; we may state that the construction of a page of fonts demands 
the same attention as the construction of a building, firstly because the structure of the fonts 
is architectonical, secondly because the composition of a page has to be seen in terms of 
horizontal and vertical lines subdividing the page into volumes. The graphical architecture of a 
page may facilitate or not its reading: a text distributed in a random way creates confusion 
and difficulty to understand the concepts expressed in it. 

Elements for a  better distribution of the text
while constructing a page one has to consider certain elements:

• the format of the pageformat of the page of the page
• the quantity of text to distribute in the page
• the fonts
• the spaces
• the images (if necessary).

These elements and their collocation may facilitate the access to the information, making 
the text more readable or, on the other hand, they may block the sense, making the text 
incomprehensible or at least complicated.
 
The page
The relationship between full and empty rules the rhythm and the balance of a page. 
Therefore, in creating a page one must know about how to distribute the information 
according to its importance. In a form, a text written at the right bottom of the page has less 
probability to be noted unless it is put into a square box,  for example.

The font
a layout through which one deems to show off, composing the document with a number of 
very different fonts (as unfortunately one encounters often in official documents), gives the 
page a heterogeneous and split aspect and shows a lack of unity that does not contribute to 
consolidate the reader’s trust in the institution. On the other hand, using only two fonts in an 
official document is not a sign of monotony.  

The fonts exist to be read. The quality of the reading is influenced by the form, the balance 
and the colour of the fonts. There are six big families of fonts. For the editing of informative 
forms, only two families are useful, due to their immediate readability and formal simplicity: 
serif – such as Times New Roman - and sans serif - such as arial. They may be used in all 

Action 11 

 Tool 1�
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their variants. The combination of the fonts into titles, subtitles and text also determines the 
readability of a text. The combination of different families of fonts such as arial (sans serif) 
and Times (serif) is nice, while the juxtaposition of fonts of the same family is to be avoided 
since it makes the text uniform, without any emotions. Therefore, only the use of variants, 
such as italics, bold-faced type, and both of them, may guarantee an efficacious readability, 
avoiding monotony. It is not possible to define precise rules helpful to choose the best fonts 
for any case; therefore our considerations will be general.

For official forms, the great titles need to be very present in body and style: e.g.		times 
new roman bold corpo 16 – 18	or	arial bold corpo 16 – 18, 
taking into account that the difference between the main titles, the subtitles and the text 
should not be too big. For the current text, the choice depends on the context: arial is very 
technical, whereas times is delicate and expressive; and both are better readable in points 
10 to 12. However one has to consider also the targets: individuals of a certain age may have 
problems with a small font.

For footnotes and captions or subtitles it is preferable to use fonts that are in contrast with the 
style of the text. E.g. if  the text is composed in medium with serif, it is advisable to use linear fonts, 
italics or narrow fonts or less dense in order to stress captions or subtitles.

Finally, to enhance the readability, the “tone” of the fonts may be modified changing the 
points, the space between lines and the space between letters. Moreover, the proportions 
between titles and body of the text facilitate the readability.

Times	(emotions)	
delicate	and	soft,	very	expressive

arial (technical) communicates 
solidity and precision

titles body / texttext

12 10

14 12

18 16

The colours of the fonts and of the background
The colour, as we know, is an important element because full of emotion. The colour may 
create tension, attention, relax or agitate the reader. E.g. the green colour relaxes while the 
red colour strikes more.
For official forms it is helpful to use paper of different colours in order to distinguish them 
from the mass: light yellow, light green, light blue (light colours generally).
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distribution of the page:
Considering that in all European languages we write and read from left to right, the page 
must be divided into sectors of horizontal and/or vertical reading, according to the information 
one wants to highlight.

a page has to present a heading to be credible; an object or a title underlining its 
“officiality”.

logo									heading	(e.g.	Ministry	of		Foreign	affairs)															
																			gene�a�� daTane�a��	daTa
																			---------------

		���e�T �� TiT��e���e�T	��	TiT��e

The heading and the title may be collocated on the left or in the middle in bold with a font 
twice or four times bigger than the text.
The design of the page can be enhanced by boxes, visually subdividing the information 
through secondary headings collocated e.g. on a dark background with white fonts.
The use of space between the lines is a good tool to make the text “breathe”, attributing it 
rhythm and expressivity.

IN WhITE ANd blACK
logo									heading
																			gene�a�� daTagene�a��	daTa
																			---------------

		���e�T	��	TiT��e
*	naMe
SU�naMe

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------
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Spoken materials and their transcription
(by Johannes Schwitalla)

Cf. Action 15

To get a knowledge about normally occurring verbal, paraverbal and nonverbal communication 
processes between adults-in-mobility and adults-in-contact-with-mobility, it is important to 
fix them in written form. This is even more important for the aim of detecting sources of 
miscommunication and misunderstanding. For practical reasons within the framework of the 
SPICES-project, we propose the following system of transcription.
 
In all cases one needs a tape or video recording of the interaction. Stretches of talk must 
be heard several times in order to note all details which one wants to be fixed. For non 
experts this becomes an exercise which needs a certain amount of practice before one feels 
comfortable in transcribing.

Before beginning with the transcript itself it is important to note information about the 
transcribed interaction. The cover (1st page of the transcript) should contain the following 
information:

• Place (institution) of the interaction
• Date (and time)
• Interactants: list of real names (not to be disseminated!) coordinated to their 

fictional names or list of functions/roles; abbreviations of names or functions/roles 
with possible explanations

• Persons who recorded and transcribed the text
• Perhaps: a name for the transcript, e.g.: “Immigration Office, No. 1” and a short 

description

For reasons of discretion, the real names of persons, places, cities, institutions etc. occurring 
in the speech are not given to the reader, but must be substituted by fictional ones. we 
suggest using pseudo-names with the same number of syllables.

There is a ten-steps guide on how to transcribe a conversation, taking into account also 
some paraverbal and nonverbal aspects.

Step 1: Layout
First of all one must organise a layout that will make the transcription process easier, using 
a simple word programme for tables. Before commencing the transcription of the words 
attributing them to the relative speakers, it is necessary to create a table with 3 columns and 
a few rows (Initially the number of rows is not important; during the course of the transcription 
more rows can be added):

One must now insert the maximum width of each column (if necessary, even this can be 
changed during the transcription) with right alignment for columns 1 and 2, and left alignment 
for column 3, with single spacing:

Col 1 Col 2 Col 3
1,25 1,5 12 cm

Action 15 

 Tool 17
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• The row numbers are inserted in the first column from the left (this can be done 
automatically but only on completion of the document)

• The codes for the speakers/participants of the interaction are placed in the second 
column;

• The third column is used to insert the utterances of each speaker, eventual comments 
about the circumstances and the body language of a participant in the interactive 
communication, even if he/she does not speak. For each speaker/turn (or even 
comment) a new row is inserted.

Step 2: Transcribing the words
Transcribe the words as faithfully as possible, always attributing them to the relative speaker. 
Identify the speakers and the relative turns.

It is important to transcribe the exact articulation of a word as the transcriber actually hears 
it, not as the transcriber thinks it should be articulated. Speakers, speaking to an addressee 
with the same language, often shorten the full phonetic form of a word and/or reduce the 
quality of vowels.

If articulation is too much shortened, adults-in-mobility may have difficulty to understand 
what has been said.

In transcripts of dialogues between adults-in-mobility and adults-in-contact-with-mobility, we 
should use just one line for one utterance. This makes reading much easier. we write only 
in small letters in order to use capital letters for special purposes (namely stress) and we 
write only sounds (vowels, consonants) we really hear: If a word is not fully spoken we write 
exactly as we hear the sounds.
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Transcription of verbal phenomena

after writing down the wording of the utterances, the transcriber concentrates on specific phenomena 
of speech. we suggest to mark the following features: beginnings of overlaps, pauses, stress, 
intonation, speed, volume. Each of these characteristics must be listened to separately. That means 
that the transcriber must hear the same utterance unit several times.

i will not arrive in 
paris before nine

use of the normal orthographic conventions, with the only exception being the use of small letters 
throughout, thereby reserving the use of capital letters for special purposes

(...) incomprehensible words; more points mean a longer stretch of blurred utterances
(arrive) word presumably uttered; when the transcriber cannot be completely sure of the exact wording

examples for English:
univ’ interrupted for university 
amn’t instead of I am not  (formed by analogy with other contractions such as don’t or won’t)                   

I ha’ to go incomplete words motivated by sound of the following word, often in quick speech:
I have/had to go

examples for German:
weihna’ interrupted for weihnachten
‘n instead of einen (indefinite article accusative singular masculine)
auf ‘m incomplete words motivated by sound of the following word, often in quick speech: auf dem

examples for Italian:
indi’ interrupted for indiretto
‘na instead of the complete Italian article ‘una’ used in some dialects and/or as typical form of the 

spoken variety in certain regions and/or within a certain social network
il tren’ è veloce incomplete words motivated by sound of the following word, often in quick speech: il tren’ è 

veloce
examples for Spanish:

vacas’ interrupted for vacaciones

pa’ used only in spoken language in a very colloquial context  instead of the complete Spanish 
preposition para  

una’ventura incomplete words motivated by sound of the following word, often in quick speech: una aventura; 
in quick speech only one /a/ is usually sounded

examples for Slovene:
kok’ interrupted for koliko (how much)

‘kva’ instead of kaj  (what) typical form of the spoken variety in the central parts of Slovenia (in capital 
city Ljubljana)         

‘kvajdej’ incomplete words motivated by sound of the following word, often in quick speech: Kaj je zdaj? 
(what’s up?)

examples for Bulgarian:
deput’ interrupted for deputat
‘kvo, nja’am instead of kakvo, njamam

‘shtoto incomplete words motivated by sound of the following word, often in quick speech: zashtoto
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Step 3: The speakers and turn taking
Identify the speakers and the relative turns, as well as the overlapping sequences and note the 
beginning with square brackets:

1 student good	morning	mister	[rossi	how	are	you
2 teacher 																				[good	morning	misses	neri

Step 4: Pauses
Concentrating on pauses between words as well as between turns.

pauses:
* do	you	*	really brief pause
** do	you	**	really medium pause
*** do	you	***	really long pause
*8* do	you	*8*	really very long pause with an indication of the number of seconds

Step 5: Stress
Concentrate on syllables pronounced with particular emphasis and mark the vowel(s) with capital 
letters.

allOra marked stress of a vowel

Step 6: Intonation
Concentrate on falling and rising intonation at the end of an utterance unit (sentence).
Falling intonation is marked with a backslash \, rising intonation with a slash /: 

do	you	have	your	passport	with	you/ rising intonation
you	have	your	passport	with	you\ falling intonation

Step 7: Speed
Note only particularly evident changes of speed in the speech production, that is when a speaker 
speaks remarkably faster or slower. as for other observations of the transcriber, we put the quality of 
speech production in double angle brackets as below:

<<fast:	d’	y’	‘ve	you’	passport	with	you>> a notably faster speed, compressed
<<slow:	do	you	have	your	passport	with	
you>> a notably slower speed, stretched

Step 8: Volume
analogously, note only very loud or very soft speaking. 

<<loud:	i	can	oblIge	you>> a sequence transmitted notably louder
<<soft:	ah	i	forgOt	it>> a sequence transmitted notably softer
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Step 9: action comments
Take note of nonverbal but relevant communicative phenomena – in other words, what we 
communicate through a particular way of speaking and body language;

<<laughs>> occurs between two speech sequences
<<smiling:	okay>> okay is pronounced with a smiling lip position
<<laughing:(...)>> occurs simultaneously to non understandable speech
<<coughs>> relevant only if intentional; occurs between two speech 

sequences
<<affirmative: hm hm>> affirmative listener signals

and any other information about the specific context and the situation may be put in angle brackets

<<background	music>>
<<a	woman	enters	the	room>>
<<a	door	closes>>
<<looking	at	the	patient’s	history>>	when	you	came	for	
your	last	visit/	<<raising	his	eyes	to	look	at	the	
patient>>

Step 10: Numbering of the lines
In order to make the transcription more precise it is worthwhile hearing the whole sequence once 
again. Then the automatic numbering of the lines can be inserted in the left hand column.

In order to insert the automatic numbering command, highlight the column from the top and each cell 
will be numbered. In order to number each line within a cell, position the cursor on the number on the 
cell’s column, add a space with the spacer and press ‘enter’: a number will be inserted in the so far 
un-numbered line, and so on. The advantage of this is that any previous numbering will be changed 
accordingly. In this way you do not have to correct previous numbering manually, if further additions 
to the already transcribed text should be necessary.

For a brief example see next Tool.
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Summary of the symbols
x stands for a letter

words not fully proncounced
‘x at the beginning
x’ at the end
x’x between syllables

intonation of syllables
x/ voice raising
x\ voice falling
[xxxxxxx
[xxxxxxxxxx

overlapping speech

pauses
* short
** medium
*** long 
*sec* very long with indication of the length of seconds taken

stress
xxXxx capital letter indicates emphasis on vowel

speed
<<fast>> high
<<slow>> slow

volume
<<loud>> loud
<<soft>> soft

comments
<<comment>> action comment
<<comment>> information about context of situation
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Conversational transcription of an interaction at an 
Italian public office
(by Gabriella B. Klein and Veronika wiederin)ka wiederin)

Cf. Action 15

a BRIEF ExaMPLE OF a TRaNSCRIPT wITH SHORT DESCRIPTION

Name for the transcript and short description
“Local Council: Request for a permit of stay”
a lady from the USa, accompanied by another american lady living in Italy permanently, 
requests information about how to obtain a permit of stay

Person(s) who recorded the interaction
Koffi M. Dossou, Veronika M. wiederin

Person(s) who transcribed the text
Gabriella B. Klein, Veronika M. wiederin

Place (institution) of the interaction
at the Local Council in a larger Italian city

Date, time and duration of recording
May 2006, afternoon
3:23 minutes

Interactants: 
list of real names coordinated to their fictional names or list of functions/roles; abbreviations 
of names or functions/roles with possible explanations
adult-in-mobility 1: a foreign citizen, female, speaking not very good Italian
adult-in-mobility 2: a foreign citizen, female, speaking very good Italian
adult-in-contact-with-mobility: a clerk of the local council, female

PSEUDONYM CODES ExPLaNaTION
adult-in-mobility 1: aM

cittadina straniera aMF1 F = female

adult-in-mobility 2: aM
cittadina straniera aMF2 F = female

adult-in-contact-with-mobility: aCM
operatrice di sportello aCMF F = female

Action 15

 Tool 1�
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request for a permit of stay

1 aMF1 buonasera
2 acMF buona[sera
3	
4�	

aMF1 					[‘sera	**	ho	capito	che	per	rimanere	con	la	mia	
amica	che	è	[qui

5 acMF 												[sì
6 aMF1 in	perugia	ho	bisogno	di	un	permesso	temporaneo
7 acMF sì
8 aMF1 come	lo	prendo
9 acMF allora	il	permesso	temporaneo	se	è	per	turismo	*
10 aMF1 sì
11 acMF lo	dà	direttamente	la	questura	**	deve	andare	

12 direttamente	in	questura	con	la	persona	che	la	ospita
13 aMF1 <<piano:	ah	va	bene>>
14�	 acMF se	poi	invece	è	per	lavoro	o	per	ricongiungersi	alla	

15 famiglia	o	[ai	suoi	parenti
16 aMF1 											[<<affermativo:	hm	hm>>
17 acMF deve avere il nostro certificato di rispondenza alloggio
18 aMF1 <<affermativo:	hm	hm>>
19	
20	

acMF e	con	quello	poi	vai	col	quello	e	la	passaporto	sempre	
in	questura

21 aMF1 <<affermativo:	hm	hm>>	e	per	quanti	mesi	[hm	**	vale

22	
23
24�

acMF
																																									[questo			
dipende	dalla	questura	nOn	o	caso	per	caso	non	lo	
sappiamo	**	di	preciso	ecco	noi

25
26

aMF2 e	non	servono	altri	documenti	basta	*	il	suo	passaporto	
e	io	che	[vado	con	lei

27 acMF 									[sì	*	sì
28 aMF2 e ** ok benissimo [grazie
29 acMF 																		[prego	
30 aMF1 grazie * grazie
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A simplified linguistic analysis of a spoken text from 
the interaction at a public office in Italy
(by Elisabetta Siliotti)

Cf. Action 17

See transcript: request for a permit of stay in Tool 18.

In this spoken text we may recognise the following simple linguistic characteristics:
20 sentences:

2 simple sentences
6 main sentences
5  instances of coordination
7 instances of subordination, 5 of them explicit ones and 2 implicit ones

20 verbs in active form
0 verbs in passive form.
Comment:
The high number of active verbal forms with a total absence of passive verbal forms and 
many instances of coordination is typical of spoken language in interaction; moreover, 
among the instances of subordination there is a preference of explicit ones. (See above a 
similar analysis for written language).

 Action 17

 Tool 1�
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Conversation analysis of interactions (1)
(by Gabriella B. Klein)

Cf. Actions 18 - 20, 22 - 23

request for an identity card
a foreign male citizen resident in an Italian city goes to the office for public relations at the 
local council to ask for an identity card; the civil servant explains what documents he needs 
before being able to receive an ID Card

Person(s) who recorded the interaction
Koffi M. Dossou, Veronika M. wiederin

Person(s) who transcribed the text
Gabriella B. Klein, Veronika M. wiederin

Place (institution) of the interaction
at the Local Council in a larger Italian city

Date, time and duration of recording
april  2006, afternoon
2:23 minutes

Interactants

PSEUDONYM CODES ExPLaNaTION
adult-in-mobility: aM

a foreign citizen, male, speaking very 
good Italian

aMM M = male

adult-in-contact-with-mobility: aCM
a clerk of the local council, female aCMF F = female

1 aMM buonasera
2 acMF buonasera
3	
4�	

aMM signora	mi	serviva	hm	far	la	carta	di	identità	che	devo	
fare/	

5 acMF lei ha la residenza nel comune di perugia/
6 aMM sì
7
8	

acMF quindi	deve	produrre	*	il	permesso	di	soggiorno	o	la	carta	
di	soggiorno	insieme	al	suo	passaporto

9 aMM (hm)	*	mi	ci	vuole	del	tempo	per	avere/
10
11
12
13
14�
15
16

acMF	

aMM	
acMF

dopo	l’iscrizione anagrafica	le	occorrerà	circa	un	mese	(e	
m’)	un	mese	circa	deve venire il vigile a verificare la sua 
residenza * dopodiché ci porta la risposta * e 
immediatamente	la	trascriviamo	all’anagrafe	*	poco	dopo	può	
fare	la	carta	di	identità	
va bene grazie 
prego

we may note here the phenomenon of repair through reformulation and elaboration (lines 
11-13; cf. highlighted sequence).

The operators of public services are generally conscious about the fact that the bureaucratic-
institutional terms (l’iscrizione anagrafica, line 10) is not easy to understand, especially by 
foreigners, and therefore even without checking if the adult-in-mobility understands or not, 
operate immediately a repair through reformulation and elaboration (lines 11-13).

 Actions 18 - 20, 
22 - 23

 Tool 20
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Conversation analysis of interactions (2)
(by Sandro Caruana)

Cf. Actions 18 - 20, 22 - 23

In the following case, typical is the asymmetry in the turn taking and turn extension.

Title
Interaction between a foreign student and a local EFL language teacher

Person(s) who recorded the interaction
Sandro Caruana

Person(s) who transcribed the text
Sandro Caruana, Victoria Hampton

Place (institution) of the interaction
local school for foreign language

Date, time and duration of recording
June  2006, morning
1:10 minutes

Interactants

PSEUDONYM CODES
adult-in-mobility STUDENT

adult-in-contact-with-mobility TEaCHER

1 teacher i	i	this	is	the	reason	i’m	telling	you	this	
2 because	three	weeks	and	over	there	i	there	is	
3 a	discount	involved	like	you	for	if	you	stay
4� here for three weeks you get five per cent 
5 discount	**	on	your	tuition	fees
6 four weeks a and mo’ eh five weeks and more ** 
7 you	get	like	ten	per	cent	discount
8 student okay	[(…)		
9 teacher 					[so	it	makes	a	a	little	bit	of	a	

10 difference	*	the	only	think	i	haven’t	s’	s’	
11 spoken	to	you	about	is	eh	there	is	an	added	
12 tol	eh	charge	*	a	one	time	charge	a	student	
13 registration	fee	of	three	pounds	***	this	you	
14� pay	[once
15 student 				[okay
16 teacher if	you	come	back	again	you’re	not	you	won’t	
17 be	[**	asked					
18 student 			[yes	okay	okay
19 teacher to pay this again and besides that there is five 
20 pounds	course	material	**	because	the	and	
21 teacher we will provide you with a file *
22 teacher	will	give	you	handouts	rather	than	
23 books	**	so	you	have	there’ll	be	a	diversity
24� of	**	books	involved	you	know	because	you’ll	
25 be	she’ll	give	you	exercises	for	home	and
26 obviously	for	school	too
27 student does	that	mean	i	don’t	have	to	bring	any	
28 material	[myself	
29 teacher 									[no	none	at	all	none	at	all	unless	*	but	in	

 Actions 18 - 20, 
22 - 23

 Tool 21
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30 this	in	your	case	no	i	was	going	to	say	
31 something	that	doesn’t	concern	you	*	because
32 you	are	a	group	so	you’ll	go	according	to	the	
33 teacher’s
34� student yeah

In the next transcript we note the phenomenon of negotiation of meaning typical for conversations 
with foreigners where the understanding of the meaning is fundamental.

Title
interaction between a foreign female patient and a local female doctor.

Person(s) who recorded the interaction
Sandro Caruana

Person(s) who transcribed the text
Sandro Caruana, Victoria Hampton

Place (institution) of the interaction
at a local school for foreign language

Date, time and duration of recording
June  2006, morning
0:33 minutes

Interactants

PSEUDONYM CODES
adult-in-mobility:  female PaTIENT

adult-in-contact-with-mobility: female DOCTOR

1 dOctOr okay	*	any	serious	operations	or	serious
2 PatIent eh	eh	i	don’t	know	how	you	call	it	in	*	
3 english		**	vesicule/	*	you	say	*	vesicule
4� you	know
5 dOctOr cysts/
6 PatIent no	*	its	*	you	have	the	liver,	and	then	
7 you	have	the	small	which	keeps	the	*	bil	*
8 dOctOr yes	*	the	gall	bladder
9 PatIent the	gall	bladder	it’s	been	removed
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The visual impact communicating in bureaucratic-insti-
tutional contexts in Europe
(by Koffi M. Dossou)

Cf. Actions 11, 20 - 21

There are a series of different modes of visual and nonverbal behaviour that must be taken into 
consideration when analysing the visual impact communicating in bureaucratic-institutional contexts 
in Europe. Some important facts must be taken into account when considering the profound difference 
in background bureaucracy between Europe and other continents such as africa and especially Sub-
Saharan countries:

• First of all, not all societies are orientated toward the written use of language as in the 
European society today, but many non-European societies are based on the tradition of 
orally transmitting history and culture.

• Tradition still has very strong roots in many societies. Colonisation that brought literacy to 
africa and other continents has been accepted only with great difficulty.

• as a result, the literacy rate today is very low, despite the efforts made by various local and 
humanitarian organisations.

• Due to the political situations, adults-in-mobility do not have sufficient cultural knowledge to 
face different kinds of bureaucracy in their respective host countries.

• They do not have knowledge of the bureaucratic practices that are tied to their situation 
as adults-in-mobility. Some individuals think that it is sufficient to have enough money for 
transportation to be able to emigrate. 

• Important bureaucratic matters such as a residence permit or a certification of residence 
are unknown realities to them.

Forms used e.g. in sub-Saharan africa are thus very simple and request little data such as name, 
surname and address. Often only a simple typewritten (characters arial or Courier point 14) and 
photocopied sheet is used. Sometimes there is a civil servant to assist illiterates, though not officially, 
in filling in the forms by hand or with a typewriter.

• The system of signs used in offices of local councils or police stations is very elementary 
from a visual point of view. If an office is indicated, it is often the office of the director, with 
a clear NO ENTRY sign. There are assistants who have been officially charged to give 
information at the doorway of each office. They are there to help those who cannot read. 
In these cases human contact is essential, because the handshake, the greeting itself, and 
the ensuing conversation are the only way to have clear and complete information. 

• another way to facilitate communication in legal or bureaucratic situations is to use witnesses 
who testify to specific situations. These witnesses are seen as official mediators.

• Fingerprints substitute signatures for illiterates.

• There are no queues, but there are benches or chairs, and everybody is served in the order 
of his/her arrival. 

• Things are also very different in hospitals where the use of images is widespread; e.g. the 
maternity ward is indicated by the design of a pregnant woman.

Actions 11, 20 - 21

 Tool 22
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On the basis of these differences, European forms which one is required to fill in (and the instructions 
how to fill them in) can appear unintelligible and chaotic for some adult-in-mobility from countries that 
are technologically less developed, and therefore create in a first impact uneasiness in the adult-in-
mobility. The most frequently striking differences are:

• The amount of data and the character used, makes people reticent to read the text because 
it appears small, confused, and seems unimportant. 

• The lack of reference to corresponding things in one’s own language. How do you translate 
e.g. “codice fiscale” (tax code) for an illiterate person from Togo (west africa)?

• The order the data should have: e.g. name and surname, or surname and name?

The visual impact of offices in Europe is often highly negative and threatening. This is due to their 
structure, which is organised around counters with elements that represent barriers:

• safety windows
• the fact that everybody is standing is a very plain obstacle (usually there are no places to 

sit down because one must stand in a queue)
• the signs are often confusing
• no intermediate figure is available to help mediate the situation
• the operators often have had no communication training.

European training courses many times do not take into account visual communication, or they simply 
do not see its importance. The courses are often based only on language and communication learning 
without considering the function of visual information.

Since communication through the visual channel – i.e. what we see – always represents a strong 
impact with every new context, very often it determines our vision and our way of behaving with 
the environment that surrounds us. a mediation by the adult-in-contact-with-mobility is therefore 
of primary importance, allowing a better understanding of the differences, in order to manage the 
communication with the ‘other’.
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Analysis of written communication texts
(by Galya Mateva)

Cf. Action 11

This is an analysis of written texts, such as utilities and health insurance, carried out 
in Bulgaria. The texts are analysed against a set of discourse criteria judging their 
comprehensibility in institutional-bureaucratic contexts. Some positive and negative aspects 
of the text presentation and organisation have been hightlighted.

Criteria Positive aspects Negative aspects
1. To be directed at the 
right target audience 

Claims to be directed at a 
wide range of users – different 
educational background, 
age, social status, religion, 
nationality, gender, etc.  

although universality is sought, 
the overall impression is that texts 
are addressed predominantly to 
well educated readers  

2. To be functionally 
appropriate 

Main functions to be performed 
are: to inform and to instruct 

The high level of formality hinders 
understanding 

3. To use appropriate 
style 

Formal style is used as required 

4. To be accessible in 
L1 and L2 

Texts are accessible in 
Bulgarian and English

5. To present the right 
amount of information 
and terminology load

Condensed information, 
appropriate terms used 

However, the info and terminology 
load is often too high for the 
destinator. Sophisticated 
specialised terms are used 
without being sufficiently 
explained. 
a lot of abbreviations are 
used. Glossary or additional 
explanations are  needed. 
Some examples might facilitate 
understanding as well

6. To use appropriate 
lay-out that takes 
into account the 
general rules of visual 
communication

The texts are overall well 
structured with clearly defined 
paragraphs. Some of them 
have subheadings. 

at the same time the use of bullet 
points and numbering would 
make comprehension easier. In 
the health insurance document 
the use of flowcharts will illustrate 
much better the different steps in 
the insurance process.

7. To use linguistic 
structures  which are 
simple and easily 
comprehended by L1 
and L2 speakers alike 

Simple and complex sentences 
alternate. The tense is 
predominantly present simple 
with lots of modals of obligation. 
Passive constructions are 
widely used. In the Health 
insurance document conditional 
sentences are used to provide 
alternative solutions and 
practices. The language there is 
personalised and the use of 1st 
person sg. prevails. 

Too many sub-clauses are used 
at places. Linguistic structures 
can be simplified.  

8. To present cohesive 
texts 

Lexical and grammatical 
cohesive devices are made 
use of. There is abundant 
pronominal referencing. Plenty 
of evidence of correct use of 
determiners. 

However, various linking devices 
are sparingly applied. apparent 
lack of linking devices to express 
sequencing at important places.

Eventually, the results of this analysis can be used to give professional advice to:
• administrators, document designers and writers in contact with adults-in-mobility, 

and adults-in-contact-with-mobility who are responsible for writing/explaining/
distributing similar documents  

• adults-in-mobility to facilitate their understanding of similar texts.

 Action 11

 Tool 23
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Analysing visual aspects of an interaction
(by Koffi M. Dossou)

Cf. Actions 20 - 21

Our nonverbal communication reflects our interior harmony or disharmony. Each feeling or emotion 
are the consequence of an intense relationship between us and a setting, an object, a desire, an 
expectation. Therefore it is extremely important to be able to “read” one’s other body language and 
also to be aware of one’s own body language.

Our relationship with the others is a continuous exchange of emotions, sensations that we perceive 
in a pleasant or unpleasant manner. a simple exchange of opinions or information becomes an 
exchange of emotions that may manifest to be comfortable or uncomfortable. This is why “the body 
is the glove of our soul”. Consequently, observing the change in our interlocutor’s facial expression 
allows us to understand his/her emotions, prevent them and “dose” our intervention, explain us better 
or make a pause... The observation of an interaction may give us precious details.

In the following we give an example of how to observe an interaction from the point of view of 
nonverbal communication. This analysis is supported by the video-recorded interaction of 5 mins 8 
secs between a civil servant of a local council and an adult-in-mobility, that has been simulated during 
a SPICES pilot course in Italy.

Topic: interaction between a civil servant of a local council and an african worker searching for a 
permanent work.

Interactional dynamic:
The postures of the african worker and the civil servant are significant.

The african worker begins to expose his requests in a very modest manner with slow gestures:
• The body is benched towards the civil servant.
• The arms are on the table opening and closing rhythmically his hands, and alternating 

some moment of immobility.
• He closes his hands one over the other.
• and open them again with the palm upwards (this gesture is a usual african communicative 

ritual signalling humility, but it assumes a negative connotation when it is too 
accentuated).

• His head movements are frequent like adjusting his discourse, reinsuring the civil servant.  

The civil servant’s posture is rather complex:
• at the beginning her gesture consists in rocking to the right and to the left with her 

hands under the table. Certainly she feels uncomfortable due to the management of the 
interpersonal space she feels occupied by her interlocutor, the african worker.

• Therefore she feels her space reduced which becomes a limitation for her communication 
and she conveys her uncomfortable feeling through the permanent rocking movement. This 
movement may make the african worker loose his concentration.

• The situation becomes more and more clear and the rocking movement slows down.
• She moves the right hand on the table occupying the border of the table.
• Then the hand goes slowly forward in the direction of her interlocutor gaining floor up to the 

elbow. 
• Now her body benches forwards occupying slowly territory.
• Her head movements are very accentuated and ample.
• The movements of her right hand become more secure and occupy more and more space 

reaching almost the interlocutor’s hands.
• The left hand still remains under the table during the whole conversation.

This short interaction shows how much our body reacts to external stimuli during a conversation. 
as already mentioned, our body manifests our interior well-being or malaise and may influence our 
relationship with our interlocutors.

 Actions 20 - 21

 Tool 2�
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Conversational aspects of an interaction and general 
considerations
(by Gabriella B. Klein)

Cf. Action 24 

request of a youth Card
a foreign student resident in an Italian city goes to the office for public relations at the local council to 
ask information about the youth card, a service for young residents who are between 16 and 30 years 
old; this cards gives certain facilities in shops and services of the town; the civil servant explains the 
advantages of the card and how to obtain it.

Person(s) who recorded the interaction
Koffi M. Dossou, Veronika M. wiederin

Person(s) who transcribed the text
Gabriella B. Klein, Veronika M. wiederin

Place (institution) of the interaction
at the Local Council in a larger Italian city

Date, time and duration of recording
april  2006, afternoon
2:25 minutes

Interactants

OPF Operator – Female
CITF Citizen – Female

Here strike the following phenomena:

NEGOTIaTION OF MEaNING: (lines 2-3 and 7) - ratification of meaning (perfetto / 
“perfect”l.6) – follows explanation of the object, its characteristics and its advantages (l. 
10-12; 25-27; 29-32); 

OVERFLOw OF INFORMaTION: the civil servant seems not to notice that probably she 
gives too much information, although the citizen thanks (l. 24), which could be interpreted 
as end of the conversation;

the operator continues actually repeating the same information with even more 
ELaBORaTION and some REPETION (l. 25-32), e.g. that the cards is valid till the end of 30 
years of age (l. 22-23 and 35)

1 OPF buonasera
2
3
4�

cItF	buonasera	*	ah	ho	sentito	c’è	un	tipo	di	scheda	molto	
avvantaggiata	per	la	i	studenti	che	studiano	qua	hm
[(…)

5 OPF [lei	studia	qui	nel	comune	di	<<veloce:[perugia/>>
6 cItF 																									<<affermativo:[sì>>
7 OPF perfetto	*	sì	penso	che	lei	parli	della	carta	giovani
8 cItF <<affermativo:	mhm>>

 Action 24

 Tool 2�
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Conversational aspects of an interaction and general 
considerations
(by Gabriella B. Klein)

Cf. Action 24 

request of a youth Card
a foreign student resident in an Italian city goes to the office for public relations at the local council to 
ask information about the youth card, a service for young residents who are between 16 and 30 years 
old; this cards gives certain facilities in shops and services of the town; the civil servant explains the 
advantages of the card and how to obtain it.

Person(s) who recorded the interaction
Koffi M. Dossou, Veronika M. wiederin

Person(s) who transcribed the text
Gabriella B. Klein, Veronika M. wiederin

Place (institution) of the interaction
at the Local Council in a larger Italian city

Date, time and duration of recording
april  2006, afternoon
2:25 minutes

Interactants

OPF Operator – Female
CITF Citizen – Female

Here strike the following phenomena:

NEGOTIaTION OF MEaNING: (lines 2-3 and 7) - ratification of meaning (perfetto / 
“perfect”l.6) – follows explanation of the object, its characteristics and its advantages (l. 
10-12; 25-27; 29-32); 

OVERFLOw OF INFORMaTION: the civil servant seems not to notice that probably she 
gives too much information, although the citizen thanks (l. 24), which could be interpreted 
as end of the conversation;

the operator continues actually repeating the same information with even more 
ELaBORaTION and some REPETION (l. 25-32), e.g. that the cards is valid till the end of 30 
years of age (l. 22-23 and 35)

1 OPF buonasera
2
3
4�

cItF	buonasera	*	ah	ho	sentito	c’è	un	tipo	di	scheda	molto	
avvantaggiata	per	la	i	studenti	che	studiano	qua	hm
[(…)

5 OPF [lei	studia	qui	nel	comune	di	<<veloce:[perugia/>>
6 cItF 																									<<affermativo:[sì>>
7 OPF perfetto	*	sì	penso	che	lei	parli	della	carta	giovani
8 cItF <<affermativo:	mhm>>

9
10
11
12
13
14�
15

OPF che	è	una	carta	che	rilascia	il	comune	di	perugia	per	avere	
delle	agevolazioni e degli sconti su diverse categorie di di 
commercio	come	l’abbigliamento	i	parcheggi	i	trasporti	tante	
cose/	e	basta	essere	basta	studiare	qua	a	perugia	o	lavorare	*	
o	semplicemente	essere	abitare	qui	nel	comune	di	perugia	*	
deve	compilare	questo	foglio/	*	mettendo	il	numero	di	
documento	*	e	che	tipo	di	documento	è/

16 cItF ah	carta	di	identità/
17 OPF sì
18 cItF <<affermativo:	hm	hm>>
19 OPF quindi	scrive	ci	punto	i	e	il	numero	di	matricola
20 cItF [ah			
21
22
23

OPF [della	sua	carta	di	identità/	e	poi	le	rilasciamo	questa	*	è	
la	carta giovani/ che vale fino al compimento dei suoi trenta 
anni

24� cItF grazie
25
26
27

OPF <<sorridendo: prego>> grazie a lei e	ha	degli	sconti	su	tutti	
i negozi su su moltissimi negozi del centro e anche nelle 
farmacie	

28 cItF [ah		
29
30
31
32
33

OPF [dove	ci	sono	gli	sconti	del	dieci	percento	su	tutti	i	
prodotti	su	tutti	i	prodotti	tranne	quelli	che	richiedono	la	
ricetta	medica	**	e	anche	in	periferia	si	stanno	estendendo	e	
accettano	questa	carta	giovani	per	hm	per	gli	studenti	per	i	
lavoratori	per	i	residenti	

34� cItF (ottimo)
35 OPF fino al compimento dei trentanni
36 cItF <<sorridendo: grazie>>
37 OPF di	nulla
38
39

cItF ahm ** pos’ hm grazie (hm) oggi ho dimenticato della hm carta 
di	identità

4�0
4�1
4�2
4�3

OPF va	bene	non	c’è	problema	se	lei	ripassa	quando	vuole	noi	siamo	
aperti	dalle	otto	e	trenta	alle	diciotto	e	trenta	mi	porta	
questo	foglio	compilato/	con	*	scritto	il	numero	di	documento	
e	le	facciamo	subito	la	carta	giovani

4�4� cItF perfetto	<<sorridendo:	grazie>> [(tantissimo)
4�5 OPF                                  [grazie a lei ** arrivederci
4�6 cItF arrivederci
4�7 OPF buonasera
4�8 cItF buonasera
4�9 OPF la ringrazio
50 cItF di	nulla
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SOME GENERaL CONSIDERaTIONS

The following considerations regarding public frontline interactions are the result of conversation 
analyses as well as of testing courses held with adults-in-contact-with-mobility as well as with adults-
in-mobility separately and jointly:

• difficulty shown by the operators to notice when the communication is failing because of 
misunderstanding of the content or overflow of information

• often lack of linear exposition of the logical actions to be executed
• the bureaucratic-institutional vocabulary is difficult, therefore it is often necessary to explain 

not only the terminology but also the procedures
• often in a first encounter so (too) much information has to be given (even if certain information 

is given in a written form); some information is not necessary; sometimes adults-in-mobility 
ask information going beyond the competence of the office

• often lack of visual supports for better understanding
• especially in Italy, a lot of foreigners – and also Italians – arrive nervous at the counter 

because they have been sent to different offices, no one relevant for their case; on the other 
hand there is an objective difficulty to send people to the right offices; too many offices to go 
to, in order to be in a legal position, because of a complicated bureaucracy (questura/police 
station, comune/local council, asl/healthcare,�)
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Constructing your SPICES training
(by Colin Calleja)

Cf. Actions 25 - 28

The following grid may be used to build up the activities and present them in the training-packs. It 
indicates categories which we consider useful in the preparation of each activity, module and training 
course as a whole. The activities we present in SECTION 4 are not to be considered as a recipe, 
but only as examples stimulating ICC trainers’ & facilitators’ work and new training strategies and 
material. although each sheet is numbered, this does not necessarily imply a progressive sequence 
of the activities, which in fact is not predetermined. In fact, the sheets can be modified and mixed 
according to the learners’ needs and the training objectives. Nevertheless certain activities are in a 
logical sequence that has to be respected.

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

aims and outcomes the participants will reach: by the end of the module/course/
this activity the trainee will be able to�/will be aware of the following�

Task 

Description of any task (listening comprehension, production and reception of 
spoken and written communication, paraverbal and nonverbal communication, 
visual management of interactions, role plays and any communication game) in 
which trainees will be involved

Training resources Required written or spoken materials such as transcripts with video-recordings, 
forms to fill in, worksheets, etc.

Visual or technical 
support

Required technical or visual support such as flipchart, video-recorder, television, 
computer, coloured sheets, coloured pens, transparents etc.

Procedures Practical explanation of how the activity/task will be done

Training methods Individual / pair / group (3-4 participants) / plenary work (i.e. the whole group 
together) etc.

Time input Indicates the estimated time for each activity (with  an average number of 10 
participants)  

Notes any kind of suggestion such as variation of  the exercise, specific linguistic 
features, etc.

 Actions 25 - 28

 Tool 2�
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Preparing your SPICES training lessons
(by Sandro Caruana)

Cf. Actions 25 - 28

On the basis of the programme that has been defined for the SPICES training it is necessary to divide 
the contents into modules and lessons. One must keep in mind that it is important to have a degree 
of flexibility in lesson planning, as not all that one prepares may necessarily be carried out and 
because at times the lesson may turn out quite differently to what we have in mind. This is because 
of the fact that during the training course it is essential to adopt a learner-centred approach. This 
means that priority must be given at all times to the learners’ needs and space must be given to the 
learners to participate actively in all tasks by leaving space for queries, for discussion and for pair 
work as well as group work.

The following are some basic guidelines which may be followed in module and lesson planning:

Part A:

Descriptive information:
Date.
Time and duration.
Resources to be used during the module/lesson (including handouts, presentations, 
realia�)

Part b

Objectives:
It is highly important to define clearly the objectives of our activities. One must always ask why 
an activity has been planned and which are the goals which will be reached once the activity is 
completed. we may divide our objectives in:

• Macro-objectives, thereby specifying aspects pertaining to the more general outcomes of 
ICC. These may include considerations such as learning how to create interaction between 
course participants, how to avoid judging situations at face value, understanding better 
a culture which is different from ours, teaching general listening, speaking, reading and 
writing skills�.

• Micro-objectives, thereby specifying aspects pertaining to the more specific task presented 
during the lesson. These may include considerations such as learning how to use and 
interpret specific paraverbal and nonverbal techniques, analysing written forms, learning 
about the different interpretations one may give to different colours, turn-taking during a 
conversation�.

Part C

Introduction:
Each lesson must be introduced adequately. The introduction must be short and to the point and must 
always consist of an interesting and stimulating task in which the learner is to participate actively. 
avoid starting lesson with a ‘lecture-type’ introduction. This may be boring and will not encourage the 
learner to intervene freely throughout the task.

 Actions 25 - 28
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Part d

Lesson steps:
The lesson is to be divided into steps or stages. It is highly important to plan the content of the lesson 
adequately and to divide it into a series of simple, systematic steps. The lesson plan is to be available 
throughout the lesson so that one may easily refer to the steps that are prepared beforehand. For 
this reason it is advisable to write out these steps in point form for easy reference. Furthermore, for 
each step it is advisable to write down the approximate time that it will take to complete. as stated 
previously, it is important to be flexible in this, as not all tasks we plan will effectively take up the time 
that we might expect them to: some may be shorter than planned whereas others may last longer.

Part E

Conclusion:
The conclusion can consist of a wind-up of the tasks carried out. as in the case of the introduction, it 
is advisable to allow participants to discuss freely during the conclusion thereby avoiding a lecture-
type or trainer-centred concluding task. It is also important to review whether the preset objectives, 
as outlined in Section B, have been reached. Furthermore, it may be useful to view the conclusion in 
the light of the next task. This means that it may be useful to ask trainees what the next task might 
be or how the activities carried out during the lesson could lead to a further elaboration of the topics 
being discussed.

Part f

additional materials:
In a lesson plan one should always include a list of additional materials which may be used to 
complement the pre-set tasks. Such materials are useful if the task falls short of expectations or, for 
example, if during a group-work activity, one group proceeds much faster than another and therefore 
completes the given task with time to spare. In this case the components of this group can be assigned 
an exercise from these additional materials until the other group completes the work.
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SPICES lesson plans for adults-in-mobility and for 
adults-in-contact-with-mobility

Cf. Actions 25 - 28

In the following we present some examples for lesson plans that have been used for the SPICES 
Project during testing courses in the partner countries.

Model lesson plan carried out with Erasmus students at the university of  Malta
(by Sandro Caruana)

lESSoN PlAN 1

Date: 10.11.06       
Place: University of Malta
Time and duration: 10:00-11:30

Resources and materials: handouts with transcripts, video-recording of an adult-in-mobility & adults-
in-contact-with-mobility interaction.

Target group: 4 Erasmus students (adults-in-mobility)

Objectives: Helping adults-in-mobility gain awareness of the social and linguistic context of the host 
country

Introduction (5 mins)
Brief description of the SPICES Project: aims and objectives
ask the students what they think the following terms may imply:
adults-in-mobility 
adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility

STEP 1 (10 mins)
ask the students:

• Did you encounter bureaucratic difficulties when you came to Malta?
• If you did, explain briefly how you attempted to overcome them?
• From a linguistic and cultural point of view, which were the major difficulties you 

encountered?
• On the other hand, which were the positive aspects you came across in Malta which helped 

you on your arrival?

STEP 2 (20 mins)
Show brief video excerpt of encounter in Maltese Erasmus office (approx 5 mins.): a foreigner is 
enquiring what she must do in order to pursue her studies in Malta .

During the viewing a handout is distributed to the students in order to complete an evaluation grid by 
means of which they will identify a number of issues they perceive during the video-recording.

Discussion follows.

 Actions 25 - 28
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STEP 3 (20 mins)
The students are now given the written transcript of the interaction they viewed in the video-
recording.

They are asked to outline the differences between adults-in-mobility and adults-professionally-in-
contact-with-mobility:

• length of individual intervention.
• use of pauses.
• hesitancy.
• necessity to repeat / paraphrase.
• necessity to switch codes

STEP 4 (20 mins)
The students are given a handout which includes a sample of written form to be filled in by adults-in-
mobility: the form filled in by foreign students who wish to further their studies in Malta.

Discussion:
• which are the questions you deem most confusing or difficult?
• Do difficulties arise mainly from linguistic or from cultural incongruencies?
• what sort of knowledge / competence is taken for granted by the people who prepare such 

forms?
• How accessible and comprehensible do you think they are for people coming from your 

country? 

Conclusion (15 mins)
Concluding comments and discussion.

• Is it necessary to train adults-in-contact-with-mobility?
• If so what sort of training do you think they require?
• In your experience with adults-in-contact-with-mobility in Malta what do you think were 

positive aspects and what do you think were negative ones?

Feedback from participants and lesson evaluation.

Additional materials
• another written form (namely a form filled in by adults-in-mobility who request refugee 

status) which can be compared to the form discussed in Step 4.  
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Model lesson plan carried out with Erasmus students 
at the University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)
(by Begoña Blanco and David Lasagabaster)

lESSoN PlAN 2

Date: 17.11.06       
Place: University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)
Duration: 2 hours and a half 

Resources and materials: 
some of the collected written and spoken material with four foreign university students (adults-in-
mobility)

Target group: 
• 2 students from Italy (female and male), Erasmus students, since September 2006 at 

UPV/EHU. 
• 1 student from United Kingdom (female), Erasmus student, since September 2006 at 

UPV/EHU. 
• 1 student from Hungary (female), Erasmus student, since September 2006 at UPV/

EHU. 

Objectives:
Helping adults-in-mobility gain awareness of the social and linguistic context of the host country

The testing was recorded (audio). 
The outcoming results were very relevant as the students were willing to take part in the testing and 
were very eager to make statements and suggestions. 

linguistic background 
Usually Socrates/Erasmus students who come to the University of the Basque Country to pursue their 
studies have a medium/good linguistic competence in Spanish so the four students who participated 
in the testing did not encounter serious linguistic difficulties in order to understand the written and 
spoken materials. In fact, three of them study the advanced level of the Spanish Courses and the 
fourth student does not attend the lessons as he can afford his everyday life without significant 
linguistic problems (his L1 is Italian and he considers that he can acquire the Spanish language quite 
fast on his own). It must be said that the majority of Erasmus students coming to the University of the 
Basque Country are Italian and secondly French. also, some of them can speak Basque language 
as well. as there is a readership in Basque in some foreign Universities (Poland, Switzerland, United 
Kingdom, Canada, Russia) some students have studied Basque before coming to the UPV/EHU. 
For example, one of the students participating in the test had acquired basic knowledge of Basque 
previously at her home university (the student from the United Kingdom, University of Birmingham).
There is a large typological distance between Spanish and Basque and generally the students 
consider that studying at UPV/EHU is a great chance to learn two languages at the same time. The 
majority of students can also speak in English.
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How we proceed 

 
STEP 1
a presentation of the SPICES project and its aims/Explanation of some main concepts: adults-in-
mobility and adults-in-contact-with-mobility. 
 
we ask the following questions to the participants: 
1. Did you encounter bureaucratic difficulties when you came to University of the Basque Country? 
2. If you did, explain briefly how you attempted to overcome them? 
3. From a linguistic and cultural points of view, which were the major difficulties you encountered? 
4. On the other hand, which were the positive aspects you came across in the University of the 
Basque Country which helped you on your arrival? 

STEP 2
Presentation of a written texts: samples of 2 written forms to be filled in
Forms filled in by foreign students who wish to further their studies at the University of the Basque 
Country (Socrates/Erasmus programme and other mobility programmes). 
Students fill in one of the forms when they arrive in the Help Centre for Visiting Students and they fill 
in an application form at the Faculty of Philology, Geography and History which it is one of the centres 
of the University of the Basque Country that receive a large number of incoming students. 

Discussion: 
1. which are the questions you deem most confusing or difficult? 
2. Do difficulties arise mainly from linguistic or from cultural incongruities? 
3. what sort of knowledge/competence is taken for granted by the people who prepare such forms? 
4. How accessible and comprehensible do you think they are for people coming from your country? 
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STEP 3
Show a brief video excerpt of encounter in the Help Centre for Visiting Students: a foreign student is 
looking for accommodation and enquiring for another relevant information related to his studies and 
stay at the University of the Basque Country. 

During the viewing the students complete the following table by using the codes: 
1= positive/very good 2= indifferent/mediocre 3= negative/very poor

adult in contact with mobility 
(UPV/EHU Erasmus official)

adult in mobility 
(foreign student)

1. attitude towards other participant 

2. Linguistic competence 
3. willingness to listen 
4. willingness to explain oneself 
5. Patience shown 
6. Knowledge of cultural context 
7. Use of non verbal communication 
8. Use of tone of voice in order to make 
oneself understood 

a brief discussion follows. 

STEP 4
a brief discussion of the transcript related to the viewed video.  
The students outline the differences between aM and aCM: 
1. Length of individual intervention
2. Use of pauses
3. Hesitancy 
4. Necessity to repeat/paraphrase
5. Necessity to switch codes

Step 5
Concluding comments and discussion:

• Is it necessary to train adults-in-contact-with-mobility? 
• If so what sort of training do you think they require? 
• In your experience with adults-in-contact-with-mobility at the University of the Basque 

Country what do you think were positive aspects and what do you think were negative 
ones? 

Conclusion 
Lesson evaluation. 
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Model lesson plan carried out with civil servants from 
the local council (Comune) of two Italian cities
(by Koffi M. Dossou and Gabriella B. Klein)

lESSoN PlAN 3

Date: 09.11.06       
Place: University of Perugia
Time and duration: 10:00-13.30
Resources and materials: 
handouts with written material (form to fill in: permit of stay)
handouts with the transcript of spoken material (video-recorded interaction at the URP / Ufficio 
Relazioni con il Pubblico - Office of Public Relations)
Target group: 10 civil servants
Objectives: Helping adults-in-contact-with-mobility gain awareness of the intercultural communication 
problems with written material from the bureaucratic-institutional context of the host country: the 
permit of stay form.
 
Expected results
1) The adults-in-contact-with-mobility will be aware of the difficulties adults-in-mobility encounter 

when they have to deal with written bureaucratic Italian. They are made more sensitive about thebureaucratic Italian. They are made more sensitive about the Italian. They are made more sensitive about the 
use of the written language in official forms. Simultaneously they will be activated to find valid 
alternatives to the problematic terms or formulations.

2) apart from the difficulties of the written language (vocabulary), visual communication problems will 
be underlined and explained on the basis of the analysed form.

3) The participants will be aware of the difficulties adults-in-mobility as well as themselves, as adults-
professionally-in-contact-with-mobility, encounter in bureaucratic-institutional interactions.bureaucratic-institutional interactions. interactions.

 
hoW To ProCEEd
step 1: presentation of the project SPICES
step 2: filling in of the form (important: names and data may be invented - privacy) 
step 3: highlighting of the expressions/formulations that are not clear or not understood at all
step 4: each participant writes on the flipchart words/expressions/formulations that are not clear or 

not understood at all in the specific context
step 5: explanation, clarification and discussion of these expressions/passages
step 6: vision of a scene video-recorded at a public counter
step 7: individual reading of the correspondent transcript
step 8: second individual reading of the correspondent transcript
step 9: highlighting of the expressions/formulations that are not clear or not understood at all
step 10: each participant writes on the flipchart words/expressions/formulations that are not clear or 

not understood at all in the specific context
step 11: explanation, clarification and discussion of these expressions/passages with comments on 

the video recorded interaction
step 12: Conclusion: Feedback from participants and lesson evaluation.

Additional material
another written form and another transcript which can be compared to the material discussed so 
far.  
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SPICES integrated training with adults-in-mobility & 
adults-in-contact-with-mobility

Cf. Actions 25 - 28

The same or similar lesson plans may be used also in joint trainings between adults-in-mobility & 
adults-in-contact-with-mobility, so that in the final discussions the different points of view emerge, 
insofar as an  encounter between different cultural background knowledge takes place.

In this perspective the next tool may be particularly interesting, because it aims since the very 
beginning at the perception and observation of the different actors involved in an interaction.

 Actions 25 - 28

 Tool 2�
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observation grids for SPICES integrated training with 
adults-in-mobility & adults-in-contact-with-mobility
(by Sandro Caruana and Gabriella B. Klein)

Cf. Action 28

Showing a video, participants will get the task to observe it according to certain communication and 
intercultural patterns. They will be given one or more worksheets through which note the results of 
their observation.

Nb: Before using a grid for a training activity, a trainer should have used it by him/herself, in order to 
test whether it works with the video(s) he/she will introduce to the training participants.

wORKSHEET 1:

Exercise: How do you perceive the interlocutors according to the following patterns?1 
Express your perception using a scale from 1 to 5 (where 1 is most negative and 5 is most positive):

not good at all 1
not so good 2

ok/neutral 3
good 4

very good 5

observation patterns: ACM* AM*

1. attitude towards the other
2. showing willingness to listen
3. showing willingness to explain
4. patience
5. friendliness
6. verbal communication
7. paraverbal communication
8. nonverbal communication
9. visual communication
10.  opening the conversation
11.  closing
12.  setting

* aCM = adults-in-contact-with-mobility / aM = adults-in-mobility

.

1Trainers should be aware that 
some patterns may not be present 
in a specific interaction and the-
refore not every pattern has to be 
evaluated

 Action 28

 Tool 30
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WoRKSHEET 2:

Exercise: How do you perceive the interlocutors according to following patterns? Concentrate your 
observation on especially one of the two interlocutors. 

Express your perception in 2 categories:

appropriate +
not appropriate -

observation patterns: AM ACM
1. opening the conversation
2. length of the single turn (also in relation to each other)
3. turn taking
4. use of pauses
5. speed
6. volume
7. logic of exposition
8. paraphrases / repetitions
9. code-switching
10. closing the conversation

WoRKSHEET 3:

Exercise: Indicate if the following patterns are present , concentrating your observation especially 
on one of the two interlocutors?

observation patterns: AM ACM
1. opening of the verbal interaction (ex.: greetings)
2. cues indicating knowledge about the other’s cultural background1

3. striking hesitations / pauses
4. gestures supporting the verbal information
5. visual material supporting the verbal information
6. paraphrases
7. repetitions
8. code-switching
9. summarising the important points
10. closing of the verbal interaction (ex.: greetings)

 
Nb: The listed features are possible criteria for the observation of communicative interactions; they 
can in no way be conceived as criteria for objective evaluation.

1Explain participants to observe 
whether there are cues that may indi-
cate that the observed person knows 
something about the other’s cultural 
background.
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Presentation

In SECTIon �, applying the tools from SECTION 1, some prototypical training 

activities related to the project partner’s language(s) �� culture(s) will be proposed. 

These can be used for the construction of training packs:

• Training packs for adults-in-mobility

• Training packs for adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility

• Training packs for integrated training.

A significant theoretical and practical contribution to this section has been given 

by Colin Calleja, expert in differentiating instruction and scientific coordinator of 

the ‘�et me �earn’ Project, from which a number of concepts have been drawn. 

Calleja’s contribution is especially noteworthy in the Notes section of each activity, 

in which he analysis the nature of each proposed task.
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Constructing your SPICES training with adults-in-  
mobility

As already explained in SECTION �, the following grid, proposed by Colin Calleja 

(�-Universita’ ta’ Malta), will be used to build up the activities in the training-packs. 

It indicates categories which we consider useful in the preparation of each activity, 

training module or course as a whole. The activities we present in SECTION 4 are 

not to be considered as a recipe, but only as examples stimulating ICC trainers’ �� 

facilitators’ work and new training strategies and material. Although each sheet is 

numbered, this does not necessarily imply a progressive sequence of the activities, 

which in fact is not predetermined. In fact, the sheets can be modified and mixed 

according to the learners’ needs and the training objectives. Nevertheless certain 

activities are in a logical sequence that has to be respected.

Categories description

General or specific 
training objective

aims and outcomes the participants will reach: by the end of the module/
course/this activity the trainees will be able to� / will be aware of the 
following�

Task 

Type of task (related to: active listening / visual observation; production / 
reception of spoken / written communication, paraverbal and nonverbal 
communication; visual management of interactions; role plays and any 
communication game) in which trainees will be involved

Training resources Required written or spoken materials, such as transcripts with video-
recordings, forms to fill in, worksheets, etc.

Visual or technical 
support

Required technical or visual support such as flipchart, video-recorder, 
television, computer, coloured sheets, coloured pens, transparents etc.

Procedures Practical explanation of how the activity/task will be done

Training methods Individual / pair / group (3-4 participants) / plenary work (i.e. the whole 
group together) etc.

Time input Indicates the estimated time for each activity (with an average number of 
10 participants)

Notes any kind of suggestion such as variation of the exercise, specific linguistic 
features, necessary preparation by the trainer, etc.

In the next pages you may find some basic operational concepts and their definition 

followed by a number of prototype activities. For inexperienced trainers or facilita-

tors we would suggest that these prototype activities are followed closely, unless 

the context dictates otherwise. This does not mean you should not substitute the 

spoken and written materials found here with equivalent ones from your context. 
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Some operational concepts and their definitions

The following is a list of training techniques and their definitions, which are quoted 

from Balboni 20051.

Matching word-definition

Balboni 2005: 1�4

Pertinence: it is a technique which serves to develop a particular aspect of the 

metalinguistic function. It is usually implemented for reading but it can also be 

used, to a certain extent, for listening […].

It should be noted that it is not the specific comprehension of a language which is 

being worked upon but strategies of comprehension: if the words belong to different 

semantic areas or have different objects as referents (chair, cat, vase of flowers, 

table ... ) skimming, or looking for gist, needs to be applied whereby the student 

grasps the overall meaning of the definitions; a more interesting list consists of 

more or less similar terms (‘electron, electronics, electrotechnology, informatics…’) 

for which the scanning strategy, or looking for specific information, is activated.

Cloze

Balboni 2005: 1�8

Format: the cloze procedure consists of inserting missing words in a text. Usually 

the first sentences are left unchanged to facilitate contextualisation, then every 

seventh word is deleted (which equals the 15% which is what, statistically, is lost in 

everyday communication).

[…] There is also the simplified cloze which contains the words to be inserted 

underneath the cloze passage or which includes a picture in every space which 

corresponds to the deleted word.

Pertinence: it is a fundamental skill for developing and measuring the ability to 

consider a text in its totality by grasping redundant contextual and co-textual infor-

mation in a bid for comprehension.

Elicitation

Balboni 2005: 12�

Firstly the ability to predict the contents of a text by exploiting all the redundant 

information available needs to be fostered in learners: this is elicitation, that is 

conversation aiming to extract information which students have accumulated from 

films, narrations, books, etc. in relation to the context and the topic of the proposed 

text.

1Monica Debrincat (Malta) translated 
this section from Italian to English.

Matching word-
definition

Cloze

Elicitation
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Manipulation

Balboni 2005: 164 

Format: to be included here are all those exercises of which rubric states, for exam-

ple, ‘Transform into…’ or ‘Change the form … with …’, and so on. These activities 

are characterised by the fact that they focus on the superficial structure and are not 

contextualised: language is seen merely as a form independent of its pragmatic 

purpose and its socio-cultural component.

Pertinence: these techniques usually operate at the morphosyntactic level and are 

undoubtedly very specific in identifying a grammatical aspect and in focusing the 

student’s attentions on that specific aspect. However, these are techniques which 

operate at a surface level without activating deep processes.

Paraphrase

Balboni 2005: 169

Format: the written or oral paraphrase is an utterance which illustrates the meaning 

of a word, just like the definitions given in a dictionary. In class paraphrasing can 

be required to define particular words or one can start off from the paraphrase 

itself to arrive to the corresponding word (similar to what happens to definitions in 

crosswords).

Pertinence: the ability to produce or comprehend paraphrases is crucial both for 

developing study skills (one might think of the part definitions play in any scientific 

approach to a problem) and for communication in a foreign language where most of 

the times it is the poor lexical repertoire which creates the major obstacle, the lack 

of which is compensated by paraphrasing.

Acceptability: if presented as a guessing game or a crossword (in which definitions 

are provided or words are sought by setting off from the definition), students enjoy 

the exercise of paraphrasing.

Metalinguistic reflection

Balboni 2005: 90

The basic assumption is that metalinguistic competence is not a type of ‘added 

scholastic value’ but it becomes second nature to competence […]. Secondly, it is 

specifically the transition from an implicit metacompetence to an explicit one which 

stipulates the threshold between a minimal, basic, and static acquisition and a 

continuous and autonomous process of linguistic acquisition.

Manipulation

Paraphrase

Metalinguistic 
reflection
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Role play

Balboni 2005: 55

Role play refers to a set of similar techniques, linked together because of common 

working methods (one or more students interact orally according to instructions 

provided by the teacher or a textbook) but which have different aims. The nature of 

such differences lies, on the one hand, in the different levels of creativity permitted, 

and on the other, in the objective which one aims to achieve in the teaching of 

foreign languages.

Balboni 2005: 179

[…] it consists of a continuum of role play activities which departs from a totally 

guided simulation (dramatisation), then takes the form of role-taking in which con-

tribution is limited to certain elements, then proceeds towards role play in which a 

dialogue is constructed according to precise instructions, and finds its other end in 

role-making in which creativity is largely present by giving participants the choice 

their own strategies, dimensions of performance, and some contextual elements. 

[…] it consists of a set of techniques aimed at practising the ability to dialogue and 

at exercising the socio-situational and pragmatic components of communicative 

competence (of which all components are activated).

Multiple choice

Balboni 2005: 28 – 29 

It consists of a modified version of the question type […].

Multiple choice can be presented as:

- a sentence with three or more possible conclusions;

- a series of sentences which can be either true or false;

- sentences/texts in which alternative words are found (for example: Romanticism 

follows/is derived from Neoclassicism).

Balboni 2005: 181

Pertinence: multiple choice is an extremely precise technique in relation to content: 

if it is used to guide or verify comprehension it leads to focus one’s attention on the 

desired element; if it is employed to practise or verify morphosyntactic or textual 

knowledge, multiple choice indicates precisely to the student the aspect on which 

s/he has to reflect on.

Acceptability: the ease with which it is carried out, which sometimes hides content 

difficulty, renders multiple choice popular amongst learners. 

Role play

Multiple choice
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Transcodification

Balboni 2005: 29

As the word itself implies, this techniques requires the student to transform the 

message in a code different from the original. If, for example, the message is 

linguistic, it can be transcoded in:

- kinesics code, as in those instances in which one is asked to mime, to execute 

orders, to assemble equipment, to carry out computer operations, etc.;

- graphic code as in those maps on which one has to follow a path or as in carrying 

out or completing designs, etc.

Obviously the contrary is also possible: describing a gym competition as if broadca-

sted on radio, explaining a design, verbalizing a mime, and so on. This technique 

can be adopted in its many variations and has the benefit of doing away with the 

teacher-student opposition and permits a playful execution in real time with imme-

diate correction which is often provided by the students rather than the teacher.

Balboni 2005: 189

[…] transcodification is a fundamental technique to guide or verify comprehension 

especially since it does not require written production. It is the main technique 

implemented to associate linguistic education and semiotic education.

Transcription

Balboni 2005: 190

Format: it consists of an exercise apparently similar to dictation except in that it fin-

ds its origins in authentic or inauthentic conversations or monologues and, hence, 

it is characterised by aspects typical of the oral language such as anacolutha, false 

beginnings, etc.

Pertinence: this technique which contributes to linguistic education independently 

from the language of communication, leads the student to reflect on the nature of 

oracy: the problem of punctuation, for instance, is posed immediately.

Acceptability: students enjoy this technique since it challenges learners to take 

decisions (for example: whether or not to transcribe interpolations, such as ‘mhm’, 

etc.) and find solutions which they will then have to confront with their classmates. 

For further reading:

Balboni, Paolo E. 2005: Tecniche didattiche per l’educazione linguistica. Italiano, 

lingue straniere, lingue classiche, Torino: Utet.

Transcodification

Transcription
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Self-presentation

ACTIvITy 1

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

warm-up activities: 
• participants learn to introduce themselves;
• they get to know each other and start to form a sense of belonging 

to the group and a sense of collaboration.
Task oral: monologue / listening
Training resources
Visual or technical 
support

sheets and coloured markers (one for every participant)
any type of board with the necessary accessories in order to stick 
pictures or other material

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces himself/herself in a few words / sentencesThe trainer introduces himself/herself in a few words / sentences
2. S/he writes the keywords related to his/her self-presentation on theS/he writes the keywords related to his/her self-presentation on the 

board (i am... My name is� I come from�)
3. S/he distributes a coloured sheet to each participantS/he distributes a coloured sheet to each participant
4. Every participant writes his/her name on the sheet and takes turns toEvery participant writes his/her name on the sheet and takes turns to 

present himself/herself
5. Every participant places his/her sheet in front of himself/herself soEvery participant places his/her sheet in front of himself/herself so 

that all the others may see and recall the name of the participants.
Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 45’-60’
Notes The participants whose language is not written in Latin characters will 

possibly write his/her name both in his/her own alphabet as well as in 
Latin characters. 
Participants who lead with technical reasoning might find it difficult to say 
much about themselves and you might find that they are very economical 
on their use of words.
Participants with a high score in Precision might end up writing too much 
information so if the intention is to briefly introduce themselves make sure 
you give clear instructions on what you expect them to write or/and talk 
about. 
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Self-presentation and diversity 

ACTIvITy 2

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

warm-up activity: 
• the participants learn how to introduce themselves and get to know 

each other better not only on a personal level but also on a cultural 
level;

• introducing diversity. 

Task oral: monologue / listening

Training resources materials from the participants’ country of origin (music, photographs, 
videos, typical products, clothing material, instruments, tools, shells, 
rocks, spices etc.)

Visual or technical 
support

audiovisual media
flipchart

Procedures 1. The participants present their resources pointing out some specificThe participants present their resources pointing out some specific 
aspects of their own culture (country / town, city, village / feasts / food 
/ ceremonies�)

2. The trainer writes keywords, phrases and sentences on the flipchartThe trainer writes keywords, phrases and sentences on the flipchart 
Training methods individual / group / plenary work
Time input 45’-60’
Notes This activity presupposes that Participants are asked beforehand to bring 

typical resources / artefacts from their country in order to take active part 
in the lesson.
This is a very good activity especially for those who lead with technical 
reasoning but you might find that they are very economical in their 
communication. as a trainer you might need to ask questions to help them 
divulge more information. 
Those with a strong Precision might need to be controlled so as not to take 
over the session, giving too detailed information.
when you take notes on the flipchart make sure you organize it well 
otherwise it might be disturbing to some, especially to those that have 
strong sequential score.
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Formal greetings

ACTIvITy 3

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn to distinguish different types of formal 
greetings within culturally different ways of introducing oneself.

• Introduce nonverbal characteristics.

Task oral: monologue / listening / observation

Training resources photographs / video stills / video-recordings of greetings selected from tv, 
radio programmes or films.

Visual or technical 
support

audiovisual media

Procedures Identify different types of body language that can be observed (non 
verbal communication).

Training methods plenary work

Time input 45’-60’

Notes discussion about how one greets in Malta and in the participants’ country 
of origin; the different types of greetings within different situations and/or 
different contexts are considered; cultural differences in interactions in 
Malta and in the participants’ country of origin; video-recordings from the 
media may be put together by the trainer. 
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Formal greetings

ACTIvITy 4

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn to distinguish different types of formal 
greetings within culturally different ways of introducing oneself.

• Introduce paraverbal characteristics.
Task oral: monologue / listening 
Training resources audio-recordings of greetings selected from tv, radio programmes or 

films.
Visual or technical 
support

audiovisual media 

Procedures Identify different types of body language that can be observed 
(paraverbal communication)

Training methods plenary work
Time input 45’-60’
Notes Discussion about how one greets in the context country and in the 

participants’ country of origin; the different types of greetings within different 
situations and/or different contexts are considered; cultural differences in 
interactions in the country of context and in the participants’ country of 
origin; audio/video-recordings from the media may be put together by the 
trainer.
The trainer needs to make sure to involve everyone. Those who lead with 
technical reasoning might find it difficult to participate in discussions and 
they might give the impression that they are not interested. On the contrary 
those with high score in confluence if not directed well might derail the 
discussion. Those who have three or all four patterns in the use first level 
might need a firm discussion leader not to take over the discussion.
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Informal greetings

ACTIvITy 5

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn to distinguish different types of informal 
greetings within culturally different ways of introducing oneself.

• Introduce nonverbal characteristics.
Task oral: monologue / listening / observation

Training resources photographs / video stills / video-recordings of greetings selected from 
TV, radio programmes or films.

Visual or technical 
support

audiovisual media

Procedures Identify different types of body language that can be observed (non 
verbal communication).

Training methods plenary work

Time input 45’-60’

Notes Discussion about how one greets in the country of context and in the 
participants’ country of origin; the different types of greetings within 
different situations and/or different contexts are considered; cultural 
differences in interactions in the country of context and in the participants’ 
country of origin; video recordings from the media may be put together by 
the trainer. 
The trainer needs to make sure to involve everyone. Those who lead with 
technical reasoning might find it difficult to participate in discussions and 
they might give the impression that they are not interested. On the contrary 
those with high score in confluence if not directed well might derail the 
discussion. Those who have three or all four patterns in the use first level 
might need a firm discussion leader not to take over the discussion
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Informal greetings

ATTIvITà 6

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn to distinguish different types of informal 
greetings within culturally different ways of introducing oneself.

• Introduce paraverbal characteristics.
Task oral: monologue / listening 
Training resources audio-recordings of greetings selected from tv, radio programmes or 

films.
Visual or technical 
support

audiovisual media 

Procedures Identify different types of body language that can be observed 
(paraverbal communication).

Training methods plenary work
Time input 45’-60’
Notes Discussion about how one greets in the country of context and in the 

participants’ country of origin; the different types of greetings within different 
situations and/or different contexts are considered; cultural differences in 
interactions in the country. 
as in all discussions one needs to ensure that all participants are 
involved and not to allow any one participant to take over the discussion. 
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Greeting and introducing oneself within the diversity

ACTIvITy 7

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants will learn to distinguish between different types of 
greetings and of different culturally determined introductions.

Task written: reading / oral: monologue / listening / games of different 
identification

Training resources picture sheets (cartoons, photos ...)
strips with captions relative to the situations shown in the pictures (cfr. 
Examples below)

Visual or technical 
support

any type of board with the necessary accessories in order to stick pictures 
or other material 

Procedures 1. Trainer distributes the pictures to half the group (one per participant); 
the other half will have the relative captions (one per participant)

2. Each participant who has a picture looks for the partner with the 
corresponding caption

3. In this way are formed the pairs who will then present the picture 
together with the caption in front of the whole group; the others will 
decide whether the pairing is correct

Training methods plenary work / pairs
Time input 50’-60’

15’ (introduction and explanation of the task)
10’ (communicative game)
25’-35’ (presentation of the results in the plenary group)

Notes The trainer first prepares the material (about 10 pictures with the relative 
captions according to the number of the participants); the game can even 
be repeated mixing ‘the cards’; keeping in mind different situations: formal, 
informal, situations in everyday life, institutional situations, meetings 
between two or more people etc; in the case that any participant should 
have problems reading the Latin alphabet, those holding the captions will 
read them out loud.
This is a great opportunity to involve everyone but individuals with high 
precision might feel threatened with role play which is not well rehearsed 
and with specific script. So you need to make sure you give them enough 
time to plan their role play. Those leading with sequence might need you 
to give them very specific instructions on what you need them to do. They 
need to be reassured that what they are doing is what you expect of them. 
when possible include individuals who have strong confluence. They will 
help drive the group to come up with creative situations.

Examples of situations (with captions in Maltese/English):

1. One meets two elderly neighbours at the market
2. Eva and Claudia (18 year-olds) meet at the disco
3. Mrs Lopez goes to the counter at the immigration office to ask for her identity card
4. a mother goes to collect her child from primary school
5. Two colleagues who do not get on well together meeting during lunch break.
6. The chemistry teacher meets one of his students in the corridors of the faculty
7. Mr Hajek has toothache and goes to the dentist.
8. Mrs Sarnida goes to the immigration office to renew her residence permit
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Interaction: focusing on relationship

ACTIvITy 8

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants will learn how to greet one another, how to introduce 
themselves and how to take leave of each other; 

• to integrate adequately in a typical situation.
Task spoken interaction: dialogue
Training resources pictures (cartoons, photos �) 

strips containing a description of the situations shown in the pictures used 
in activity 

Visual or technical 
support

any type of board with the necessary accessories in order to stick pictures 
or other material / flip chart

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces and explains the role playing activity andThe trainer introduces and explains the role playing activity and 
forms the pairs

2. Each pair acts out the scene from the picture given to them by theEach pair acts out the scene from the picture given to them by the 
trainer

3. The trainer can help and give suggestions even for the mimeThe trainer can help and give suggestions even for the mime
Training methods role play in pairs / plenary work
Time input 50’-60’

10’ (introduction and formation of pairs)
10’ (creating the role play)
30’-40’ (the pairs’ performance in front of the whole group – max. 3’ each 
pair)

Notes while each pair performs the role play, the trainer takes note of what went 
well; eventually he indicates what could have been done better;
each pair’s performance may also be video-recorded by the trainer and 
these recordings can later be shown in the plenary session at a subsequent 
meeting.
The trainer gives particular attention to those that avoid confluence and 
maybe lead with sequence. Sequence, if not tethered might lead them to 
give more importance to certain procedures rather then to develop a rich 
context situation.
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Conversational rituals: focusing on relationship

ACTIvITy 9

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• Expand once again the material learnt in order that the participants 
can memorise it better;

• they will impress in their memory typical conversational rituals through 
writing out the role play performed in activity 8 (greeting one another 
- introducing themselves - taking leave of each other).

Task written production/ written reception: writing and reading a brief dialogue
Training resources pictures (cartoons, photos ...) 

strips containing a description of the situations shown in the pictures used 
in activity 7

Visual or technical 
support

any type of board with the necessary accessories in order to stick pictures 
or other material / flipchart 

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces and explains the role play and forms the pairs
2. Each pair, with the help of the trainer transcribes the dialogues 

relative to a situation
3. Each pair presents the proposed dialogues for individual scenes, 

correcting, together with the whole group, wherever necessary
4. The sheets are hung in the hall

Training methods plenary work / pairs 
Time input 140’-160’

10’ (explanation of the task and formation of pairs)
30’ (compilation of the dialogues in pairs)
50’-60’ (attachment and performance of the dialogues – max. 5’ each 
pair)
50’-60’ (eventual corrections - max. 5’ each pair )

Notes written visualization of a typical dialogue is often a help; this even to 
facilitate role play in the hall (in case a participant does not master Latin 
writing – or is illiterate – any other participant could help).
Since this activity involves writing one needs to pay particular attention to 
those that have a strong technical reasoning pattern. These might opt to 
leave out important details. On the other extreme you might have those 
who end up writing too much. Therefore you might need to emphasis the 
time factor and every now and then you remind the participants that they 
need to move to the next stage.
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Description of an image

ACTIvITy 10

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants will learn conversational strategies for effective 
descriptions. 

• They will gain awareness of various institutional contexts and 
bureaucratic procedures with the relative specific language.

Task oral output
transcodification
dialogue in turns with question and answer

Training resources photos/stills/transparencies/ video-recordings of institutional situations 
taken from television programmes or from films 

Visual or technical 
support

flipchart 
video-recorder and television
overhead projector reproducing photos and stills

Procedures 1. Brainstorming: the trainer asks the participants which institutions,Brainstorming: the trainer asks the participants which institutions, 
offices situations, documents they know in the context country

2. The trainer shows a picture that shows a typical bureaucratic-The trainer shows a picture that shows a typical bureaucratic-
institutional situation and solicits a description in plenary involving 
in turns each participant who will have to answer only one question: 
who? what? where? why? How? Etc.

3. at the same time the trainer identifies key words and writes them onat the same time the trainer identifies key words and writes them on 
the flipchart

4. The trainer asks each participant to compare with his/her ownThe trainer asks each participant to compare with his/her own 
country of origin (a similar office exists/does not exist, where do you 
have to go to ...)

Training methods plenary work with individual participation in turns
Time input 55’-60’

15’ (brainstorming relative to the knowledge of Maltese institutions)
20’ (in turns, question by the trainer and answer by participants
20’ (plenary work: free collaboration)

Notes Brainstorming is a very good strategy to get participants involved in an 
activity. as a trainer you need to pay particular attention to those leading 
with technical reasoning and to give time for those with high precision to 
think up their answers. Try not to allow individuals to give too many details 
– the idea behind brainstorming is to generate as many observations/ideas 
as possible without analysing them.

Example

If the trainer shows on the board the picture of a window at the customer care of a Maltese local 
council:

what does one see
where are the people
who are the people – man/woman – old/young – what are they doing
what type of environment is it (formal/informal)
in which division are the people who are speaking (symmetrical/asymmetrical)
what are they speaking about
what can one do at the local council/at the window of the information desk
who goes to the window/why does one go to the window
how is a question formulated
�.
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Interaction at a customer care desk 

ACTIvITy 11

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants will know how to ask for information at a window in a 
public office.

• To develop the ability of verbal response.
Task showing of a scene

exercise on general understanding 
dialogue in turns with question and answer

Training resources video-recording of a scene taken at the window in the local council
Visual or technical 
support

video-recorder, television

Procedures 1. The trainer explains to the group the context, the situation and theThe trainer explains to the group the context, the situation and the 
topic of a scene that they will be watching 

2. The trainer proceeds to the showing of the video-recorded interactionThe trainer proceeds to the showing of the video-recorded interaction
3. Discussion on the general understanding of the content of the sceneDiscussion on the general understanding of the content of the scene
4. watching the scene again in order to gain familiarity; stopping wherewatching the scene again in order to gain familiarity; stopping where 

interest is shown or where there is particular difficulty 
5. Compare with the participants’ country (does a similar office exist/notCompare with the participants’ country (does a similar office exist/not 

exist, where does one have to go to ...)
Training methods plenary work
Time input 50’-60’

5’ (introduction)
5’-10’ (showing of skit)
15-20’ (discussion)
15’ (revision and comments)
10’ (comparisons)

Notes For those with strong sequence it would be helpful to give very specific 
instructions on what you expect them to do during the activity. It would help 
if the video is run a number of times, every time asking them to observe 
or to note particular things. This will help participants decode the situation 
more effectively and with greater accuracy.

Example

SCENE: formal context

SITUaTION: Local council. an adult in mobility, in a Maltese city, with a tourist visa, asks information 
about the documentation necessary to obtain a temporary residents’ permit. The official at the 
window explains what he/she needs and who he/she has to go to (the competent organisation is the 
immigration office) 

TOPIC: resident permit

Comment briefly about the video just watched:
what struck you most? (the environment, the characters, the way the speak, the way they move, 

they gesticulate)
Does a similar office exist in your country?
are particular documents necessary foreigners who come to your country? If yes, which are they? 

where does one ask for them? what procedure must be followed?
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Conversation

ACTIvITy 12

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

The participants will learnlearn
• how to ask for information in public offices and institutions.in public offices and institutions..
• and how to develop the ability of verbal response

Task reading aloud
Training resources audio/visual recording with relative transcript 
Visual or technical 
support

video-recorder and television

Procedures 1. See and listen to a sceneSee and listen to a scene
2. Introduce the transcriptIntroduce the transcript
3. working in pairs, each one reads the dialogue of a character in theworking in pairs, each one reads the dialogue of a character in the 

transcript
4. Once they finish reading the roles are exchanged and it is read againOnce they finish reading the roles are exchanged and it is read again

Training methods pairs
Time input 40’-60’

5’ (watching a skit)
15’-20’ (introduction of transcript)
10’-20’ (reading in pairs)
10’-15’ (reading again)

Notes Reading the transcript, how quick or difficult it is depends on the basic 
knowledge; also understanding the transcript conventions is another 
exercise in itself.
This exercise will be very safe especially for those leading or have a 
strong precise pattern. They don’t need to come up with their own original 
script with the danger that they feel insecure that it might not be what 
you expected. On the other hand those with high confluence might feel a 
little frustrated in a situation where they have to stick to a predetermined 
script.
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Example
 

Transcript 1
 

PaRTICIPaNTS: 
male foreign student STUM

local female teacher of English TCHRF

TRaNSCRIPT: in a language school of EFL (English as a Foreign language)
1 stuM good	afternoon

2 tchrF good	afternoon/

3	

4�	

5

stuM as	you	know	i	am	german	and	am	on	holiday	here	i	saw	

your	language	school	and	i’m	interested	in	coming	back	and	ehm	

take	part	in	a	new	course

6	

7	

8

tchrF are	you	**	if	you	don’t	mind	asking	me	would	you	like	a	

group	course	or	an	individual	course	by	individual	

[course

9 stuM [<<affirmative: hm>>

10 tchrF meaning	one	to	one	*	one	teacher	one	student

11 stuM <<affirmative: hmhm>>

12

	 13

tchrF with	*	unless	you’d	like	to	join	a	group		which	is	eh	

much	**	eh	*	the	course	is	much	cheaper

14� stuM <<affirmative: hm>>

Transcript 2
 

PaRTICIPaNTS: 
female foreign student STUF

local female university administrator aDMRF

TRaNSCRIPT: in an office of the local university
1 adMrF so	hi

2 stuF hi

3 cOMM recOrdInG	InterruPted

4� adMrF ok	*	so	ehm	**	what	are	you	interested	in	studyingstudying

5 stuF [hmm

6 adMrF [what	are	you	studying

7 stuF i’m	studying	italian

8 adMrF ok

9		

10

stuF ehh	i	want	to	become	a	*	a	teacher	of	italian	(foreign)(foreign)	

students

11 adMrF for	foreign	students

12 stuF yeah

13 adMrF <<slow:	ok	>>

14� stuF i	[know	here	in	malta	you	are	you	know	*	like	eh		*	a	lot	

15 adMrF 		[alright

16 stuF of	people studying italian	studying	italian

			17					

18

adMrF yes	so	*	what	year	are	you	in	**	right	now	*	inin						

[your	studies

19 stuF [eh	**	in	you	mean	the	year

20 adMrF yes	what	level

21 stuF ehm

22 adMrF first year second year

23 stuF i’m	the	second	year
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Transcript 3
 

PaRTICIPaNTS: 
male foreign student STUM
local female university administrator aDMRF

TRaNSCRIPT: in an office of the local university
1 adMrF ehm	have	you	been	a	student	at	this	university	before/

2 stuM eh	no	i	haven’t

3 adMrF so	you	haven’t	done	the	foundation	course

4� stuM no

5 adMrF ok	so	this	is	a	*	fresh	application

6 stuM yes

7 adMrF ok	

8 stuM aha
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Requesting and understanding information

ACTIvITy 13

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants will know how to ask for information at a window in a 
public office.

• Develop the ability of verbal response.
Task silent reading

exercise on the analytic understanding
Training resources transcript of the scene
Visual or technical 
support

board / flipchart / wall chart

Procedures 1. Introduce the transcript of the scene
2. Each p reads the transcript ag))(ain and underlines all the words that 

he/she has not understood or that seemed difficult to him
3. Subsequently, on the board or on a wall chart, one participant at a 

time writes all the words that he/she did not understand
4. with the help of the other participant and of the trainer they discover 

the meaning
Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 70’-105’

10’ (introduction)
15’-20’ (individual reading)
10’-15’ (writing of words / wording not understood)
40’-60’ (working in plenary session) 

Notes
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Language use worksheet

ACTIvITy 14

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn and reinforce typical language exchanges 
that occur while opening and closing interactions over-the-counter in 
bureaucratic-institutional settings;

• they also learn how to understand written forms which are typical 
within these contexts.

Task silent reading
Training resources transcripts proposed for activity 12 and those added to this activity
Visual or technical 
support

wall chart

Procedures 1. Every participant reads the transcript again in order to identify significant 
exchanges in the opening and in the closure of the transcripts. 

2. They are to be identified and discussed. 
3. The participants may also suggest alternatives they may be familiar 

with.
Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 70’-90’

10’-20’ (reading)
30’ (identification of forms in opening and in closure)
10’ (writing on the wall chart)
20’-30’ (correction, explanation and discussion)

Notes Make sure you explain in a very clear step by step way what the 
participants need to do. This will specifically help those that use Sequence. 
You might have those that will start before you finish your instructions, 
make sure you check on them so as to make sure they do follow the 
most important instructions. Those with strong precise pattern might start 
marking everything. They might need support to pick up the most relevant 
exchanges.
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Examples

Transcript 1
 

PaRTICIPaNTS: 
female foreign student STUF
local female teacher of English TCHRF

TRaNSCRIPT: in a language school of EFL (English as a Foreign language)
1

2

3

stuF ahem	*	ok	that	sounds	good	*	so	another	see	how	question	

*	ehm	you	*	you	do	this	test	at	the	beginning	*	is	there	

also	test	at	the	end	[to	see	how/

4�

5

6

7

8

tchrF 																					[at	the	moment	we	don’t	do	that	*	

now	it’s	in	something	we	are	considering	though	bringing	

to	see	*	you	know	*	if	the	students	have	made	some	

improvement	*	and	also	the	students	themselves	*	they	

would	like	to	see	something	at	the	end

9 stuF aha

10 tchrF to	see	that	they	have	improved

11 stuF so * ok fine * thank you

12 tchrF you’re	welcome

Transcript 2
 

PaRTICIPaNTS: 
female foreign student STUF
local female university administrator aDMRF

TRaNSCRIPT: in an office of the local university
22 stuF yeah	**	and	i	send	everything	to	you/

23 adMrF yes	you	send	everything	to	us	except	for	the	money	

24� stuF ok

25

26	

27	

28

adMrF the money is to the finance office and if you ** are 

here	you	just	go	upstairs	and	if	you’re	back	home	*	you	

look	on	the	website	**	and	there’s	the	bank	transfer	

details	(…)

29 stuF <<affirmative: ahem>> ok

30 adMrF alright

31 stuF alright	*	thank	you	very	much

32 adMrF you’re	welcome	*	ok

Example

Read the transcripts again.
Identify typical forms present in the opening and in the closure of the interaction
Every participant goes to the wall chart and fills in the exchange forms which he/she thinks are most 
significant.

o P E N I N g C l o S u r E
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Language use worksheet

ACTIvITy 15

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn and reinforce typical language forms that occur 
within intercultural communication;;

• they also learn how to understand written forms which are typical 
within these contexts.

Task identifying written and spoken forms
Training resources transcript 

worksheet
Visual or technical 
support

wall chart

Procedures The participants listen to the dialogue reproduced in the transcript.
1. as they listen to the dialogue they are to fill in the missing parts of the 

dialogue.
2. Plenary correction and discussion.
3. The participants are then to identify the utterances which refer directly 

to the written content of the form that is being filled in during the 
interaction.

4. The participants are to ‘reconstruct’ the written form with the help of 
the trainer

Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 50’-60’

15’ (exercise)
10’-20’ (correction)
15’-20’ (discussion and formulation of alternatives)

Notes It is necessary to use an audio-recording in which there is a person whot is necessary to use an audio-recording in which there is a person who 
comments aloud while he/she is filling in a written form. The trainer is to 
highlight the differences between spoken and written language.
This is a very precise activity and therefore it can be very frustrating 
for someone who has a strong confluent pattern. So before one moves 
to these type of activities one needs to explain why such activities are 
important in this context.
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listen to the following dialogue, reproduced in the transcript:

Tasks:
 as you are listening to the conversation fill in the missing parts.

Identify the parts of the interaction in which STUF and TCHRF comment the written form 
aloud.
Try and recreate this written form, which you have heard them refer to during their 
conversation.

PaRTICIPaNTS: 
female foreign student STUF
local female teacher of English TCHRF

TRaNSCRIPT: in a language school of EFL (English as a Foreign language)
13

14�

tchrF ok	in	case	if	you’d	like	to	take	a	look	at	it	and	

we	can	go	through	it	together	if	you	need any helpneed	any	help

15 stuF ok	family	name/

16 tchrF yes	**	so	that	would	be	your	surname

17 stuF yes

18 tchrF ok

19

20

stuF thank	you	**	eh	the	given	name/	*	so	we	in	germany	we	

have two names * [a first * eh

21

22

23

tchrF                  [two first names ok well we can put	ok	well	we	can	put	

those	back	*	are	those	what	appear	on	your	passport	*	

two	names/

24� stuF well	*	yes	*	one	is	underlined	

25 tchrF yes

26 stuF (so	that	they)

27 tchrF but	both	names	do	______________	in	the	passport	

28 stuF yes

29 tchrF so	we’ll	put	both	down	then

30 stuF oh	sex	*	i	guess	this	is	male	and	female/

31 tchrF yes

32 stuF yes

33 tchrF ok	*	<<laughing:	you’re	female	obviously>>

34�

35

stuF ok	*	<<laughing:	eehm	*>>	single/		so	*	i’m	

_______________/

36 tchrF Ok

37 stuF i’m	single	*	ehm	no

38 cOMM stuF	POInts	tO	the	FOrM

39 tchrF no	*	there	*	there’s	not	need	of	that

4�0 stuF ok	*	now	have	*	as	i’m	not	married	so

4�1 tchrF that’s it no * you don’t need to fill that in no

4�2 stuF nationality	at	present	*	so	i’m	german

4�3 tchrF aha

4�4�

4�5

4�6

stuF nationality	at	birth	*	yes	i	was	born	in	germany	*	i’m	

german	*	ok*	there	is	the	date	of	_________________	*	so	

i	was	born	in	munich

4�7 tchrF aha

4�8

4�9

stuF and	that	was	in	1960	*	date	of	_________________	in	

malta

50 tchrF ok	right
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51

52

stuF date	of	arrival	in	malta	*	that	was	***	the	third of **third	of	**	

ehhm	*	[june

53 tchrF 							[june

54� stuF yes	*	coming	from	*	yes	*	munich	*	starting	munichmunich

55 tchrF hm	hm

56 stuF present	address	*	in	munich	is	eehh	[the	street

57

58

59

60

tchrF 																																				[ehm	*	the	presentpresent	

address	*	now	this	would	be	your	address	in	malta	and	

the	________________	address	*	that	would	be	your	

address	in	munich

61

62

63

64�

65

stuF aah ok * fine * ok thank you * ehm address * and 

telephone	number	*	name	*	

place	and	date	of	birth	of	minors	*	yes	*	i	*	have	*	a	*	

oh*	i	//	a	daughter	but	

she’s	not	with	me

66 tchrF she’s	not	with	you	*	oh	*	[so	we	can	leave

67 stuF 																										[she’s	in	germany

68	

69

tchrF we can leave that blank * we don’t need to fill that in 

then	*	that’s	ok

70

71

stuF ok	**	_________________	*	so	*	i	am	clinical	child	

administrator

72 tchrF ok

73 stuF in	a	research	company	

74� tchrF aha

75

76

stuF eehm	*	______________________of	the	visit	is	*	yes	**	eh	

business	course	in	english	and	*	[holiday

77 tchrF 																																	[holiday

78 stuF sunshine

79 tchrF yes	(xx)	<<laughing:	combination	of	both>>

80 stuF <<laughing:	there	is	heavy	rain	in	germany>>
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Language use worksheet

ACTIvITy 16

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn and reinforce typical grammatical and lexical 
forms used during over-the-counter interactions;

• they learn to reflect on some salient phrasal verbs and on some 
fundamental lexical items.

Task manipulation
open questions & answers

Training resources transcript
worksheet

Visual or technical 
support

wall chart

Procedures 1. The participant is presented with a transcript of the interaction used for 
activity 15.

2. The participant is first to identify those terms that he/she does not 
understand.

3. Discussion follows in which some basic grammatical forms (e.g. verbs, 
nouns, adjectives�) are identified.

4. attention is to be placed on those phrasal verbs and other grammatical 
features which are characteristic of these contexts. are characteristic of these contexts.

Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 40’-60’

5’-10’ (identification of problematic terms and utterances)
20’-30’ (discussion on grammatical features and phrasal verbs)
15’-20’ (reflection and exercises)

Notes The trainer needs to be aware that this activity requires a high level of 
precision and therefore support might be needed for those who might 
avoid such a pattern. For those who lead with sequence very specific, 
sequenced instructions need to be provided, preferably written on the 
worksheet.
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Examples

a. Consider the use of the following phrasal verbs, used in the transcript which has been presented 
for activity 15:

1. look at it
2. go through it
3. we will put both down
4. we don’t need to fill that in

Use these forms to create sentences

B. In English many phrasal verbs are used in institutional-bureaucratic settings. which of the following 
are familiar to you? when do you think they can be used? Can you think of sentences in which they 
could be used?

1. look

to look at to look out   to look into something to look for
to look away to look beyond a situation 

2. go

to go to to go through  to go away  to go for
to go ahead to go past

3. put

to put on to put in  to put up with to put somebody down
to put across an idea to put away

4. fill

to fill in   to fill out   to fill up

C. Can you think of phrasal verbs used with these verbs:
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Role play of an interaction at a counter 

ACTIvITy 17

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn how to interact at a public counter;
• they acquire the ability of spoken production.

Task free role play
Training resources work sheet with roles and situations
Visual or technical 
support

audio visual media

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces and explains the role play and forms the pairs
2. In pairs participants prepare, eventually with the trainer’s help, a brief 

act of a bureaucratic situation; the actors can freely chose whether the 
interaction has a satisfactory ending or whether there are conflicts, 
misunderstandings etc.

3. as the pairs finish preparing themselves, the trainer records the role 
play

4. The video recordings are presented to the plenary group
5. The trainer gives each participant a point of observation (on 

characteristics of the verbal, paraverbal, nonverbal visual 
communication)

6. after the act, the participants will duly show what they have observed; 
7. Discussion

Training methods pairs / plenary work
Time input 115’-120’

10’ (introduction of the role play and formation of pairs)
5’-10’ (preparation of role play – max. 10’)
25’-40’ (recording the performance – max. 5’)
50’-60’ (observation and discussion) 

Notes In this exercise stereotypes and prejudices of the group towards the public 
administration can emerge and the possibility is given to freely express 
one’s own experiences.
In the case that not all pairs are able to put up their performance due to 
lack of time, it will be the participants themselves who together will decide 
which pair should act their scene; if it is not possible to record each act, a 
discussion will follow each performance.

Examples

1. a relative of yours (who has your same citizenship) has come to visit you and has decided 
to stay with you for another 4 months in Malta, but her tourist visa does not permit this. You 
go to the immigration office to rectify matters.

2. a citizen (female) from a country of your choice is residing in Malta, but still has to apply for 
her Maltese identity card. She goes to the customer care counter at the local council to ask 
for information and to start procedures. She is first in line.

3. a citizen (male) of a non-EU country, residing in Malta, wants to get information on 
procedures to reunite his family in order to bring one of his cousins to Malta. The problem 
is that he has little time, in 20 minutes he should be back at work. Since he is at the end of 
the line he tries to come to the front.

4. a student (female) from a country of your choice has noticed that the name and surname on 
her new identity card have been exchanged. She goes to the counter at the Public Registry 
office in order to have the mistake rectified. She doesn’t have much time as she has a 
lesson but since she is the second in line there shouldn’t be any problem.

5. It is 12:00 hrs, it is time for the office to close; it re-opens at 13:00 hrs. There are still three 
people in line and the clerk would like to hurry in order to go to lunch.
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Written communicative practices in institutions: filling 
in a form

ACTIvITy 18

Categories description

General or specific 
training objective

• The participants will familiarize themselves with typical linguistic-
communicative expressions within the bureaucratic context.

• The participants will learn to recognise recurring forms (vocabulary, 
grammatical structure, graphic setting of information).

• They will acquire the ability of written production and written 
reception.

Task open questions and answers 

Training resources forms

Visual or technical 
support

flipchart, photocopies or overhead projector with transparencies 

Procedures 1. The trainer gives participants various bureaucratic-institutional forms 
without a title and without the name of the institution (they can be shown 
on the overhead projector and/or photocopies can be distributed).

2. The trainer subsequently asks participants according to him in which 
context are they used

3. Finally one focuses on unknown words/expressions; discussion

Training methods plenary work

Time input 55’-60’
10’ (preparation)
30’ (question and answer)
15’-20’ (unknown terms; discussion)

Notes This is an analytical exercise and it requires the use of the precise pattern. 
Those in the group that avoid this pattern might need further support to 
accomplish these objectives. It would help if one had to pair them up 
with someone who has a strong score in precision in order to model the 
process.
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A written text: making a request

ACTIvITy 19

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn to understand and complete bureaucratic 
forms.

• The participants learn to fill in different forms in the language of 
context.

• They will acquire the ability of written reception.
Task reading in silence

paraphrase
Training resources public administration forms
Visual or technical 
support
Procedures 1. Each participant silently reads the form.

2. Subsequently they focus together on unknown or unclear terms and 
the trainer writes such words, and asks if someone already knows 
them or is able to explain them.

3. If no one knows the meaning of certain terms the trainer is to prompt 
or elicit the meaning.

Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 50’-60’

10’ (reading)
20’-25’ (reading in silence)
20’-25’ (eliciting meanings)

Notes The trainer explains what the presented form is for, he checks if the 
participants are familiar with it, know what it is for; the trainer also asks if a 
similar one exists in their country.
Paraphrasing can be challenging to those that have a strong precise 
pattern. They find it difficult to leave out anything. It is therefore advisable 
to break this activity into smaller steps, e.G. allow them to first identify 
the key words, and then highlight those words which have ambiguous 
meaning etc. This can also help those who lead with sequence.
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Example
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Language use worksheet

ACTIvITy 20

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn and reinforce linguistic formulations which are 
typically found in forms in bureaucratic-institutional contexts.

Task multiple choice
Training resources forms from public administration offices and other institutions
Visual or technical 
support

worksheet

Procedures 1. The trainer presents a typical written form of a bureaucratic-institution 
setting.

2. The trainer presents a series of typical linguistic formulations that are 
normally found in such written forms.

3. The participant is given an exercise in which he/she is to associate a 
term with another similar term or a similar phrase. 

4. Plenary correction.
Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 45’-60’

10’-15’ (presentation of form)
5’-10’ (exercise)
30’-35’ (correction and discussion)

Notes The participants are to gain awareness of the differences between sectorial 
languages and the language of everyday use.
If you have individuals that tend to use confluence to a high level make 
sure you emphasise that this is not a hit and run exercise but they need 
to have a reason for their choice. Those that use confluence to a use first 
level tend to risk and guess answers.
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Example

what do the following terms mean? In some cases more than one answer may be correct. In such 
cases discuss your answer with other participants.

Once you have identified the correct meaning/s try to use them in a sentence:

1. family name: father’s name – surname – first name
2. widowed: husband is dead – wife is dead – unmarried

3. nationality at present: place in which one lives – place in which one was born 
– place of which one is recognised as being an official 
citizen 

4. minors: young children – young adults – babies
5. purpose of visit: reason to be in a country – reason to live in a country 

– reason to work in a country
6. issued at: published in a place – published in an office – published 

at a particular date
7. issued on: published in a place – published in an office – published 

at a particular date
8. applicant: the person who receives the application – the person 

who applies – the person who gives in the application
9. particulars: general information about a person – special information 

about a person – unusual information about a person
10. withheld: not considered – not given – not made official
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Language use worksheet

ACTIvITy 21

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn to recognise communication practices in the 
institutions and to compile bureaucratic forms.

• They will acquire the ability of written response and output.
Task paraphrase
Training resources public administration forms
Visual or technical 
support

board / wall chart

Procedures 1. Each participant looks for unknown terms in the form or terms that 
he has difficulty in understanding in the specific context and he/she 
copies them in a grid hung in the hall

2. Subsequently together they focus on unknown or unclear terms; the 
trainer writes such words on the board, asks if someone already knows 
them or is able to give an explanation and only when no one knows 
them does he elicit the meaning writing it on the blackboard.

3. Each participant writes on the board or wall chart, next to the unknown 
term, a possible definition or alternative expression

Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 50’-60’

10’ (identifying unknown terms, write them in the grid)
20’ (eliciting meaning)
20’-30’ (definition/alternative)

Notes Paraphrasing can be quite challenging to those that lead with precision
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Example

add here other words found in the form that you do not know. what do they mean? 

Discuss them with your the trainer.
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Language use worksheet

ACTIvITy 22

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants gain familiarity with some practices of bureaucratic 
institutions and learn how to fill in forms.

• They are to work on receptive and productive written skills.
Task matching terms to their definition
Training resources forms from public administration
Visual or technical 
support

worksheet

Procedures 1. a grid is to be presented to the participants, in which, in the left-
hand column, there are a number of typical terms from bureaucratic-
institutional language. In the right-hand column everyday corresponding 
terms are presented randomly and the participants are required to 
match these terms.

2. Trainees are to reflect briefly on similar forms used in other forms 
which were used at an earlier stage of the course.

3. Plenary correction and discussion
Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 45’-50’

5’ (introduction) 
10-15’ (work on the exercises) 
30’ (correction, explanation and discussion)

Notes The participants are to gain awareness of the differences between sectorial 
languages and the language of everyday use.
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Example

a. The expressions included in the column on the left-hand side are typical within institutional-
bureaucratic settings. In everyday life simpler terms are normally used. Match the expressions on the 
left-hand side with the corresponding expressions on the right-hand side:

In official forms... In everyday use ....
a) entry into 1) to state that something has been received
b) references / referees 2) to go/come to a country

c) to deny
3) the person who has written his/her name at the 

bottom of the form
d) to acknowledge 4) the person who has received the application

e) the applicant
5) people/documents  in order to confirm one’s 

identity
f) the undersigned 6) to live in a country
g) to accede to 7) to accept /  to approve

8) to refuse / not to accept
9) the person who is applying

B. Can you identify other terms from the written forms that have been used throughout the course? 
Try and think of simpler forms in order to paraphrase these terms.
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Language use worksheet

ATTIvITà 23

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants will learn to understand communicative practices of 
the institutions and to compile bureaucratic forms.

• They will acquire the ability of written response and output.
Task 
Training resources public administration form
Visual or technical 
support

work sheet
flipchart or wall chart

Procedures 1. The trainer distributes a form
2. Participants read the form individually and highlight expressions that 

are only, or nearly only, used in public administration forms
3. Each participant writes the highlighted expressions on the wall chart 

which is to be left hanging in the hall or on the flipchart
4. The trainer elicits the meaning together with the participants

Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 45’-60’

5’ (introduction of the work)
10’-15’ (recognition of expressions)
10’-15’ (noting)
20’-25’ (elicitation)

Notes This activity requires a high level of use of precision. Individuals who have 
a strong score in precision also need time to think up their answers. You 
need also to make sure that everyone is involved. Those with technical 
tendencies tend to leave the job to the others. You might need also to 
break this activity into two stages. First have everyone attempt to come 
up with the words and their meaning on their own and then go to the 
plenary.

Example

which words and expressions are only used (or nearly) in the public administration language? 
Discuss together with the trainer.
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Worksheet for metalinguistic reflection 

ACTIvITy 24

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn to reflect on different linguistic functions of 
grammatical features and on the use of the passive voice;

• They are to acquire metalinguistic skills.
Task to reflect on the language
Training resources worksheet
Visual or technical 
support
Procedures 1. The trainer stimulates the participants to reflect on the fact that 

grammatical features are used differently according to the different 
contexts in which they are used.

2. Every participant transforms passive sentences into active sentences 
and vice versa.

3. Plenary correction and discussion
Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 45’-60’

15’-20’ (reading and explaining) 
15’-20’ (exercise)
15’-20’ (correction)

Notes Explanation of the passive voice and on its impersonal function within 
institutional-bureaucratic settings. The passive form is often present in such 
contexts, but at times may lead to complications and misinterpretations 
because of its rather specific grammatical features.
as a grammatical exercise this activity requires the use of Precision. 
Therefore those who avoid this pattern might need further support.

Example

a. In institutional-bureaucratic settings the passive form is used very often. Change the following 
expressions from the passive to the active form, possibly by using terms of everyday use, as shown 
in the example:

e.g. Your application has been denied – we/I refuse your application

1. Your letter of the 1st June 2007 is acknowledged.
2. Entry into the country has been accepted.
3. Your request has been acceded to by the undersigned.
4. The photo is signed by the referee.
5. Your passport has been issued in Malta in 2007.
6. The claim for refugee status is denied

B. why do you think that the passive form is used within institutional-bureaucratic settings? Can you 
find similar examples in your country of origin?

C. Now transform the following sentences from the active form to the passive form, as shown in the 
example:
e.g. I have filled in the form - The form has been filled in by me 

1. I sign the form.
2. we will fill in the application.
3. I have completed the request.
4. You made a request.
5. The official has not accepted my documents.
6. The public relations administrator tells me to return with the form tomorrow.
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Language use worksheet

ACTIvITy 25

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn to reflect on word formation.
• They are to acquire metalinguistic abilities.

Task reflection on the language 
manipulation

Training resources worksheets
Visual or technical 
support
Procedures 1. Every participant completes a grid in which he/she is to form nouns 

from verbs and vice versa.
2. Plenary correction
3. The trainer stimulates the participants to reflect on the part of the word 

that has not been changed and the part that has been added to (or 
changed in) the word.

Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 45’-60’

15’-20’ (reading and explaining) 
15’-20’ (exercise)
15’-20’ (reflection)

Notes Reflection on the processes of prefixation and suffixation
as a grammatical exercise this activity requires the use of Precision. 
Therefore those who avoid this pattern might need further support.

Example

Complete the following grid:
verb/s noun/s

refer referral, reference, referee

declaration

address

reside

transcript, transcription

apply

allocation

tax
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Worksheet for written language use: compile a form

ACTIvITy 26

categories Description
general or specific 
training objective

• the participants will learn how to fill in different types of forms.
• they will acquire the ability of written output.

task reading out loud
filling in of forms (step by step)

training resources forms
visual or technical 
support
procedures 1. the trainer distributes a form to the group

2. each participant reads in turn filling in the entries on the form
3. discussion
4. repeating the activity with another form to consolidate what has been 

learnt
training methods plenary work
time input 90’-120’

5’-10’ (distribution of form 1)
30’-35’ (reading and filling in - max. 3’ each participant)
10’-15’ (discussion)
5’-10’ (distribution form 2)
30’-35’ (reading and filling in - max. 3’ each participant)
10’-15’ (discussion)

notes nb: personal details can be changed
participants that score high in confluence might need to see the value in 
such activity. it would therefore help if you take a few minutes to explain 
the rationale behind this activity.
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Worksheet: transcribing an interaction

ACTIvITy 27

Categories Description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants will learn how to listen attentively to a brief (audio/
visual) recorded interaction’.

• They will acquire the ability of written and spoken production.
Task Transcribing step by step (cf. tool 17 in SECTION 3) concentrating 

exclusively on the verbal output
Training resources audio/visual recording of a brief interaction lasting a few minutes, taken 

from a bureaucratic-institutional context
Visual or technical 
support

audio/visual media
overhead projector/computer and projector

Procedures 1. The trainer introduce the activity to transcribe
2. The trainer makes the participants listen to the interaction stopping 

at each part of the dialogue to give the participants the possibility to 
transcribe what they have understood

3. Each participant individually, starts to transcribe the words
4. The trainer makes them listen to the interaction many times
5. In pairs the participants compare, complete and discuss their respective 

individual results 
6. The trainer shows the final transcription on transparencies or better 

still on the computer
7. The trainer explains some typical parts of spoken Maltese or/and 

English
8. Feedback from the participants

Training methods Individual / pairs / plenary work
Time input 135’-200’

15’-20’ (introducing the transcription)
30’-50’ (individual transcription)
30’-50’ (comparing and filling in pairs)
20’-30’ (final transcription)
30’-35’ (explanation of spoken Maltese or/and English)
10’-15’ (feedback from participants)

Notes NB: personal details have to be changed; 
The activity can be prolonged over various meetings
This is a highly precise exercise and it would require great attention to 
details. Those that avoid precision would need to be supported. It would 
help if they were to be coupled with someone who has a strong precise 
pattern.
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Typical expressions that facilitate spoken communica-
tion

ACTIvITy 28

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants will consolidate and reinforce some expressions 
which are useful when they go to a window in a public office.

Task reading in silence
Training resources work sheet with the expressions
Visual or technical 
support

flipchart

Procedures 1. The trainer provides the participants with a series of expressions that 
might be useful, or of help, when they go to the window in a public 
office, but also in other situations; 

2. eventual explanation and discussion.
Training methods plenary work
Time input 45’-60’
Notes The trainer makes the participants reflect on the possibility of using some 

expressions even outside the bureaucratic-institutional context (sorry, I 
haven’t understood, can you repeat please, what does it mean ...)

Examples

1. excuse me, where can I find the form for ...
2. To who/ to which office must I go to get information about �
3. Excuse me, I would like to know what I need to do to obtain family reunion 
4. xxx means yyy ?
5. what does it mean �
6. Excuse me, i haven’t understood, can you repeat please?
7. where is the office�?
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Constructing your SPICES training involving adults-pro-
fessionally-in-contact-with-mobility

All the following activities have the objective to enhance the intercultural awareness 

in communication between adults-in-mobility and adults-professionally-in-contact-

with-mobility in bureaucratic-institutional settings: differences in conversation prac-

tices and strategies, in specific communication patterns, bringing out stereotypes 

and discriminating attitudes, critical elements and situations where communication 

can fail. The awareness is a fundamental condition to acquire better communication 

skills and eventually work out, in the training group, possible strategies on how to 

overcome communication failures when they occur. Such a cooperative work is 

especially efficacious when carried out in an integrated group between both parties 

of the interaction: adults-in-mobility and adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobi-

lity.

The activities 4-10 are constructed in a way that they form a possible progress. 

Before or in between these activities one may insert brainstorming, life-story-telling 

and/or general observation activities (1-�).

�ikewise for the training activities for adults-in-mobility only, the activities involving 

adults-professionally-in-contact-with-mobility will be again presented through the 

following grid:

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

aims and outcomes the participants will reach: by the end of the module/
course/this activity the trainees will be able to� / will be aware of the 
following�

Task Type of task (related to: active listening / visual observation; production / 
reception of spoken / written communication, paraverbal and nonverbal 
communication; visual management of interactions; role plays and any 
communication game) in which trainees will be involved

Training resources Required written or spoken materials, such as transcripts with video-
recordings, forms to fill in, worksheets, etc.

Visual or technical 
support

Required technical or visual support such as flipchart, video-recorder, 
television, computer, coloured sheets, coloured pens, transparents etc.

Procedures Practical explanation of how the activity/task will be done
Training methods Individual / pair / group (3-4 participants) / plenary work (i.e. The whole 

group together) etc.
Time input Indicates the estimated time for each activity (with an average number of 

10 participants) 
Notes any kind of suggestion, such as variation of the exercise, specific linguistic 

features, necessary preparation by the trainer, etc.
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Communication between adults-in-mobility and adults-
in-contact-with-mobility

ACTIvITy 1

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants begin to open their mind generally on the issues 
treated in the training.

• They get a deeper awareness on how communication processes 
work in interpersonal and intercultural encounters.

• at the same time this allows the trainer to discover the 
participants’, experience, awareness and knowledge about the 
intercultural issue generally.

Task brainstorming
Training resources possible topics:

communication
	 what does communication mean for you?
	 what does intercultural encounter mean for you?
	 what does intercultural communication mean for you?

names
	 which names, surnames from different countries do you 

know/remember?
communicative problems
	 what communicative problems do you perceive on the plane 

of the relationship?
	 what communicative problems do you perceive on the plane 

of the objective content?
	 what communicative difficulties with people different from 

yourself do you perceive?
communicative stereotypes
	 what communicative stereotypes do you encounter in your 

everyday life on the level of verbal communication?
	 what communicative stereotypes do you encounter in your 

everyday life on the level of visual communication?
	 what communicative stereotypes do you encounter in your 

everyday life on the level of nonverbal communication?
	 what communicative stereotypes do you encounter in your 

everyday life on the level of paraverbal communication?
communicative rituals
	 what verbal communicative rituals do you encounter in your 

everyday life? (Ex.: greeting when one encounters another 
person)

	 what visual communicative rituals do you encounter in your 
everyday life? (Ex.: in the European culture, wearing black at 
a funeral)

	 what nonverbal communicative rituals do you encounter 
in your everyday life? (Ex.: shaking hands when meeting 
someone)

	 what paraverbal communicative rituals do you encounter in 
your everyday life? (Ex.: increase volume when encountering 
someone to signal gladness)
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Visual or technical 
support

flipchart, coloured paper sheets (one for each participant), coloured pens 
(one for each participant), spray (to fix the sheets on the flipchart) or pins 
(to fix the sheets on a pin wall)

Procedures 1. the trainer announces the topic (selected according to its relevance 
at the specific moment of the training course) and the time to use it

individual brainstorming
2. the trainer distributes the sheets with the pens
3. the trainer gathers the sheets and fixes them on the flipchart or the 

pins wall (individual brainstorming)
4. follows group discussion
or:
group brainstorming
2. the trainer gathers the answers publicly writing them on the flipchart
3. follows group discussion

Training methods individual or plenary work
Time input 45’-50’

10’ (introduction)
5’-10’ (individual /group brainstorming)
15’ (presentation)
15’ (discussion)

Notes The trainer may use all or one of the 15 possible topics for brainstorming 
to sensitise participants in the perception of communication elements 
and intercultural settings; one or more brainstorming activities may be 
used, especially as introduction to some of the below reported training 
activities, in order to open participants’ minds on the issues treated in a 
specific training activity; at the same time this allows the trainer to discover 
the participants’ awareness and knowledge about a certain intercultural 
issue.
In a group brainstorming pay attention that each participant participates.
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Stereotypes

ACTIvITy 2

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants enhance their observation abilities.

Task group brainstorming and observation

Training resources picture (from advertising, newspaper, reviews etc.),
Visual or technical 
support

flipchart, coloured paper sheets (one for each participant), coloured pens 
(one for each participant), spray (to fix the sheets on the flipchart) or pins 
(to fix the sheets on a pin wall)

Procedures group brainstorming
1. The trainer, showing the picture, asks participants:

“What does this picture evoke in you? Give your answers without 
reflecting.”

2. The trainer writes answers on the flipchart as provided by the 
participants
individual observation
3. Now the trainer makes participants observe individually the picture in a 
more detailed manner:
	 Describe shortly this picture: What specific situation is 

represented here? 
	 What feeling does this picture evoke in you?
	 Which particular colour strikes you most?
	 Comment briefly the relationship between verbal communication 

elements and visual communication elements
	 What feeling does this picture evoke in you now? Write your 

answers down.
4. Presentation of the individual answers in the plenary session.
5. Follows group discussion

Training methods plenary / individual work
Time input 110’-120’

5’ (introduction)
5’ (brainstorming)
30’ (individual observation)
60’ (presentation)
10’-20’ (discussion)

Notes another more complex brainstorming activity leads to a general 
enhancement of observation abilities; this activity can therefore be used 
before more specific observation activities.
The trainer has to collect one or more such pictures prior to the lesson.
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Words: life-story1

ACTIvITy 3

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

Through the method of life-story-telling, the participants 
• (re)evoke their personal intercultural experience, 
• reach a deeper awareness,
• learn from the others’ experience.

Task life-story-telling
Training resources
Visual or technical 
support

flipchart

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces the activity
2. The participants are invited by the trainer to remember not simply 

“words” out of context, but rather the situations in which such “words” 
have been pronounced; they should try to write down such words 
remembering who said them, when and to whom they have been 
addressed (either to yourself or to somebody else)

3. The participants give a short presentation
4. Group discussion ; the trainer writes down the key words

Training methods individual / plenary work
Time input 90’-105’

10’ (introduction)
30’ (write down activity)
30’-45’ (max. 3’ each participant)
20’ (discussion)

Notes For a general mutual awareness, at the beginning of a training session 
it might be useful and appropriate to elicit stories the participants tell 
about their personal experience in their multicultural environment. It is not 
important that the stories are from institutional backgrounds.
Listening to one’s own voice and words helps to remember; listening 
to others’ voices and words helps the participants gain familiarity with 
active listening and favours the exchange between different cultural 
experiences.
Certain words, sentences, names, poems, songs, but also legends, 
proverbs and fantastic stories accompany us in our life and accumulate 
during the years forming a vocal background.
They form pre-emptive orders or statements without possibility to reply, 
like absolute truth of moral and philosophical nature.
The participants may be invited by the trainer to bring photos or other 
visual material to integrate their life-stories
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Interactions in bureaucratic-institutional settings:  
observation

ACTIvITy 4

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants get a deeper insight into communication practices 
through the enhancement of observation skills;

• they will use more consciously visual, non-verbal and paraverbal 
communication elements in the talk-in-interaction;

• they will therefore be more able to overcome intercultural 
communication problems.

Task vision of a video-recording of an interaction observing all levels of 
communication: verbal, paraverbal, nonverbal, visual

Training resources video-recording of an interaction at a public counter, transcript; observation 
grids (cf. Tool 30)

Visual or technical 
support

video-recorder, monitor

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces the context, the situation and the topic of a 
recording the participants will see

2. The trainer begins with the vision of the video-recorded interaction
3. Discussion on the general understanding of the content of the 

scenario
4. Second vision, observing the particularities of verbal, paraverbal, 

nonverbal and visual communication
5. Marking differences in comparing the different communication 

patterns
Training methods plenary work
Time input 2-4 hours
Notes preliminary collection of a video-recording and corresponding 

transcription 
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Interactions in bureaucratic-institutional settings: 
metacommunication

ACTIvITy 5

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants learn to use specific metacommunicative strategies 
helpful to overcome communication breakdowns.

Task analyse the different instances of turn-taking in a transcript 
reflecting on the conversation techniques and strategies on all 
communication levels: visual and verbal, nonverbal and paraverbal

Training resources photocopies of transcript
Visual or technical 
support

overhead projector or computer with projector

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces the context, the situation and the topic of a 
transcript the participants will read

2. The participants read the transcript
3. Comments on the (differences in) communication behaviour, in small 

groups
4. Elaboration of metacommunicative strategies, in small groups
5. Presentation of results in plenary session

Training methods plenary work / group work
Time input 2-4 hours
Notes preliminary collection of a video-recording and corresponding 

transcription 
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Interactions in bureaucratic-institutional settings: 
changing perspective

ACTIvITy 6

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

The participants learn to use communication practices specifically in an 
intercultural perspective, such as:
• to ask questions
• not to contradict the verbal meaning through a bad use of paraverbal 

and nonverbal elements
• to support constructively their discourse with paraverbal and 

nonverbal elements
• to negotiate the meaning of their discourse
• to integrate verbal descriptions through visual materials.

Task role play: in case all the participants are adults-professionally-in-contact-
with-mobility, 
1. 1 person simulates to be an adult-in-mobility, the other an adult-in-

contact-with-mobility
2. the same persons invert roles 

Training resources transcripts may constitute a model; observation grids
Visual or technical 
support

video-camera, video-recorder & monitor (photocopies of transcript/s)

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces and explains the role play
2. Forms groups (4 participants)
3. Groups invent one or more situations in which 2 interactants always 

participate
4. Each pair simulates the situation which gets video-recorded by the 

trainer
5. while a pair is simulating, the other 2 participants observe and take 

notes
6. Same pair inverts roles
7. The second pair perform their two simulations
8. Discussion within the small group
9. In plenary group: observation of all the videos pointing out 

peculiarities and differences in verbal, paraverbal, nonverbal, visual 
communication

10. General group discussion
Training methods pair / group (3-4 participants) / plenary work
Time input 4-6 hours
Notes It is important that everybody participates actively.
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Interactions in bureaucratic-institutional settings:  
assuming one’s role

ACTIvITy 7

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

The participants learn to use communication practices specifically in an 
intercultural perspective, such as:
• to ask questions
• not to contradict the verbal meaning through a bad use of paraverbal 

and nonverbal elements
• to support constructively their discourse with paraverbal and 

nonverbal elements
• to substitute problematic words in a way that they become more 

understandable
• to negotiate the meaning of their discourse
• to integrate verbal descriptions through visual materials.
• They eventually will be able to change point of view.

Task role play: 
in case the group is mixed with adults-in-mobility and adults-professionally-
in-contact-with-mobility, each participant simulates his/her own everyday 
role/situation

Training resources transcripts may constitute a model; observation grids
Visual or technical 
support

video-camera, video-recorder & monitor (photocopies of transcript/s)

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces and explains the role play
2. Forms groups (4 participants)
3. Groups invent one or more situations in which 2 interactants always 

participate
4. Each pair simulates their situation which gets video-recorded by the 

trainer
5. while a pair is simulating the other 2 participants observe and take 

notes
6. Discussion within the small group
7. In plenary: observation of all the videos pointing out particularities and 

differences in verbal, paraverbal, nonverbal, visual communication
8. General group discussion

Training methods pair / group (3-4 participants) / plenary work
Time input 2-4 hours
Notes It is important that everybody participates actively.
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Interactions in bureaucratic-institutional settings:  
exchanging roles 

ACTIvITy 8

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants enhance their capability of empathy, specifically in 
an intercultural perspective through asking typical questions (“do you 
understand me?”, “do you have some question?”)

• Thus they will be able to adapt their communication behaviour to their 
interlocutor.

Task role play: 
in case the group is mixed with adults-in-mobility and adults-professionally-
in-contact-with-mobility, each participant simulates to be the ‘other’

Training resources transcripts may constitute a model; observation grids
Visual or technical 
support

video-camera, video-recorder & monitor (photocopies of transcript/s)

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces and explains the role play
2. Forms groups (4 participants)
3. Groups invent one or more situations in which 2 interactants always 

participate
4. Each pair simulates their situation which gets video-recorded by the 

trainer
5. while a pair is simulating the other 2 participants observe and take 

notes
6. Discussion within the small group
7. In plenary: observation of all the videos pointing out particularities and 

differences in verbal, paraverbal, nonverbal, visual communication
8. General group discussion

Training methods pair / group (3-4 participants) / plenary work
Time input 2-4 hours
Notes It is important that everybody participates actively.
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Interactions in bureaucratic-institutional settings: 
conversation analysis

ACTIvITy 9

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants get a better understanding of the usual communication 
practices in bureaucratic-institutional settings;

• they will be able to change their usual communication practices 
according to their interlocutors’ communication difficulties.

Task analyse the different instances of turn-taking in a transcript 
reflecting on specific conversation techniques and strategies: adjacency 
pairs, turn-taking, repairs, openings and closings of interaction, sequential 
structures generally

Training resources video-recording of an interaction at a public counter, transcript; 
Visual or technical 
support

overhead projector or computer with projector

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces the context, the situation and the topic of a 
recording they will read

2. The participants read the transcript
3. Comments on the (differences in) communication behaviour 

Training methods plenary work
Time input 3-5 hours
Notes preliminary collection of a video-recording and corresponding 

transcription 
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Interactions in bureaucratic-institutional settings: 
text analysis

ACTIvITy 10

Categories description
General or specific 
training objective

• The participants get a better understanding of written texts in 
bureaucratic-institutional settings, both from a verbal and a visual 
point of view;

• they will be able to elaborate possible alternatives together with the 
colleagues and trainer.

Task analysing a written text 
reflecting on comprehension difficulties: what and why
elaborating alternatives to overcome the stated difficulties

Training resources written bureaucratic text, e.g. a form to be filled in
Visual or technical 
support

overhead projector or computer with projector

Procedures 1. The trainer introduces the text and the respective context
2. The participants read the text
3. Identification of (possible) comprehension difficulties
3. Elaboration of alternatives 

Training methods plenary work
Time input 3-5 hours
Notes preliminary collection of written bureaucratic texts




